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THEMATIC ARTICLES – POLITICAL IDENTITIES AND
ELECTORAL PRACTICES
From Partisanship to Abstention: Changing Types of Electoral Behavior
in a New Democracy
Marius I. TĂTAR

Abstract. Post-communist transitions to democracy in Central and Eastern Europe were
generally accompanied by an increase of the share of citizens who do not vote. Absentees
are usually persons who do not feel close to and do not identify themselves with any
political party. The paper builds a typology of voters/non-voters and then examines the
changing patterns of electoral behavior in Romania using statistical analysis based on
survey data from 1990 to 2008. In the last 20 year of democratic reconstruction in Romania,
we can notice a general decline of turnout in parliamentary elections and, in this context, a
relative increase of the weight of pragmatic-individualist voters and a subsequent decrease
of the relative share of party loyalists in the total share of voters. This raises questions
about the credibility of the Romanian political parties and their ability to retain voters from
one election round to another. Moreover, there are significant attitudinal and sociodemographic differences between partisan and non-partisan voters, on the one hand, and
between voters and absentees, on the other hand. Finally, the paper reconsiders the
conceptions and applicability of partisanship in the changing context of elections and voting
behaviors in the new democracies of Central and Eastern Europe.
Keywords: electoral behavior, partisanship, migration, political sophistication, rural-urban
divide, Romania

Introduction
The quality and inclusiveness of democratic systems is often evaluated in
terms of degree and forms of citizens’ political involvement. Thus, political
participation is considered a key indicator for evaluating the functioning of
representative democracies (Norris, 2002; Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995).
Although electoral participation is not the only way citizens can make their voice
2
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heard in the political sphere, voting in elections is perhaps the most important
source of legitimacy in modern democratic governance (Johann, 2012; Tătar,
2011c). A high turnout in elections for a relatively long period is associated in most
of the stable democracies with civism and identification with the democratic
system. This interpretation has normatively prevailed in some democracies, so they
have legally regulated the obligation to vote in elections (Kaase, 2007).
Despite theoretical and normative expectations of higher participation in
democratizing societies, the post-communist context of Central and Eastern Europe
is characterized by a widespread estrangement of citizens from politics and public
sphere (Howard, 2003; Letki, 2003). The generalized participatory decline affects
both electoral (Kostadinova, 2003; Kostadinova & Power, 2007; Kostelka, 2010;
Rose & Munro, 2003) and non-electoral forms of citizens’ political involvement in
the region (Barnes & Simon, 1998, apud. Dalton & Klingemann, 2007). Romania
remarkably portrays the declining regional trend of political engagement, as this
country is one of the former communist block’s states with the sharpest decreases
in participation rates after 1989. Moreover, in terms of political attitudes, the
Romanians have experienced increased political disaffection during the postcommunist transition period (Tătar, 2011b). The most obvious symptoms of the
political alienation of a significant part of the Romanian citizenry1 include: a
growing distrust of political institutions and politicians, political cynicisms2, and a
sense of personal inefficacy in politics (inability to influence decision-making). All
these attitudes point to people’s perception of a widening gap between political
elites and citizens, which constitutes a negative premise for the subsequent
engagement in the democratic political process.
This paper analyzes electoral behavior in post-communist Romania
focusing especially on the nexus between party identification and the decision to
vote or not. I differentiate between partisan voters (those that express closeness to
a political party) and non-partisan or pragmatic (individualist) voters, and I compare
the two categories with non-voters. Thus, the study will address the following
research questions: What are the main trends of electoral participation and
1

For instance, Tufiș (2010, p. 51) estimates that around one third of the Romanian adult
population ”(self)exiled” itself from the political sphere.
2
Political cynicism is understood here as a negative sentiment towards the political process
which is perceived to corrupt the persons who participate in it. Consequently, the cynics
believe that political processes draw into politics only those persons who are corrupt or want
to get rich by any means.
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partisanship in post-communist Romania? How can these dynamics be explained?
How has the emigration of the Romanian workers influenced turnout in
parliamentary elections? What are the differences between voters and non-voters?
Are partisan voters more politically sophisticated than pragmatic voters? The data
used for answering these research questions come both from official statistics and
reports and several national and international survey datasets from 1990 to 2009,
representative for the adult population of Romania.
The paper is structured into six parts. Fist, I will critically review the
literature on the nexus between electoral behavior and partisanship. Then I will
briefly present the data and methods used for answering the research questions. In
the following section I compare the dynamics of turnout in elections and the
evolution of partisanship in Romania, after 1989. Afterwards, I construct a typology
of the Romanian electorate based on voting behavior and partisanship. Next, I will
examine the attitudinal and socio-demographic characteristics of different types of
voters/non-voters. In the concluding section, I will summarize the main findings and
discuss their theoretical implications.
The electoral behavior – partisanship nexus: An overview
The declining political engagement of Romanians during the post communist
period was also accompanied by an increased party dealignment and electoral
volatility from one round of elections to another (Tătar, 2011b). Previous research on
Western democracies has emphasized that as alignments between parties and voters
weaken, electoral volatility (that is switches from one party to another) increases
(Dalton & Wattenberg, 2000). There are basically two perspectives on electoral
volatility: a pessimistic one and a more optimistic one (Dassonneville, 2012). The
negative interpretation is that volatile voters are less politically sophisticated, being
thus uninformed and/or uninterested about politics (Berelson, 1963 apud. ;
Dassonneville, 2012), as well as less knowledgeable and aware on how they can
influence decision-making or why is politics relevant for their life (Cameron, 2009;
Highton, 2009; Luskin, 1990; McClurg, 2006). On the contrary, other scholars claim
that volatile voters are more politically sophisticated, as they are highly informed and
interested in politics and are capable to make their own and meaningful choices
during the elections, not relying solely on socio-demographical predispositions
(Dassonneville, 2012) and partisan bounds. According to this positive view,
4
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sophisticated voters switch parties because they are politically pragmatic, meaning
they are capable of assessing and choosing among different party programs and
electoral offers, those that best fit or represent their interest. This latter
interpretation rests on the assumption that political sophistication enables citizens to
connect their values and interests to their political opinions and behaviors and thus
provides a variety of advantages for those who have this characteristic, compared to
those that do not have it (Highton, 2009). Moreover, political sophistication or
“expertise” in Luskin’s (1990) terms is linked to more political awareness and
engagement (Delli Carpini & Keeter, 1996; Zukin, Keeter, Andolina, Jenkins, & Delli
Carpini, 2006).
On the other hand, the theoretical and normative relevance of analyzing the
differences between types of voters and non-voters rests particularly in what Verba
et al. (1995) call “participatory inequalities” which can undermine democracy if
participation in politics is obstructed by structural constraints. Those who participate
can make their voice heard in the political process and their interests are better
represented in the political sphere, compared to those that do not/cannot
participate. If the factors that hinder the political engagement of different segments
of citizenry are based on unequal access to participatory resources, then the terms in
which political participation processes take place in a democracy might not be fair
(Teorell, 2006) inducing a “participatory bias” based on structural constraints. And
this compromises the principle of political equality that underlies democracy (Dahl,
1989; Verba, et al., 1995).
Participation inequalities can be explained by a variety of individual
characteristics that are in their turn unequally distributed in society. Above all, early
electoral studies highlighted party identification (party ID) as one of the most reliable
predictors of voting in elections. In 1960 the research group of the University of
Michigan proposed the paradigm of the “captive” voter in a collective book entitled
The American Voter (Campbell, Converse, Miller, & Stokes, 1960), which became a
classic of electoral studies. The authors identified strong and persistent attachments
of citizens to one of the two major American political parties, which structure the
American political life. The researchers pointed out that strong partisan identification
of Americans influenced not only their voting behavior but also most of their political
attitudes. Moreover, once acquired, party attachments were remarkably durable and
have generated almost a mechanical reproduction of partisan preferences from one
generation to another (Baudouin, 1999).
5
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However, during the 1970s analyses began to show a systematic erosion of
identifications with political parties. As a reaction to the Michigan group’s
paradigm, The Changing American Voter (Nie, Verba, & Petrocik, 1976) proposed a
new model of the “individualist” voter freed from party mechanisms (Baudouin,
1999). Moreover, the authors of The Changing American Voter find growing party
dealignments especially among the younger age cohorts, characterized by high
electoral volatility form one round of election to another, and whose vote is based
more on issues and persons and less on party identifications.
Although the concept of party identification can hardly be translated from
the American context (with two major parties) to the European one (with more
fragmented and sometimes more volatile multiparty party systems) (Campbell, et
al., 1960; Holmberg, 2007; Thomassen & Rosema, 2009 apud. Dassonneville, 2012),
empirical analyses have proved the usefulness of this concept in explaining turnout
in elections (Comșa, Gheorghiță, & Tufiș, 2010; Tătar, 2011c; Teodorescu, 2009).
However, the original claim of the Michigan school that party identification is an
attitude acquired mainly through socialization during childhood and adolescence is
less functional in the post-communist context. According to Tufiș (2010) there are
several relevant aspects regarding the way attachments to political parties might
crystallize/diminish in the Eastern European context. First, the almost
instantaneous emergence of political parties in post-communist societies excludes
the formation of attachments to them through political socialization, leaving only
direct experience as a possible source of attachment to a political party. Thus
attitudes towards parties are more volatile and vulnerable to critical evaluations of
their current (mainly economical) performance as parties in government. Second,
the initial post-communist transition period was characterized by an increased
instability of the party systems and this did nothing but to delay the formation of
strong attachments to political parties. Third, due to a high personalization of
politics it is possible that closeness to a specific political party means in fact an
attachment to the party leader. In this case, identification with a political party
might easily vanish if the nexus between a particular party and its leader no longer
exists. Research on partisanship in new democracies points out that “party
identification is mainly shaped by political factors, not social variables” (Holmberg,
2007, p. 566). This means that in post-communist Eastern Europe, partisanship is
more an evaluative and political concept, an endogenous notion emerging within
the political processes.
6
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Partisanship, understood as attachment to political parties, can be
disentangled into three main aspects (C. D. Tufiș, 2010): a general attachment meaning
the closeness to a political party; the intensity of attachment taking into account the
degree of identification with a political party (i.e. from low/weak to high/strong
attachment); a specific attachment to a particular party allowing thus comparisons
between partisans of different political parties. In this paper I will focus on the former
aspect mentioned above, namely the general attachment/closeness to any political
party. This research strategy is motivated first, by the focus of this paper not on
partisanship per se but on its analysis in conjunction with electoral behavior, and
second, by the necessity to have a more general concept/variable (i.e. low intension,
high extension) suitable for the constructions of voter/non-voters typologies that allow
diachronic comparisons using data from different surveys.
Voters, respectively non-voters can be classified according to several criteria:
confidence in parties / political leaders, the degree of partisanship (identification /
closeness to one party or another), voting intentions, etc. (Comșa, 2006). Depending on
the consistency of participation in elections, one can distinguish between systematic
voters (always vote), conjectural non-voters (sometimes vote, other times do not vote)
and systematic non-voters (never or almost never vote). Comşa (2006) estimates the
size of the conjectural non-voters category to be around 40% of the voting population
of Romania, containing those who do not vote in certain elections. The percentage of
those who say they never vote (systematic non-voters) is much lower, estimated by
Comșa (2006) to about 8%.
A report commissioned by the European Parliament presents likewise results
for 'unconditional' abstainers (those who never vote) in the 2009 European elections in
Romania (European Parliament, 2012). Somewhat similar figures appear in a study
conducted by the Institute for Public Policy in March 2009 (see Alexandru, Moraru, &
Ercuş, 2009): 8% of respondents say they never vote in parliamentary elections, and 7%
say they never vote in the presidential elections. Also 16% reported they rarely vote in
presidential elections and 12% that rarely vote in presidential elections. Should be
noted that these estimates are based on the respondents’ statements in post-electoral
surveys, and the real figures may be significantly higher.
Beyond the typologies outlined above, it remains to assess the factors that
lead individuals to vote or abstain in elections. Literature devoted to participation
reveals a number of perspectives from which citizen involvement in politics is analyzed.
The institutionalist approach focuses on the structure of opportunities for participation
7
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offered by institutional channels and procedures. At the macro level, comparative
studies reveal significant differences between countries’ institutional setup and degree
of openness to citizen participation in public affairs. The institutional openness can
inhibit or stimulate citizens involvement (Jackman, 1987; Powell, 1986). But even
within the same political and institutional system there are often significant differences
between the degree of participation of the poor and the rich, between young and old,
between those with higher education and those with primary school (Norris, 2002).
This direction of analysis is used by the structural perspectives which emphasize the
role of social cleavages based on age, gender, social status, which are closely related to
resources such as time, money, knowledge and skills necessary to participate (Verba, et
al., 1995). On the other hand, motivational perspectives focus on cultural attitudes and
values that people have in the processes of political participation, including civic
engagement norms, political interest, ideological and partisan identification, etc. Unlike
the above perspectives, theories of mobilization highlight the role of agents, either
taken individually, (such as political leaders), or collectively as the social networks and
organizations such as political parties, trade unions, voluntary organizations and
community associations that act as catalysts and mobilizers of participation
(Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993). To summarize, the explanatory models mentioned in
the literature suggests that individuals do not participate because they cannot, don’t
want to or simply because nobody asked them to participate (Norris, 2002).
Data and methods
The data used in this paper comes from official statistics and reports
(concerning turnout in elections and emigration of Romanians) and survey datasets.
The source of data used for analyses are mentioned below each table/figure. In this
section, I will only briefly present the post-electoral surveys carried out in Romania and
used in this article: for the elections of 20 May 1990, I used data collected from a
representative sample of 1234 people in Romania in December 1990 within the
international study Consolidation of Democracy in Central and Eastern Europe in 19902001. Cumulated Survey Data (Rotman et al, 2004); for the elections of 3 November
1996, I used data collected in Romania on a sample of 1175 respondents in December
1996 within the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES Module 1), 1996-2000;
for the elections of November the 28th, 2004, I used the second module of the
Comparative Study of Electoral Systems (CSES, Module 2), 2001-2006 conducted in
8
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Romania in December 2004, on a representative sample of 1913 people; for the
parliamentary elections of 30 November 2008, I used data from the European Social
Survey, Module 4, 3rd edition, (ESS round 4) carried out in Romania between 2
December 2008 and 19 January 2009 on a representative sample of 2146 respondents.
In this paper, I will use sample re-weighting as a method for correcting
distortions in survey data starting from the assumption that voting in elections is
perceived by individuals as a socially desirable behavior and thus there is a significant
tendency of over-reporting voting in post-electoral surveys. The method consists of
differential weighting of individuals in the sample according to their declared voting
behavior (those who said they had voted, respectively had not voted in the last
parliamentary elections) using official aggregated data on turnout as known values of
the voting population, for each row of parliamentary elections in Romania from 1990
to 2008. This weighting scheme is based on the following idea underlined by Crow and
Berumen (2007): a higher weight is given to respondents who admit that they had not
voted (assuming they tell the truth) and a lower weight is assigned to those who claim
to have voted (assuming that some of them tell the truth, but a significant portion of
them falsely stating they had voted)3. In other words, weighting is a correction of the
under-representation of the true non-voters in the sample used (Crow & Berumen,
2007). The methods of data analysis used in this study consist mainly of descriptive
statistics, and bivariate statistical analysis.
Electoral participation and emigration: developments in post-communist Romania
In Romania turnout in parliamentary elections has decreased by over 50% in
the last two decades. While in the first post-communist elections of 1990 over 86% of
Romanians voted, turnout in the parliamentary elections of 2012 was 41.76%. There
are multiple factors explaining the decline in voter turnout in parliamentary elections in
Romania in the last 20 years (Tătar, 2011c). Two of the most prominent factors
contributing to decreasing electoral participation are: people’s disaffection with postcommunist politics and the increasing mobility of the Romanian workers abroad. On
the one hand, the recurrent disappointments of a significant part of the population
with the post-communist governments reduced the feeling that elections can function
as a mechanism to produce social transformation (Tătar, 2011c).
3

For a more thorough discussion of the weighting scheme please see Tătar (2011b, pp. 114118, pp. 119-120; 2011c)
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Turnout %

Figure 1: Declining turnout in Romanian parliamentary elections 1990-2012
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Source: own elaboration based on data available on the websites of the Central Electoral
Commission for the Romanian parliamentary elections, from 1990 to 2012.

Another important factor explaining the sharp decline in electoral
participation is the increasing stock of Romanians working abroad (see Figure 2). A
report on labor mobility carried out on behalf of the European Commission
estimates the number of Romanian citizens in the EU15 countries to be above 2
million persons, most of whom have worked in Italy, Spain and Germany in 2009
(Holland, Fic, Rincon-Aznar, Stokes, & Paluchowski, 2011). However, other studies,
using both official data and public opinion surveys carried out in Romania and
abroad, estimate the number of Romanians working and living abroad (not only in
EU15) to be around 3 millions (Abraham & Şufaru, 2009). Citizens working abroad
and having valid Romanian identity documents are automatically enrolled in the
electoral lists containing the voting population of Romania. However, out of these
2-3 millions of Romanians working abroad, less than half a million (441,769) had
permanent residence in their host country and consequently the right to vote
abroad for the Romanian parliamentary elections of 2012, according to Mircea
Dușa, Minister of Administration and Interior, cited by the Romanian press4. If
these figures are correct, then it means that only between 16 and 25% (depending

4

See http://www.ziare.com/mircea-dusa/stiri-mircea-dusa/mircea-dusa-441-769-de-romanidin-strainatate-au-drept-de-vot-1205960, accessed on 12.02.2013.
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on the estimations) of the Romanian citizens could actually exercise their voting
rights while living abroad. Even for this category, voting costs are quite high
because it implied going to the Romanian consulates in the host country where
polling stations were organized by the Romanian Foreign Ministry.
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Figure 2: Increasing stocks of Romanian citizens in EU15 countries, 1997-2009
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Source: own elaboration based on data from Holland, et al. (2011)

Moreover, for Romanians working abroad without having permanent
residence in the host country, voting costs (time, money, and so on) are downright
prohibitive because they should return to Romania in order to vote in their locality
of residence. In spite of these figures, turnout is calculated as a percentage of those
who went to the polls of all those who are enrolled in the electoral lists5. The
relatively large stock of Romanians working/living abroad and enrolled in the
electoral lists in Romania, combined with the high “costs” of voting these citizens
face, significantly lowers the degree of turnout reported by Romanian officials. For
instance, turnout would have been with 7-8 percentages higher in the Romanian
parliamentary elections of 2012 if the Romanians working abroad would not have
been taken into account in calculating the level of turnout.
5

Officially reported turnout (%) = 100* those who went to the polls / those who are enrolled
in the electoral lists.
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The urban-rural electoral divide in post-communist Romania
Another relevant variable explaining electoral participation in Romania is
the place of residence. Urban areas faced a more pronounced turnout decline than
rural ones (Figure 3). If in the 1996 and 2000 elections urban residents voted in
higher proportions than those in rural areas, this trend has been reversed since the
parliamentary elections of 2004 when rural residents went to the polls at a higher
rate. The parliamentary elections of 2008 consolidated this new trend as in rural
areas there has been a turnout rate of 43.9%, compared to only 35.7% in urban
areas. In 2012, voter turnout in urban areas was again lower than in rural areas
(40.49% to 43.40%).
Figure 3: Turnout in Romanian parliamentary elections 1996-2012: Urban-Rural
Comparisons
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Source: author's elaboration based on data available from Alexandru Moraru & Ercuş (2009), for the
1996-2008 elections and data available on the website of the Central Electoral Commission, for the 2012
parliamentary elections, http://www.becparlamentare2012.ro.
Note: Data refer to turnout in parliamentary elections.
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The reversing electoral participation trend, so that it became higher in rural
compared to urban areas, has several potential explanations. During the 1990s, the
larger urban electoral participation could be the consequence of higher political
awareness of city dwellers mainly due to easier access to media and especially to
television channels6. In addition, the instability and inconsistency of Romanian
party system during the 1990s prevented the formation and consolidation of strong
local party organizations that could penetrate social networks and effectively
mobilize voters during election campaigns. In the absence of highly politicized local
mobilizing agents, the dissemination of political messages in election campaigns
was mainly done through the media (especially television), and urban residents
were thus advantaged in terms of access to political information.
The informational advantage of the urban residents diminished gradually
with the expansion of private cable / satellite television networks in rural areas too.
In addition, the crystallization and consolidation of the party system after the
general election of 2000 is accompanied by the formation of genuine electoral fiefs
at local and county levels, having strong political leaders and local party
organizations that control and repeatedly win elections in certain localities.
In addition, re-elected mayors for several consecutive terms acquired
political experience and increased their capacity to mobilize voters in local and
national electoral campaigns. Moreover, the ability to mobilize voters is more
pronounced in rural areas, since rural communities in Romania are usually smaller
and better ”bounded” than urban ones, social and interpersonal relations are
usually better developed and more dense ("everybody knows everyone"), direct
contacts between mobilizing entrepreneurs and voters are facile ("door to door"
electoral campaigns entail lower costs) and the ability to monitor the electoral
behavior of citizens is higher and hence chances of any sanctions / rewards, for
those who do not vote / vote in a certain way, are higher7.
Therefore, rural localities provide political organizations a better control
over local electoral contexts and this could be one of the explanations of the high
6

In the 1990s, the majority of rural residents had limited access to private television stations,
the most watched in rural areas being the public television station (TVR).
7
Media repeatedly presented cases where rural localities’ mayors were threatening persons
with a precarious financial situation that they will no longer receive social benefits provided
by the municipality if they do not vote as the mayor indicated. Media also covered cases in
which some political entrepreneurs offered illegal rewards / incentives to citizens in
exchange of a vote for a candidate or political party. Such „electoral bribes” were more
frequently reported in rural areas, compared to urban ones.
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stakes that some political leaders have attributed to electoral competition in rural
localities after 2000. The political strategy of "conquering" rural areas is closely
linked to the growing importance given to local elections (winning as many mayor
positions to politically control and mobilize local communities) as well as to the
political migration of mayors8 and the politicization of access to redistributive
resources (mayors belonging to opposition parties switching to the party in power
in return for access to resources). The "battle" for rural areas had also an effect in
terms of political mobilization for parliamentary elections that later materialized
both by a higher rate of voter turnout and an increased level of political
partisanship in rural areas.
Regarding the different degrees of participation in local compared to
parliamentary elections, 2008 is a premiere. For the first time since the fall of
communism, local elections recorded a significantly higher rate of participation
than parliamentary ones: 48.79% versus 39.2%. Turnout in local elections had a
sinuous evolution over time: decreased from 1992 to 2000, then increased in 2004
to decrease in 2008 and increase again in 2012. However, over the period analyzed
here, the losses in terms of turnout in local elections (from about 65% in 1992 to
56% in 2012) were much lower than in the parliamentary elections (from about
86% in 1990 to around 41% in 2012).
Higher rates of participation in local elections in 2008 and 2012 compared
to the Parliamentary ones could be the outcome of several cumulated trends.
These developments can be summarized as: increased political trust in local
institutions (C. Tufiș, 2007) compared with the confidence in national political
institutions that has dramatically decreased during the early 1990s, and remained
thereafter stabilized at a relatively low level; an increasing influence of local
political actors in mobilizing voters combined with their direct interest and involved
in local electoral campaigns to win political offices; increased political efficacy
manifested by the perception that citizens can influence local decisions to a greater
extent than the national ones; increasing coverage of local electoral campaigns
through the development of local and regional media (Matiuța et al., 2012 apud. ;
Tătar, 2011b). The growing turnout in recent local elections in Romania could
indicate a new trend of Romanian politics. The increasing importance given to
8

Political migration of locally elected representatives in Romania was prohibited by law
under the sanction of losing the mandate, while Romanian MPs can pass from one party to
another without losing their parliamentary mandate.
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electing local decision-makers constitutes a ferment that may lay the ground for
more profound changes in the political life in Romania, to prepare for wider
decentralization and regionalization processes (Țăranu, 2009).
Partisanship: dynamics and a typology of voters/non-voters in post-communist
Romania
Political partisanship (defined here as feeling closeness to a political party)
decreases in post-communist Romania in a similar vein as turnout in elections9
(Figure 4). If in 1990 partisanship was at relatively high rates both in rural and
urban areas (around 60%) in the coming years there has been a gradual decline in
the percentage of those who feel close to a party, decline more pronounced in
rural areas. Available data show the difference between urban and rural areas to
peak in 2004 when rural residents had a level of partisanship by about 14
percentage points lower than those in urban areas.
Figure 4: The evolution of partisanship in urban and rural Romania, 1990-2008
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Source: Personal elaboration based on data PCP1 (1990), CSES1 (1996), CSES2 (2004), ESS4 (2008).
9

Individual level data (ESS4 post-electoral survey) concerning voting in the Romanian
parliamentary elections of 2008 show a statistically significant association between political
partisanship and turnout [χ2 (1) = 276.54, p <0.001, N = 2089]. Effect size of partisanship on
turnout (Phi = 0.364) is medium, according to Cohen's (1988) criteria.
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By 2008, the percentage of those who felt close to a political party
increased in rural areas by about 5 percentage points, while in urban areas
continued to decline by nearly 11 percentage points. Given a positive relationship
between partisanship and voting in elections, increased partisanship in rural zones
and a continued decline in urban areas (2004-2008) is one of the factors that
contributed to the higher voter participation rate in rural compared to urban zones
in the 2008 parliamentary elections.
In this paper, citizens are classified by their voting behavior (voters
respectively non-voters) and their partisanship (feel close to a party or not).
Combining the two criteria, four categories have yielded (see Table 1): ‘Partisan
voters’, ‘Pragmatic or individualist voters’, ‘Partisan non-voters’, and ‘Individualist
non-Voters’. Partisan voters are those who voted in the last elections and feel
close to at least one political party. Pragmatic voters (non-partisans) are those who
voted in the last elections but are not close to any political party. Individualist nonvoters are those who do not feel close to any party and did not vote in the last
elections, while Partisan non-voters are those who feel close to a political party
even though they did not vote in the last parliamentary elections.
Table 1: A typology of voters/non-voters

Partisanship

Voter
Yes

No

Yes

Partisan Voters

Partisan Non-Voters

No

Pragmatic Voters

Individualist Non-Voters

Source: author’s own elaboration

Figure 5 illustrates that in post-communist Romania the share of those who
do not vote in elections has significantly increased. Non-voters are mostly people
who do not feel close to any political party – ‘Individualist non-voters’ (from 9.9% in
1990 to 49.9 % in 2008). In contrast, the category ‘Partisan non-voters’ remains
relatively constant over time (from 6.1% in 1990, reaching 10.8% in 2008). On the
other hand, the share of voters diminishes significantly in the period, but the
sharpest fall is registered within the type of ‘Partisan voters’ (from 57% to 20.6%).
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The percentage of ‘Pragmatic voters’ also drops but not as dramatically (from 26.9%
to 18.8%). While in 1990, about two-thirds of those who voted declared themselves
close to at least one party (partisans), in 2008 only slightly more than half of the
voters were partisans. In other words, since 1990 the relative weight of ‘Pragmatic
voters’ has increased in the total turnout in parliamentary elections, while the
relative share of ‘Partisans voters’ has decreased. The sharp decrease of the share of
partisan voters raises questions both about political parties’ electoral credibility and
their ability to retain voters from one election round to another. Electoral volatility10
between elections increased significantly in the transition period of the 1990s. For
instance the PCP survey (waves 1 and 2) shows that about 91% of those surveyed at
the end of 1990 kept their vote intention for the party they had voted for in the
elections of May 1990, while in 1998 only about 74 % said they would vote the same
party they had voted for in the parliamentary elections held in the fall of 1996.
Figure 5: Changing patterns of voters / non-voters in Romania, 1990-2008
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Source: Personal elaboration based on PCP1 (1990), CSES1 (1996), CSES2 (2004), ESS4 (2008).

10

The fluctuations of Romanian voters' choices in the transition period are difficult to
explain and assess accurately because beyond the personal assessments of citizens ("the party
I voted for did a good/ bad job") volatility may be the result of systemic factors such as
increased party system instability manifested by the disappearance/appearance of parties,
mergers/schisms of parties, etc.
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The spectrum of types of voters / non-voters: how different are they?
How big are the differences between the four types of voters / non-voters
listed above? Among the items examined in Table 2 it appears that the greatest
attitudinal differences are among partisan voters and individualist non-voters.
Between these two polar categories shall be placed pragmatic voters and partisan
non-voters. Partisan voters (about 20% of all citizens entitled to vote in the
parliamentary elections of November 2008) are more interested in politics than the
general public and also spend more time watching political issues on television. A
similar profile, in terms of political interest and political information provided by
television, stands for non-partisan voters (about 10% in the 2008 elections): 35.2%
watch political news on TV for more than 1 hour and a half daily (compared to
35.6% of partisans voters), and 52.3% are interested in politics (against 62.7% of
partisan voters). Instead, pragmatic voters and individualist non-voters are less
interested in politics and therefore invest less time in getting information about
politics.
Partisan voters and non-voters have similar attitudes in terms of political
interest and the understanding of political issues. However, the two groups differ
significantly in terms of the trust they have in Parliament and politicians. Trust, or
better said lack of trust in political actors seems to be one of the key factors that
determine the individualist non-voters not to go to the polls. Generally, those who
do not vote tend not to trust politicians or the institutions of representative
democracy. Individualist non-voters generally mistrust other people (only 21.3%
tend to trust most people), and this distinguishes them from partisan non-voters
who are significantly more confident in other persons (31.1% consider that most
people can be trusted). Also, voters usually have a higher degree of trust than
individualist non-voters (30.4% of partisan voters and 26.3% of pragmatic voters
believe they can trust most people). Lack of trust in other people is probably one of
the factors that prevent non-voters to build those community and interpersonal
relationships that stimulate greater civic participation. Summarizing, the data in
Table 2 suggest that neither voters nor the category of non-voters are
homogeneous, and the decision to participate or not in elections is probably based
on different determinants for each of the four types of voters/non-voters analyzed
above.
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Table 2: The spectrum of voters / non-voters: how different are they?
Partisan
Partisan
Pragmatic
Individualist
Sample
NonVoters
Voters
Non-Voters
Average
Voters
Follow political
news on TV more
35.6
27.7
19.8
35.2
26.3
than 1 ½ hour
per day
Interested
in
62.7
39.2
23.3
52.3
37.5
politics
Politics is often
considered
36.8
39.0
49.9
40.2
44.0
complicated
Finds it difficult
to decide on 18.6
25.8
27.8
23.7
25.0
political issues
No trust at all in
9.9
15.0
24.1
18.3
18.8
Parliament
No trust at all in
16.2
19.5
32.7
21.8
25.6
politicians
Tend to trust
30.4
most people

26.3

21.3

31.1

25.2

Note: Data are % within each category of voters / non-voters who have the above features. All variables
listed in the table are significantly associated (p <0.01) with the types of voters / non-voters but the
effect size varies from low to moderate values (Cramer's V coefficient values between 0.083 and 0.331)
Source: Author’s elaboration based on ESS4, Romania (2008/2009).

How to explain that although some people feel close to a political party
they tend not to vote ("partisan non-voters")? I believe that the partisan non-vote
can be interpreted both as a form of expressing dissatisfaction and as a non-voting
strategy based on a rational calculation. On the one hand, the partisan non-voters
could be included in the category of those who were somewhat disappointed with
the performance or decisions taken by certain politicians from the party they feel
close to. On the other hand, partisan non-voters might consider the stakes of
elections as being very low and therefore it is not worthy to go to vote or that
elections are not competitive and the party they support will win or lose the
elections anyway, with or without their vote (i.e. their vote will not bring an
additional number of parliamentary seats to the party, but it will neither reduce the
number of seats won) (Tătar, 2011a).
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Socio-demographic characteristics of voters/non-voters: who they are?
Beyond particular attitudes and motivations which differentiate the types
of voters/non-voters discussed above, they also have some distinct sociodemographic and occupational characteristics. Table 3 reveals such differences
among voters/non-voters. Thus, men are generally more partisan than women (in
the sense that they feel in greater proportion close to a party): 24.8% of men are
partisan voters compared to only 17.4% of women and 11.4% of men are partisan
non-voters, compared to 10.3% of women. Women tend to be rather part of the
group of pragmatic voters: 53.3% of women vs. 45.4% of men.
Both partisanship and the likelihood of voting increase with age. Older
people have a greater influence on the outcome of elections precisely because
turnout in these age cohorts is higher than in younger generations. On the other
hand, wishing to maximize their vote share, political parties and leaders will likely
give more attention to requests coming from groups of older persons, simply
because politicians know that the elderly come out to vote in higher proportions
than younger people. People having between 50-65 years recorded the highest
proportion of partisan (29.1%) and pragmatic voters (22.6%) and the lowest
percentage of individualist non-voters (38.8%). Participation and partisanship
register an obvious setback after the age of 65-70 years, a fact revealed by data in
Table 3. At the other end of the scale of participation and partisanship are young
people who are less likely to vote, whether or not close to a political party. Thus,
among persons aged between 18 and 29 years are recorded the fewest partisan
(11.6%) and pragmatic voters (13.5%). The vast majority of people in this age group
are non-voters who do not feel close to any party (individualist non-voters 63.8%).
Married persons participate in higher proportions in elections, whether
they identify or not with a political party: 22.5% of those who are married are
partisan voters, and 21.1% are pragmatic voters, compared to only 15.5% of
unmarried persons who are partisan voters and 15.8% who are pragmatic voters.
Unmarried people are mostly non-voters who do not feel close to any political
party (58.3%). In addition, people who have children tend to be in higher
proportions partisan (22.5%) or pragmatic voters (21.1%) than those without
children (19.6% are partisan voters and 17.5% pragmatic voters). Just as in the case
of unmarried individuals, most people without children are part of individualist
non-voters category.
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Table 3: Socio-demographic characteristics of the types of voters / non-voters
Partisan
Socio-demographic Partisan
Pragmatic
Individualist
NonTotal
characteristics
Voters
Voters
Non-Voters
Voters
Gender
Male
24.8%
18.3%
45.4%
11.4%
100.0%
Female
17.4%
19.1%
53.3%
10.3%
100.0%
Age
18-29
11.6%
13.5%
63.8%
11.0%
100.0%
30-49
19.1%
19.3%
48.8%
12.8%
100.0%
50-65
29.1%
22.6%
38.8%
9.5%
100.0%
65+
24.7%
20.3%
46.8%
8.2%
100.0%
Marital status
Married
24.6%
21.0%
43.3%
11.1%
100.0%
Unmarried
15.5%
15.8%
58.3%
10.4%
100.0%
NS,
Education
p>0.05
Primary school /
20.7%
19.9%
47.9%
11.5%
100.0%
apprentice
High school / post20.5%
18.7%
50.8%
10.1%
100.0%
secondary
Graduate /
21.6%
15.3%
53.0%
10.1%
100.0%
postgraduate
Participation in
religious services
Weekly or more
26.1%
23.8%
40.0%
10.1%
100.0%
often
Monthly or just at
21.3%
17.7%
47.4%
13.6%
100.0%
holidays
More rarely or
16.9%
17.0%
57.6%
8.6%
100.0%
never
Residence
Rural
37.0%
37.5%
21.0%
4.5%
100.0%
Urban
32.7%
26.5%
33.7%
7.1%
100.0%
Children
Has children
22.5%
21.1%
42.4%
13.9%
100.0%
No children
19.6%
17.5%
53.8%
9.1%
100.0%
Household income
NS,
(RON)
p>0.05
Less than 900
18.9%
21.6%
47.8%
11.7%
100.0%
901-1200
26.3%
19.4%
43.6%
10.7%
100.0%
1201-1750
26.4%
17.2%
44.2%
12.2%
100.0%
1751-3000
23.4%
17.3%
49.5%
9.8%
100.0%
Above 3000
19.5%
13.8%
50.9%
15.7%
100.0%
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Socio-demographic
characteristics
Employed in …
Central/local
government
Other public sectors
(e.g. education,
health)
State-owned
enterprises (SOEs)
Private companies
Their own
businesses
Other
Managerial position
Yes
No
Trade unionist
Yes
No
S/he has worked
abroad for more
than six months
Yes
No

Partisan
Voters

Pragmatic
Voters

Individualist
Non-Voters

Partisan
NonVoters

Total

26.2%

16.8%

43.9%

13.1%

100.0%

26.0%

20.7%

44.7%

8.7%

100.0%

30.5%

19.3%

40.3%

9.8%

100.0%

17.0%

15.7%

54.2%

13.1%

100.0%

21.4%

14.3%

51.8%

12.5%

100.0%

14.3%

33.3%

46.0%

6.3%

100.0%

29.4%
21.3%

14.1%
18.6%

41.2%
48.9%

15.3%
11.2%

100.0%
100.0%

31.7%
16.7%

15.7%
19.1%

39.3%
53.8%

13.3%
10.3%

100.0%
100.0%

12.7%
23.1%

5.5%
19.1%

61.8%
46.4%

20.0%
11.4%

100.0%
100.0%

Note: % on lines. Variables displayed (except education and household income) are significantly
associated with the types of voters / non-voters (p <0.01), but the effect size (Cramer's V coefficient
<0.200) remains generally weak.
Source: author's elaboration based on data ESS4, Romania (2008-2009).

Explanatory models of political participation conventionally include both
education and income as important resources for political activism. The ESS4
post-electoral survey data reveal that neither formal education (measured here
by the highest level of education completed by each respondent) nor income
appear to be significant resources for participation, at least not for electoral
participation and for partisanship in Romania, 2008.
The type of organization in which an individual is working is significantly
associated with the type of participant/non-participant to whom s/he belongs. A
first differentiation can be made between employees in the public and private
sectors. But, as we shall see below, the two categories are also heterogeneous
with significant differences within each sector. In general, public sector
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employees have higher levels of turnout and partisanship than those in the private
sector. This could be explained by the fact that, in a highly politicized Romanian
public sector, employees give greater relevance to elections, precisely because they
more sharply perceive that their professional careers and their financial situation
could be significantly and directly influenced (in good or bad) by the decisions
taken by the rulers, which win the elections. For example, the reduction or increase
of wages, the layoffs or the levels of employment in the Romanian public sector are
directly dependent on the political decisions of those that win election. Therefore,
it comes as no surprise that public sector employees compared to the private
sector ones could perceive the stakes of elections as more important.
Moreover, significant differences exist not only between public and private
sectors, but also among public sector employees. Public sector employees that
usually receive negative media coverage for being highly politicized especially work
in the public administration, where it is believed that ruling parties are hiring their
"cronies" (generally as senior public servants). Data in Table 3 seem to contradict
this widely held view among the Romanian public. The group of citizens that
express the highest degree of electoral participation and political partisanship is
not made up of civil servants but of those employed in state owned enterprises
(SOEs). Thus, among SOEs the share of partisan voters (30.5%) is higher compared
to other public sector organizations (i.e. central or local public administration
26.2%, education and health 26%) or private sector organizations (private
companies 17%, own business 21,4%). In addition, employees of state enterprises
generally vote in higher proportions than other categories of employees in the
public or private sectors.
How can one explain greater levels of partisanship and electoral
participation among employees of the state owned companies? The available data
suggest that in fact the bulk of party "cronies" is not employed in public
administration, as is commonly believed, but precisely in state owned companies,
where the wage level is higher and where political appointments are less visible to
the media and the public. Therefore, the public discourse about de-politicization
and professionalization of public administration refers only to one side (and
perhaps not the most important) of the issue of politicized hiring in the public
sector. In any case, the propensity of state enterprises employees’ to vote in higher
proportions than employees in other sectors could be explained by different stakes
which they attribute to winning elections by the party to which they feel close to.
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With massive politicized hiring in state owned enterprises (SOE), winning the
election by the party they feel closest equates for many employees of state
companies with keeping a well-paid job. On the other hand, losing the election by
the party that controls public sector employment may precisely equate to job loss,
probably according to the same political criteria on which employment has been
acquired.
Data in Table 3 also suggest that those holding managerial positions,
whether working in the public or private sector, tend to be in greater proportions
partisan voters compared to those who have no leadership positions. In fact, this is
not so. Controlling for the employment organization reveals that the association
between the types of voters/non-voters and holding management positions
becomes statistically insignificant for employees in all types of organizations, with
the exception of employees of state-owned companies, where the relationship
between variables remains significant *χ2 (3) = 12.61, p = 0.007, N = 407, Cramer's
V coefficient = 0.173]. Therefore, based on currently available data we can only
assert that in state-owned companies, significant differences exist between
employees holding managerial positions and the rest of employees.
The biggest differences among employees of state companies is noted with
regard to the partisan voters category: 48.3% of the respondents holding
managerial positions are voters that declare closeness to a political party,
compared to only 28% of those without managerial positions. Since the proximity
to a political party might be a measure of political partisanship, the holders of the
management positions in state-owned companies display a greater degree of
partisanship than other types of employees. This could be due to the fact that
people close to parties, especially those who actually make their political clientele,
are more often placed in management positions in SOEs rather than in subordinate
positions.
As it concerns those who have worked for more than 6 months abroad
during the past 10 years, the data in Table 3 suggest that they are rather
disconnected from the electoral process in Romania, at least for the 2008 elections.
Thus, among those who had work experience in another country only 12.7% are
partisan voters, 5.5% are pragmatic voters and over 81% did not vote in the
elections of November 2008 (61.8 % are individualist non-voters, while 20%
partisan non-voters).
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Conclusion
In the last 20 years of democratic reconstruction in Romania, we can notice
a general decline of turnout in parliamentary elections. Two of the main factors
influencing this trend are political disaffection of a significant part of the citizenry,
on the one hand, and an increasing stock of the Romanians working abroad, on the
other hand. In sum, relatively few of the 2-3 millions of Romanian citizens working
abroad can vote for the Romanian parliamentary elections in the host countries of
residence at the polling stations organized by the Romanian Foreign Ministry.
Instead, most of them need to return to Romania to vote for these elections.
Although they are included in the calculation of turnout, the costs of voting under
these circumstances are prohibitive and most of the Romanians working abroad do
not vote in the Romanian parliamentary elections.
However, lower participation in the Romanian parliamentary elections of
those who have worked abroad is associated not only with higher participation
costs but also with less interest in politics, greater mistrust in national state
institutions and especially distrust of politicians. It's very likely that many of those
who have gone abroad to work have been of those disappointed with how things
went during the transition period (i.e. the lack of well paid jobs to ensure a decent
living, etc.). They are those who, in the wording of Comsa (2006), do not trust and
do not expect a political solution to ensure the welfare for the many, thus trying to
find their own alternative solutions and obtain higher standards of living outside
the country (i.e. “Exit” strategy).
Turnout decrease in Romanian parliamentary elections is unevenly
distributed on different areas of residence and this paper shows a persistent urbanrural divide with higher rates of electoral participation in rural zones. In Romania,
rural dwellers do not necessarily participate in elections and display higher
attachments towards political parties because they are more interested in politics
or have more political expertise than their urban counterparts, but particularly
because rural localities provide political organizations and leaders a better control
over local electoral contexts. This in turn has an effect in terms of political
mobilization strategies for parliamentary elections that materialized both by a
higher rate of voter turnout and an increased level of political partisanship in rural
areas.
After having examined the trends of electoral participation in postcommunist Romania, I have constructed a typology of voters/non-voters and then
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examined the evolution of the share of partisan and individualist/pragmatic voters
from 1990 to 2008. The aggregated partisanship decrease in post-communist
Romania follows a similar pattern with overall turnout decline in parliamentary
elections, suggesting a link between the two. The association between partisanship
and electoral participation is also confirmed by individual level analyses (Tătar,
2011c). However, turnout decline is unevenly distributed among different types of
voters. The most dramatic downturn occurs in the case of partisan voters who
represented 57% of the voting population in 1990, and only around 20% in 2008.
The percentage of pragmatic-individualist voters (who do not identify with any
party) also decreased but not as dramatically: from 26.9% in 1990 to 18.8% in 2008.
This raises questions about the credibility of the Romanian political parties and
their ability to retain voters from one election round to another. On this track, the
scope of this research can be furthered by an analysis of the stability of party
attachments and their influence on electoral volatility.
Beside these trends, there are significant attitudinal and sociodemographic differences between partisan and non-partisan voters. In terms of
political expertise, non-partisan voters (i.e. pragmatic voters) are not necessarily
more politically sophisticated than partisan voters. On the contrary, partisanship
seems to work: 1) as a way to reduce the costs for processing political information
at the individual level; 2) as a means to express belonging to a group 3) as a means
to strengthen the sentiment that individuals can exercise some degree of control
over the political environment in which they live (political efficacy). All these 3
functions of partisanship increase people’s “political saliency, that is, the relative
importance citizens attach to politics” (Deth, 2006, p. 106). For example, data in
Table 2 reveal that among those who feel close to a political party (whether voting
or not) fewer are uninterested in politics and say they find it hard to decide on
political issues, compared to those who are not partisans. In addition, among the
partisan voters fewer believe that politics is complicated, compared to pragmatic
voters.
In contrast, individualist non-voters are often less interested in the political
process, believe that politics is a complicated activity that they often do not
understand, and consequently follow political news less or not at all. In the absence
of relevant political knowledge and political party preference, individualist nonvoters find it difficult to decide when it comes to political issues in general.
Regarding elections, their decision is not to participate. Further studies might
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better clarify the nexus between partisanship and political alienation, taking into
consideration that in Romania individuals who do not feel closeness to any political
party are usually characterized also by low political competence and lack of interest
for politics (C. D. Tufiș, 2010).
On a more general level, partisanship in Romania seems to be a variable
endogenous to the political process which highly correlates with other political
factors. This appears to contradict the initial conception of party identification
(party ID) as “an exogenous variable affecting politics but not being affected by
politics” (Holmberg, 2007, p. 563) set forth in The American Voter, while suggesting
that partisanship in the new Eastern European democracies is mainly based on
direct experience with post-communist politics and it is most probably negatively
marked by the political disaffection a significant part of the post-communist
citizenry might have felt during the transition period. This could be an explanation
for relatively few and decreasing numbers of party identifiers in this region.
However, empirical analyses show that partisanship remains one of the significant
factors differentiating between voters and non-voters (Tătar, 2011c) suggesting
that decreasing numbers of partisans might be compensated by the increasing
intensity of their attachment to political parties. Strong party identifiers could
constitute the "hard core" of an electoral body generally apathetic and pessimistic
regarding the ability of elections to work as a mechanism that produces social and
political transformations, after experiencing repeated disappointments with the
post-1989 governances (Tătar, 2011c).
Education and income, two of the socio-economic status variables that are
generally linked to electoral participation, especially in Western democracies, are
not significantly associated with the types of voters/non-voters in Romania, at least
not in the case of the parliamentary elections of 2008. However, other sociodemographical variables significantly differentiate between various types of
voters/non-voters. Thus, partisan voters tend to be in higher proportions: males,
between 50-65 years old, married, residents of rural localities who attend religious
services at least weekly, employed in state owned enterprises, and holding
managerial positions. At the other extreme stand individualist non-voters who are
usually: younger persons (age 18-29), unmarried, not attending religious services,
urban dwellers without children, working in private enterprises, no trade unionists,
working abroad for long periods of time. Particularly, residence and occupational
status seem to be two of the most prominent factors shaping partisanship in
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general, and influencing the interaction between partisanship and voting behavior,
in particular. Further studies should elaborate and more rigorously test these
hypotheses not only for the case of Romania, but also in a comparative context.
Notes
1. This article elaborates on several parts of an unpublished chapter of the PhD
thesis "Political Participation and Democracy in Romania after 1989" defended by
the author at the University of Oradea in 2011.
2. A more detailed and multivariate examination (logistic regression) of the
predictors of electoral participation in Romania can be found in Tătar (2011c), a
longitudinal study which complements the bivariate analyses presented in this
article.
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The Right Wing Parties Dynamic between the Economic and the
Identity Discourse: Case study - Belgium

Gabriela GOUDENHOOFT

Abstract. Latest developments of the global economic crisis but also the way people use to
build their perception on their own identity brought interesting developments in the
political sphere. Thus, Belgian right wings parties have amplified the identity discourse.
Belgian political crisis is an interesting example in terms of political reconciliation. The
problem became so acute that makes discussion on Belgian state dissolution/dividing to be
almost trivial. Interrogation on problems like: should regionalization be a priority? Which
will be the future of federal state concepts? It is the question about social solidarity or
about autonomy and regional development? What kind of news can occur in institutional
organization? The problem is not really the way the two communities (Flemish and
Walloons) can live together separately in a federation, each speaking its own language,
building a separate culture, having own perception of things. The most difficult to manage
is the problem of economic redistribution. This and no other disagreements made the issue
of the Belgian state segregation to be worthy of discussion. Centrifugal dynamics that
happen in Europe lately are signs of rethinking their identity. The idea of confederalism in
the case study on Belgium appears to be a possible solution to the crisis problem and
generate a new and radical reform of the state.

Keywords: centrifugal dynamics, confederalism, identity discourse, economic crisis, political
crisis

Latest developments of the global economic crisis but also the way people
use to build their perception on their own identity brought interesting
developments in the political sphere. Thus Belgian right wings parties have
amplified the identity discourse. Belgian political crisis is an interesting example in
terms of political reconciliation. The problem became so acute that makes
discussion on Belgian state dissolution/dividing to be almost trivial. Interrogation
on problems like: Should regionalization be a priority? Which will be future of
federal state concepts? What to be chosen: social solidarity or autonomy and
regional development? What kind of news can occur in institutional organization?
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The problem is not really the way the two communities (Flemish and Walloons) can
live together separately in a federation, each speaking its own language, building a
separate culture, having own perception of things. The most difficult to manage is
the problem of economic redistribution. This and no other disagreements made the
issue of the Belgian state segregation to be worthy of discussion.
Today's world offers us examples of politico-economic paradox, dual,
contradictory. Seeing interesting political developments in and with states that we,
the Eastern European countries, we use to consider them models in terms of
institutional stability, efficiency of the political, economic, constitutional
establishment, and they offer now images of political, institutional crises,
unsuspected surprises. Belgium is one such example.
Belgium can be seen as a success story. And success is based on
effectiveness, efficiency whether political, economic or institutional is. What I am
trying to determine in this paper is how, in the context of the current global
economic crisis, and political crisis too Belgium has experienced also in the recent
years, how the right-wing parties has been evolved, with an especially view on the
identity discourse and its own changes.
Belgium is a parliamentary democracy and a constitutional monarchy.
Gained its independence in 1830, Belgium adopted the Constitution in 1831 a
series of reforms initiated after 1970 leading to the situation of becoming a federal
state; officially in 1993-1994 the federal structure established itself on the same
considerations of efficiency.
The Belgian Government implies the existence of a parliamentary
democracy under a constitutional monarch.
According to Belgian Constitution, Belgium is a federal State composed of
Communities and Regions (art.1). Belgium comprises three Communities: the
Flemish Community, the French Community and the German-speaking Community)
and three Regions (the Flemish Region, the Walloon Region and the Brussels
Region).
Five major rounds of state reform in 1970, 1980, 1988-89, 1993 and 2001
have turned it into a federal state, composed out of language areas, communities
and regions1.
Also, as political subdivisions, since the fourth State reform (1 January
1

Vande Lanotte, Johan, Bracke, Siegfried & Goedertier, Geert, België voor beginners.
Wegwijs in het Belgisch labyrinth, Die Keure, Brugge, 2008, pp. 27-33.
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1995), Belgium comprises 10 provinces: in the Flemish Region there are Antwerp,
Flemish Brabant, West Flanders, East Flanders and Limburg provinces. In the
Walloon Region there are Walloon Brabant, Hainaut, Liege, Luxembourg and
Namur provinces.
Add to this is the Brussels Region which has a particular administrative
condition2.
The Communities and the Regions, each in its own field of concern, have
competences in exercising power. The Regions are competent for area-specific
matters, such as economic policy, employment, environmental planning, housing,
public works and conservation3.
According to the 36 Article from the Belgian Constitution, the federal
legislative power is exercised jointly by the King, the House of Representatives and
the Senate. The federal executive power, as regulated by the Constitution, belongs
to the King (art.37) and the Judiciary power is exercised by the courts. Court
decisions are executed in the name of the King (art.40).
So the Executive power is shared by the King (head of state), Prime
Minister (head of government) and the Council of Ministers (cabinet). The Council
of Ministers is composed of fifteen members and with the possible exception of the
prime minister; the Council of Ministers is composed of an equal number of Dutchspeaking members and French-speaking members (art.99).
In Belgium redistribution of power took place over two levels. The first one
relates to language and, in a larger sense, to everything related to culture. The
result: three linguistic and cultural communities. Belgium is on the line that
separates the German culture of the Latin one. This explains why the country has
three official languages: Dutch, French and German.
The second level concerns the redistribution of power efficiency based on
2

The powers over community affairs that belonged in that region to the Provincial Council
and the Permanent Deputation of the old province of Brabant were exercised from then on by
the Flemish Community Commission, the French Community Commission and the Joint
Community Commission. The powers over regional or federal affairs that belonged in that
region to the Provincial Council and the Permanent Deputation of the old province of
Brabant, are exercised by the Brussels-Capital Region. – cf. Portal Belgium – Official
Information- http://www.belgium.be/en/about_belgium/government/provinces/.
3
Vranken, Jan, De Decker, Pascal, Van Nieuwenhuyze, Inge, National and city contexts,
urban development programmes and neighbourhood selections. The Flemish (Belgian)
background Report, a working paper for UGIS (Urban Development Program), UFSIA –
UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP, 2001,
http://webhost.ua.ac.be/ugis/results/NR1/NR1_Belgium.pdf
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economic interests and led to regionalization. There was establishment of the three
regions that aspire to greater economic autonomy: Flanders, Wallonia and the
Brussels region, partially comparable U.S. States or German federal Lands (Lander).
Although, going in-depth country is further divided into 10 provinces and
589 municipal councils, the federal state still retains important powers: foreign
affairs, national defense, justice, finance, social security part of public health and
internal affairs.
Belgian constitutional amendments are related to ethnic and linguistic
conflicts, for example in 1970, 1971, and 1993, and with this it was decided to
increase the power of the three regions in the federation, at the expense or by
limiting the power of the central. Gradually the cultural and economic differences
between the regions have contributed to political rifts between Flemish and
Francophone parties across the ideological spectrum, with the wealthier Flemish
north seeking increased self-rule and reduced taxpayer support for the less
prosperous Wallonia. According Freedom House reports, voting takes place along
strict linguistic lines: except in the bilingual district encompassing Brussels, parties
are only permitted to run in their respective linguistic regions4.
Reconciling regional and cultural identities in a federal structure is still a
very sensitive and complex purpose. The Phenomenon which is facing the Belgian
society now and to which we’ll come back soon, is an interesting centrifugal
dynamic of the federal and regional identities.
Belgian federal elections in 2010
The most recent federal elections in Belgium, took place on June 13, 2010.
The results were interesting though not contradicted expectations and political
analysis, being along the lines of the predictions, but leading to an unprecedented
political crisis.
The main parties that participated in the elections relevant scoring were:
N-VA (Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie) - is a Flemish political party, Centre-right
oriented, as it results from its own declaration5.
N-VA it is
4

http://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2011/belgium

5

The N-VA is a party that puts socio-economic responsibility high on the agenda. We believe
in the merits of a free-market economy and believe that the government must give
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a conservative and liberal movement6 and also a nationalist Flemish party. They
won the 2010 elections with a score of 17, 40% in the Chamber of Representative
and 19, 61% in the Senate but they did not form the Government.
On the second place, PS (Parti Socialiste) is a Francophone socialdemocratic political party. Their main values are solidarity, brotherhood, equality,
justice and freedom s fundamental values7. The PS continues to promote by
continuously adapting their promotion to the new challenges of contemporary
society. In 2010, PS managed to gain a score of 13, 70% in the Chamber and 13,
62% in the Senate, and they formed the Government.
Next on top runners in the election results stood CD & V, the Christian
Democratic and centrist Political party of Flanders, with 10, 85% in Chamber and 9,
99% in Senate. "Christian Democrats want to restore Their Ideology, for the welfare
and prosperity of every Fleming, with respect for everyone."8 The ideology of CD &
V can be performed with the combination of Christian Democracy and four Vwords, verbs, each word to a component of the party name can be connected,
although not exclusive to it: Verzorgen (taking care), Vooruitzien (looking ahead),
Verbinden (creating links) and Versterken (strengthening).
Then it’s coming MR (Mouvement Réformateur) a Walloon right wing party,
named The Reform Movement, a French-speaking liberal and conservative-liberal
Political party.
The next one is SPA (Socialistische Partij – Anders), The Different Socialist
Party, a Flemish social-democratic political party, branched off from the
former Belgian Socialist Party.
individuals and companies all the opportunities possible to take initiatives. The government
must, however, determine a standardising and regulating framework and must also organise
the solidarity between stronger and weaker people. This solidarity must be organised in a
transparent, efficient and effective manner. It cannot become a hammock, but rather a safety
net, and preferably even a trampoline. The N-VA is therefore certainly not a neo-liberal
party. It does not stand for a “laisser faire, laisser aller” approach, but we do believe that the
government must focus on its core tasks and leave the remaining adequate space to be filled
with the free initiatives of citizens and companies. - http://international.nva.be/en/about/faq#faq-ideo
6
See also Manifest van de Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie –
on http://www.n-va.be/files/default/nva_images/documenten/manifest.pdf
7
“La solidarité, la fraternité, l'égalité, la justice et la liberté sont des valeurs fondamentales.
Le PS continue à les promouvoir en adaptant en permanence leur promotion aux nouveaux
enjeux de la société contemporaine.” – on the official site of PS Party http://www.ps.be/Pagetype1/PS/Valeurs.aspx
8
Cf. official site of CD&V - http://www.cdenv.be/wie-zijn-we/ideologie
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Open Vld (Open Vlaamse Liberalen en Democraten), Open Flemish Liberals
and Democrats, a Flemish liberal political party, comes next.
Under a score of 9% recorded, Vlaams Belang, the only party that assumes
explicitly right-wing, far-right ideology. VB, (Vlaams Belang) - Flemish Interest is
a Belgian far-right political party. VB promotes and advocates for ideas as Flemish
independence, nationalism, strictly limitation of immigration under the
conditioning of their cultural and linguistic assimilation (“multiculturalism is a
mistake!”). It promotes euro-skepticism, being very cautious and critical of the
European Union with its bureaucracy and to meddle where the sovereignty of the
people should prevail9.
The next one placed is CDH Centre Démocrate Humaniste, The Humanist
Democratic Centre, a Francophone Christian democratic political party.
Ecolo and Groen! are two green parties, the first one Frenchspeaking Belgian green political party in Wallonia, Brussels and the Germanspeaking Community of Belgium and the second one a Flemish green party.
Other parties, as Lijst Dedecker, Parti Populaire, for example, and so on,
failed to gain any places in the federal parliament, as can be seen in table in Table
1.
Table 1: Federal Election Results Chamber of Representatives and Senate,
Belgium, 2010
Party

Ideolog
ical
orienta
tion
Right
Left
Center
Right
Left
Right
Right

N-VA
PS
CD&V
MR
SP.A
Open Vld
Vlaams
Belang
CDH
ecolo
GROEN!

Centric
Left
Left

9

Region

Votes
for
Chamber
of
Representatives

Flanders
Walloon
Flanders
Walloon
Flanders
Flanders
Flanders

1.135.617
894.543
707.986
605.617
602.867
563.873
506.697

Walloon
Walloon
Flanders

360.441
313.047
285.989

Chairs
in
Chamb
er
27
26
17
18
13
14
12
9
8
5

%
in
Chamb
er

Votes for
Senate

Chairs
in
Senate

%
in
Senate

17,40
13,70
10,85
9,28
9,24
8,64
7,76

1268780
880828
646375
599618
612079
533124

9
7
4
4
4
4

19,61
13,62
9,99
9,27
9,48
8,24

3

7,60

2
2
1

5,13
5,46
3,89

5,52
4,80
4,38

Cf. Vlaams Belang’s official site on http://www.vlaamsbelang.org/
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Lijst
Dedecker
Parti
Populaire
PVDA+
PTB+
WALLONIE
D'ABORD
R.W.F.
FN
Front
des
gauches
BELG.UNIE
FN+
PTB+PVDA+
PROBRUXSE
L
LSP
Parti
Pensionné
PP
VIVANT

Right

Flanders

150.577

*

Walloon

84.005

Left
*
*

Flanders
Walloon
Walloon

52.918
38.857
36.642

Right
Right
Left

Walloon
Walloon
Walloon

35.743
33.591
20.734

Centric
Right
Left
*

Belgium
Walloon
Belgium
Walloon

20.665
11.553
9.313
7.201

Left
*

Belgium
Walloon

6.791
6.688

Centric

6.211

W+
EGALITE

*
Minorit
y
*
*
*

East
Cantons
Flanders
Walloon
Walloon
Walloon
Walloon

5.630
2.827
2.572

*
*

Walloon
Walloon

2.259
2.200

*
*
*

Flanders
Walloon
Walloon

1.576
610

RESPECT
MSplus
MP
Education
V.I.T.A.L.
PIRATE
PARTY
VRIJHEID
N
CAP
Total

2,31

130779

2,02

98858
53995
51056
98858
40393
0,51
28346

7841

0,10%

0,24

5.857
5.670

6.527.367

3981

149

94,49

Source: Data processed from Belgium Federal Public Service Home Affairs

6,254
6.482.691

40

94,55

10

We have presented the main parties in Belgium in order of votes obtained
in the elections of 2010.
• N-VA - right-wing conservative and liberal, nationalist (part of the Flemish
10

Bron:
Federale
Overheidsdienst
http://verkiezingen2010.belgium.be/nl/

Binnenlandse

Zaken

on
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movement) led by Bart de Wever won the elections but ended up in opposition
• PS (Socialist Party) - Walloon social democratic party, the result of the
division in 1978 in the Belgian Socialist Party Walloon and Flemish branch (SPA)
• CD & V - from popular Christian Party, Christian Democratic and Flemish
Party is a centrist party, the Flemish Christian-oriented democracy, with historical
ties to corporate and professional organizations. Until the election of 2010 was the
largest political party in Belgium, but has made a major failure.
Fig.2 Federal Election Results (%), Belgium, 2010
20.00%

18.00%
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%

% chamber

% senate

Source: Data processed from Belgium Federal Public Service Home Affairs

Both the Flemish nationalists of the New Flemish Alliance (NV-A), headed
by Bart De Wever, and the Francophone Social Democrats (PS), led by Elio Di Rupo,
emerged as the winning parties.
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Fig.3 Federal Election Results, Belgium (chairs in Parliament), 2010
30
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0
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Source: Data processed from Belgium Federal Public Service Home Affairs

Right-wing parties and movements in Belgium
Right-wing parties and movements have evolved in close connection with
ideas of autonomy Flemish in Belgium, as in the Netherlands, two regions where
this trend is well established and solidarism is based on traditionalist Catholicism.
Over usual development groups related to different sensitivity or arising from
repeated divisions, in Belgium are added duplication and even rivalries between
Francophone and Dutch-speaking parties, before and after the Second World War.
South of the linguistic border, defined with great difficulty in the '60s and
remodeled in 1980 by creating three regional areas - one of which is Brussels French far right has lived often in unison with his older brother French, in North
there are plenty of activists who look to the Netherlands with tenderness.
After the Second World War in Flanders has been a political grouping,
Vlaamse Concentratie (Flemish Concentration). From this emerged two durable
parties: Volksunie, a nationalist party, which emerged as a spokesman for the
Flemish nationalism since 1958 and who cannot be classified as belonging to the
extreme right, even if its militants are among this movement; VMO - Vlaamse
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Militanten Orde (Flemish Militant Order), born in 1949, categorically activist,
movement that racist theories and practices have violent and definitively separated
from Volksunie in the '60s.
Besides nationalism linked to the emancipation of Flemish language,
Belgian right-wing parties have manifested anti-immigrant attitudes. This attitude
has historical roots and is linked to a precarious economic situation that the
country faced in the early 70's. It is often accept the hypothesis that economic
deadlock caused a largely anti-immigrant mobilization. Since the decline of the
extractive industries of coal and steel affect very early Wallonia and Dutch-speaking
region of Limburg, far right movement multiply their sympathy signs for miners on
strike, but without much success. Their attitude and voice have been heard when
the immigration subject has been related to the threaten surrounding the
workplace and security of the Belgian workers. By this motive around 1975, each of
the two linguistic regions, had a tandem configuration with a party accompanied by
an activist movement.
VMO's, reconstituted in Antwerp in 1971, was charged with assault and
punitive expeditions, undertaken individually or in collaboration with Youth Front
and solidarist movement, which brings VMO defendant's position to set up a
private militia in 1980 , its leader was sentenced to one year in prison11. Since then,
the VMO began to divide. The harshest elements have lost none of their usual
combativeness. Joined other members of Vlaams Blok, a party without complexes,
which presents candidates Dutch-speaking region as well as in Brussels, with
slogans such as ”Immigration = unemployment, insecurity”, in 1978, the very
Catholic city Antwerp chooses the Deputy President's Vlaams Blok, Karel Dillen
therefore gained ground xenophobia and the list grew more violent actions, even if
migrants security here was less precarious than in some cities British and French.
Terrorism arrived in Belgium in 1981, as a criminal attack directed against
the synagogue in Antwerp and it becomes a very worrying phenomenon in 19841985, when anti-American actions claimed by communist cells overlapped combat
armed attacks on supermarkets, actions dubbed a gang of "De Bende van Nijvel"
Anne-Marie Duranton-Crabol, Europa extremei drepte din 1945 pînă în zilele
noastre, traducere în limba română de Bogdan Geangalău, Iaşi, Editura Institutul
European, 2002, pp.110-115.
11
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(“Crazy Brabant killers” group formed in 1982). Significant electoral gains right wing
recorded: the 1988 municipal elections Vlaams Blok had reached almost 18% of the
vote in Antwerp.
Vlaams Blok, created in 1978, was the most notable right-wing party.
Election campaigns were mainly from immigration issue, combined with the desire
Flemish autonomy. Because of its ideological identification with the extreme right,
all significant Flemish political parties were reluctant to enter coalition with the
Vlaams Blok. Following the 1989 agreement, known as the cordon sanitaire, the
party was blocked from entering any level of government. The Court of Appeal of
Ghent, condemned the party for violations of anti-racism law, taking him outside
the law. Final decision has been made on 9 November 2004 and shortly party
reorganized as Vlaams Belang. By 2004, the party was undoubtedly the most
popular party Flemish in Belgium, supported about a quarter of the Flemish
electorate and manifesting itself as one of the most successful radical right-wing
populist parties in Europe.
Collective mind links militant movements and actions by far right-wing
ideologies. Therefore, even when a certain group, such as "De Bende van Nijvel", is
not tied to a particular party or movement, but simply a criminal gang, the
collective consciousness reflecting on the movements of the extreme right, anticommunist or anti-American, anti-Islam or anti-migration in general and linking
them to violence and abuse, isolating them. The paradox is that despite this, at
least locally (local elections are always considered more important, reflecting
interests closer to citizen's needs) right-wing parties were successful.
The success of right wings parties in the Flanders region remains, however,
primarily related to promoting the Flemish language and Flemish culture, a
sensitive issue for this part of Belgium for a long time, which may ended for the
young generation but for the generations born after World War did not end yet.
“Flanders case” in Belgium is primarily the result of a long political
mobilization of a "historical" ethnic group, characterized by language, Dutch12. This
process of emancipation of the Flemish Community, the Flemish movement,
initiated in the nineteenth century questioned the economic policy and cultural
12

Huysseune, Michel, “Contemporary Centrifugal Regionalism: Comparing Flanders and
Northern Italy”, in Contemporary Centrifugal Regionalism: Comparing Flanders and

Northern Italy, Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie van België voor Wetenschappen en
Kunsten, Brussel, 2009, pp.5-6.
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domination of the Belgian francophone elite after independence (1830). Started
with the goal of obtaining the right to use the Flemish language, which is often
superimposed, confused with Dutch (differences are only dialectal) in public
(government, courts, education, etc.) to recognition as the national language. Only
in 1930 Flemish language obtained legal status equal to the French, and in 1960
held border demarcation community speaking Flemish, Walloon and Flanders
administrative delimitation of the bilingual region of Brussels. The next step was
questioning the state itself, as a unitary entity (even a federal one) followed by a
series of institutional and constitutional reforms that culminated in the federal
state today. The centrifugal dynamics of this process, the pressure coming
particularly from the Flemish continuously renewed requirements for transfers of
powers to the regional level, raises the question of the future Belgian State,
culminating with the political crisis in years past.
From an economic perspective, in the 19th century and early 20th century,
Flanders was economically underdeveloped compared to Wallonia, and therefore
Flemish movement has always been interested in the economic development of
the region and creating an entrepreneurial Flemish class. Flanders is an economic
success story, it managed to reach the dominant economic position in Belgium
after World War II, along with the decline in coal mines in Wallonia (1950) and later
steel industry (1970 and 1980) the decline coincided with a boom in Flanders.
Flemish economy is a success story on the one hand, on the Antwerp port and
inland waterways, which have attracted international investors, on the other hand,
the major development of SMEs, trade, diamond trade, etc.
Building a Flemish identity has also an important development. Until the
First World War, the Belgian State was never in doubt and Flemish identity and
Belgian identity was found compatible. Part of the Flemish movement was
radicalized in World War I, adopting after 1918, a strong nationalist profile, and
rejecting the idea of a Belgian state. The purpose of achieving autonomy coincided
with a reformulation of identity issues in accordance with the new terms of socioeconomic modernity. Dominant discourse in Flanders, including one produced by
the Flemish government, now emphasizes the need for regional normality
modernity and a "virtuous insertion into the global economy" and suggests the
region as a development model. The importance of traditional grievances and
Flemish nationalist mythology gradually decreased, and took the form of specific
extreme right Vlaams Belang ideology. Vlaams Belang Flemish symbolizes the dark
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side of nationalism and questioning the apparent "normalization" of Flemish
identity, placing it in contrast with ethnicist position and to exclude non-Western
immigrants.
Dissolution of the Belgian state, as a “failed state” appears to be the
solution that promotes Vlaams Belang. They13 think that in order to end the
impasse Belgium has arrived is declaring Flemish sovereignty and starting the
negotiations on the dissolution of the kingdom14. It is been talking about “postBelgian future” and the emergence of two new states: Flanders and Wallonia. This
solution appears to the authors necessary because “Walloons and Flemings are
constantly at cross-purposes about almost every important issue, while there is no
prospect of improved relations at all. The most logical and candid conclusion would
be to start negotiations between the two communities about a fair and balanced
split-up of this failed State15. Moreover, it is our right to rid ourselves from
Francophone domination and blackmail, which has lasted more than 180 years
now. Of course Flanders would be a strong and viable nation State from the start.
The Flemish Region is already characterized by reliable political institutions and a
thriving economy. Until now Flemings have been able to solve the main problems
of the whole of Belgium, so they will undoubtedly have enough strength to take
care of their own wealth16”.
Centrifugal dynamics and federalism versus confederalism
It is recognized the existence in Europe of regional centrifugal dynamic
forms. “Regionalism and the affirmation of regional identities in the European

13

Gerolf Annemans and Steven Utsi, the authors of After Belgium - The Orderly Split-Up,
are head of Vlaams Belang research department.
14
Annemans, Gerolf & Utsi, Steven, After Belgium - The Orderly Split-Up, Uitgeverij
Egmont, Brussel, 2011
15
“To understand the essentially unjust nature of Belgium, we should recall that the majority
of all Council of State and Constitutional Court judgments on communal differences have
been decided in Flanders’ favor. One of the most notorious examples was the CC degree of
26 February 2003, which ordered the annulment of the provincial constituencies, in
particular Flemish Brabant. This single decision means that every subsequent federal
election has been technically unconstitutional and has made the contentious issue of the
Brussels-Halle-Vilvoorde (BHV) constituency loom large over each incoming
administration. The Belgian problem is about unjust structures, not ethnic hatred.” Ibidem.
16
Ibidem.
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Union are perceived in an ambivalent and at times schizophrenic way”17. In the EU
area this problem has a solution in multi-level governance, an offer for pacifying
ethno-political and secessionist conflicts18.
Centrifugal dynamics problem is always placed in relation to economic
issues. “Contemporary justifications of centrifugal regionalism emphasize the
rootedness of economic virtues in regional culture and traditions. In the case of
economically more successful regions this easily leads to the formulation of a
discourse that suggests their cultural superiority”19.
The public and political discourse on immigration and integration in
Flanders is difficult to understand, as we’ve been seen without the notion of
Flemish nationalism. There is not only the undeniable influence of the extremeright nationalist party Vlaams Belang, since almost all the Flemish parties make use
of nationalist elements, arguments and reflections in the debate on immigration
and integration issues. But the relationship between Flemish nationalism and the
Flemish approach to newcomers and migrants is controversial. There is a Flemish
history of nationalism and the struggle for autonomy, language rights and cultural
emancipation, are used to accept that newcomers are bound to their own
language, culture, etc. It supports the idea of “emancipation without loss of cultural
identity”. “On the other hand the Flemish history of nationalism is used as an
argument for assimilation and against multiculturalism. The languages, cultures and
religions of the newcomers are conceived as a (new) threat for the Flemish
culture20”.
So we can notice an ambivalent dimension of regionalism, “the articulation
of regional identity combined with the development of centrifugal tendencies
whereby richer regions question national solidarity and redistributive policies,
interacting with the affirmation of xenophobic parties21”.
This overlap allowed formulations like those of journalist Peter
Vandermeersch: ”Belgium is two countries”. The regional elections of June 2009
17

Huysseune, Michel, op.cit., p.2.
Hooghe, Liesbet and. Marks, Gary, Multi-level Governance and European Integration,
Lanham (Md), Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., Oxford, 2001.
19
Huysseune, Michel, op.cit., p.4.
20
Loobuyck, Patrick and Jacobs, Dirk, “How to Understand the Peculiar Public Discourse on
Immigration and Integration in Flanders?”, in Contemporary Centrifugal Regionalism:
Comparing Flanders and Northern Italy, Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie van België voor
Wetenschappen en Kunsten, Brussel, 2009, p.138.
21
Ibidem.
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proved this hypothesis: “In the Walloon regional parliament 43 out of 73 seats
were allotted to the two left-wing parties, the Socialists and the Greens. The
corresponding parties obtained only 26 out of 124 seats in the Flemish regional
parliament. The difference becomes even more striking when one looks at the
right-hand side of the political specter. In Wallonia, an outspoken Right-wing party
does not even enter into parliament. The Christian Democrat party is dominated by
left-wing tendencies, and even the Liberal Mouvement Réformateur can only be
called Centre Right. A very similar distribution of the seats can be found in the
Francophone Parliament, which includes also the Francophone representatives of
Brussels. By contrast, 45 seats in the Flemish parliament are occupied by parties
positioning themselves firmly to the right of the Liberal and Christian Democrat
Parties22”.
The assumption that Belgium is actually composed of two different
countries is strengthened by the finding that Belgium does not have a shared public
opinion. “The Flemish and Walloon people do not read each other’s newspapers,
nor do they watch each other’s television stations. Nowadays even Flemish people
interested in politics hardly know about the major issues in the other part of the
country, while the French-speaking people equally do not comprehend the issues
that keep the Flemish region awake. Is this a problem? Not necessarily. It depends
from what you expect the Belgian federation to do. Both French speaking and
Dutch-speaking people can perfectly live in harmony in two separate communities
that hardly seem to be in contact with each other, provided their housekeeping
and accounts are also kept separate. The moment one expects more from the
federation, then indeed there is a problem. If two parties build a welfare state
which implies continuous repartitions, as is the case today, then you need more
mutual connection and alliance”23.
All this indicates that it is not accidentally or shifted its efforts to reform
the Belgian State. And one of the solutions planned reform would be to shift from
federalism to confederalism.
As shown in sections on the latest federal elections in Belgium, which took
22

Beyen, Marnix, “Tragically Modern Centrifugal Sub-Nationalisms in Belgium, 18302009”, in Contemporary Centrifugal Regionalism: Comparing Flanders and Northern
Italy, Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie van België voor Wetenschappen en Kunsten, Brussel,
2009, p. 17.
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place in 2010, topped the list winners were two parties in the two regions
"competing" Flanders and Wallonia, CD & V and PS respectively. CD & V was ranked
first, without having Tots majority at a short distance from the PS. In fact to get one
more chair in the Chamber of Representatives and two more chairs in the Senate in
compare with the PS.
After the general elections in June 2010, Belgium's major parties began
negotiations on constitutional reforms forcing the largest in decades for the country
to keep both groups happy. But given that the interests were diametrically opposed,
all negotiations ended in a deadlock. Neither of the two parties not amenable to
negotiations, and that situation led to the longest contemporary government crisis.
535 days to find a compromise and negotiation every 20 hours for each minister.
The stakes dispute was the increasing regional autonomy in order to better
reflect the differences between the two ethnic groups. Flanders, richer, is trying to
get autonomy, while trying to maintain the francophone national unity as closely and
together with it and financial solidarity.
As shown analysts, Belgium is actually not a country, but two: Belgium does
not have a common opinion public. Flemings and Walloons seem to coexist in a
separate quasi-total. This may not be a problem in itself. It becomes a problem when
you challenge the expectations of the Belgian Federation. It seems that the speaker
of French and Dutch could live comfortably separation provided separate accounts.
The idea of building a welfare state, which involves continuous distributions, implies
some connections and mutual alliances.
The slogan launched from Vlaams Belang, despite its aggressiveness, makes
us wonder:
Vlaams geld in Vlaamse handen! Flemish money in Flemish hands! (Vlaams
Belang)
The crisis involves both interest and identity, economic arguments, reflecting
the reluctance of many problems.
On how it was solved the Belgian government crisis (2010), we must note
that Elio di Rupo, became the first prime minister from a Francophone socialist party
after more than three decades. He succeeded after many rounds of negotiations to
form a coalition of six parties including the Socialist, Liberal and Christian Democrat,
both of the Flemish Region and the Walloon part but not the big winner Flemish
separatist N-VA party lead by Bart De Wever, who promised to make a fierce
opposition to the newly formed government.
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Interview with Bart de Wever – the N-VA leader
In the interview he gave to us24, Bart de Waver justified his party's success
in elections, on the one hand the Flemish discontent and frustration felt in recent
years, led by a coalition that was not representative in Flanders and on the other
hand, understanding of the need for reform, transform the policy into action by his
party25.
Asked about the party's ideological position on the traditional left-right
axis, Bart de Wever stated that „leftwing/rightwing dichotomy” is not relevant
anymore “in the more postmodern political landscape we are entering in the
beginning of the 21st century” because he thinks “that the old dichotomy between
both sides is fading in the complexity of everyday political life and the economic
globalization. But putting this aside, and returning to the old left-right-ax, I would
situate my party in the center right: right of the green and socialist parties, slightly
to the right of the Christian-democratic and liberal party, but still to the left of the
traditionalist nationalists of the Vlaams Belang and the libertarians of LDD”.
Another question was about representation at national level, if the N-VA
party does represent the interests of the Flemish population, as part of the Flemish
movement, or if they want actions and goals more general than that?
Bart de Wever declared that he represents, in the first place the interests
of the Flemings, “seeing as they are my constituency”.
“But my main focus is not solely satisfying their demands. The much needed
reforms in our country will also benefit the other communities in Belgium. By
creating financial and fiscal responsibility for the regions, I’m convinced that
Wallonia will be able to create a new economical dynamic and break through to
barriers of the old socialist doctrines of the PS. Reforms will give way to economic
recovery. For Flanders, as well as for Wallonia or Brussels. My socio-economic
24

At my request, Bart de Wever agreed to answer a set of questions, submitted in April 2012.
Question: Despite the fact that you're a relatively young party, NVA have registered
remarkable scores in elections. How do you explain this?
Bart de Wever: “I believe the rise of our party in the past ten years is due to a feeling of
democratic frustration and economic anxiety within the larger Flemish society. For the last
three years our country has been governed by a coalition that does not even have a majority
in Flanders, notwithstanding that the Flemings form a majority within the Belgian state.
There is a Flemish desire for change, for reform. My party has captured this unarticulated
need for reform and has translated it into democratic political action.”
25
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program also appeals to center-right politicians in Wallonia and Brussels and
French-speaking entrepreneurs. I’m not interested in revenge for supposed
wrongdoings in the past. Flemings who believe they are still oppressed by Frenchspeaking elite, fool themselves. It’s time to move on. I want a better future for all.
And it is my firm believe, that such a goal can only be obtained in a confederal
Belgium”.

We must notice that Bart de Wever is often speaking about confederalism.
He use to promote in his public discourse that he is convinced confederalism will be
a stake in the 2014 parliamentary elections. Also N-VA statutes provide Flemish
independence, a “Republic of Flanders”26, as a member state of EU, so, implicitly
the dissolution of Belgium kingdom.
Another question pointed the political negotiations after the 2010’s
elections:
Question: Despite the success from 2010’s elections, you have chosen the
Opposition in the political crisis negotiations. You were even criticized for certain
inflexibility. Why this option?
Bart de Wever: “First of all, I didn’t choose for the opposition, we we’re forced into
the opposition. We rejected the paper put forward by the formator Elio Di Rupo,
but after a thorough and elaborate reading of his work. It was not a basis on which
a compromise could be forged that reflected the will of both the Flemish as the
French-speaking electorate. It wasn’t the first paper that had been rejected, my
own paper was rejected after only half an hour. The French-speaking parties didn’t
even bother to read it. Looking back, I’m starting to believe that the PS, the
French-speaking socialist party, was just seeking a way the corner us and kick us
out of the negotiations. In retrospect, I should have known better. At that point,
the other Flemish parties, who swore never to form a government without us,
abandoned us and accepted to enter the government on the terms of the socialist
party.
The criticism that I am inflexible, is just plain political justification for the flipflopping of the other Flemish parties. You must understand that the demand for
reform has always been a Flemish demand, ever since the 1950’s. The French-

26

“Als enige ongebonden partij, los van drukkingsgroepen, zuilen of financiële machten,
verdedigt de Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie het algemeen Vlaams belang. In haar streven naar een
beter bestuur en meer democratie kiest de Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie logischerwijs voor de
onafhankelijke republiek Vlaanderen, lidstaat van een democratische Europese Unie.”- 1.1.
paragraph
of
NV-A
Statute,
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http://www.nva.be/files/default/nva_images/documenten/statuten/statuten2013_.pdf
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speaking parties only reluctantly agreed to reform, and tried to temper it in every
way. This resulted in the complex and barely understandable institutional structure
of the Belgian state. The French-speaking parties only went as far as they wanted
to go, and traditionally the Flemish parties accepted their defeat in the
negotiations, and took the little the French-speaking parties offered. This time, I
said no. No to the crumbles that the French-speaking parties were trying to sell us
as grand reforms. Flanders wants change, and it’s time that this is recognized by
the French-speaking parties. If we’re only presented some cosmetic riffraff without
fundamentally changing the status-quo, I pass. “

In the regional elections of 2009, N-VA won a very good score, 13% of the
votes, making N-VA the winner of the elections together with his cartel
partner CD&V.
Asked about ending a remarkable electoral cartel with CD&V, which have
been a success in the past, Bart de Wever denied they quit the cartel: “Again, I did
not quit the cartel. CD&V blew up the cartel. We, and I mean N-VA and CD&V,
made a promise to the Flemish electorate in 2007 that we would not enter a
Belgian government without the insurance that there would be fundamental
reforms. In 2008, the CD&V broke that promise. It’s they who stepped out of the
cartel, not us. And the Flemish voter rewarded us for it in the elections of 2009.”
An important part of the interview was about economic problems Belgium
confronts with, as other European countries, or world countries threatened by
economic crisis.
Bart de Wever points of view were:
“First of all, this is a European and global crisis. As an individual member state, the
impact on macro-economics is barely noticeable. But our economy has a few
features which aggravate the current crisis. Our tax rate is far too high, and
taxation is focused on Flanders, being the economically strongest region. This high
tax rate is endangering the economical competiveness of Flanders. And what does
this government do? It imposes more taxes that again focus on the Flemish saving
accounts, the entrepreneurs and hardworking middleclass. Enough is enough.
Secondly, our labor force is too rigid. The labor cost, being the taxes on labor that
have to be paid by companies, is driving out those companies to foreign territories,
where taxes are lower. This means jobs are lost. Furthermore, our labor policy has
a limited focus on redirecting unemployed workers to the social benefit system,
where they are pampered into lethargy. Belgium is the only country in the world
where you can make a career out of being unemployed. I’m not kidding, there are
examples of people who went from school straight to the unemployment office and
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stayed there until they retired. It’s of the utmost importance that we actively escort
unemployed workers to the labor market. Helping them to find new jobs by
redirecting their job skills, offering them new opportunities, giving career courses.
For that goal to be obtained we have to limit the duration of the unemployment
benefits in time, so people are encouraged to take their responsibility. Social
security is a safety net, not a hammock. We must reform our labor market, and
ensure the economic future of the working class. And thirdly, the overhead costs of
the ever growing state apparatus must be lowered. Government is too big. It’s a
halt on innovation, it crushes entrepreneurship and it drains out the social fabric of
society by robbing the citizens of their individual responsibility. These three issues
(taxes, labor market and bureaucracy) must be addressed if we want to tackle the
crisis on a national level.”

The challenging question is if would be better to be in opposition to fight
the economic crisis or not?
The politician thinks that “it’s frustrating that we were forced into opposition. If we
were in government, we could enable economical and institutional reforms. Now
we are powerless to stop the dreadful policies of this monstrous government.
We’re watching it all go down the drain and the only thing we can do is yell ‘For
God Sake!’ in the idle hope that some of the more sensible majority politicians will
listen.”

Observing and lecturing position and statements N-VA, according to which
segregation is desirable for Belgium and N-VA is fighting to create an independent
Flanders, so to dissolve the federal state, we also noticed that N-VA reasons and
argumentation are based and related to structural differences between the two
cultures and democracies. But there are also serious economic reasons, such as
financial transfers from Flanders to Wallonia redistribution of national money. Bart
de Wever comments on these issues were:
“My main goal is that every region is responsible for its own affairs. What is
st
independence in the European Union of the 21 century? We’re all part of a bigger
picture. But I want Flanders to play its own part in that bigger picture, in mutual
cooperation with our neighbors. I became a politician so I could mean something
for my community, not to play semantic games.
I don’t believe that cultural differences are still the main problem today. They
accentuate the existing problems, but nothing more than that. The real problems
are economic, institutional and democratic in nature.
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The problem with the financial transfers is not as much that they exist, but that
Flanders has no control over them. We don’t even know how much they
annually amount to. Some think thanks and banks calculate them every so
often, and then we understand it’s between 6 to 12 billion each year. We have
no idea where that money comes from or where it is going to. We only know
that the PS uses it to pay for its subsidized economy in Wallonia and to buy it s
electorate with social benefits. And that’s the problem. I want to sustain the
solidarity. Hell, I would gladly pay if I knew that the average Walloon would be
better off. But he isn’t. All those studies point to only one conclusion: while the
transfers from Flanders to Wallonia grow each year, the average Walloon is
getting poorer each year. And then I’m the selfish nationalist who doesn’t want
to share? I want to objectify the financial transfers, make them transparent so
we all know why and for whom we pay. And most off all, I want that the money
is directed to those people who need it, and not the party structure of the PS state in Wallonia.”

Raising the question of objections and reservations to the collapse of
Belgium that could cause problems, about the new position occupied in Europe
by the new alleged state, and its significance, Bart de Wever declared that he is:
“Opposed to a revolutionary break up of Belgium. I’m in favor of a negotiated
evolution towards confederalism. If Belgium would dissolve into the greater
European Union, then so be it. I don’t for see any major institutional or
diplomatic problems. The biggest problem undoubtedly would be Brussels and
the financial debt. What would be the status of Brussels in a confederation, or
even an independent Flanders? And how will the national debt be divided
amongst the member states of the confederation or, in case of events, the new
formed states?“

Belgian capital, Brussels, is another matter in dispute. What will happen
to Brussels? Will be the double administration workable?
Bart de Wever: “Again, it’s not cultural or linguistic problems that create the
difficulties within the Belgian state. I believe French-speaking and Flemish
inhabitants of Brussels can govern their city in cooperation and mutual
respect.
The real problem is that Brussels is both the savior of and the time bomb
beneath Belgium. Most politicians will acknowledge that without Brussels,
Belgium would have ceased to exist decades ago. The city is what ties the
communities together. Therefore it has always been in the center of the
institutional framework and the political debate. The problem is that Brussels
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wants it all, but will not be responsible for its own actions. Brussels is an
international capital, it’s the capital of Belgium, it’s the capital of Fland ers, it’s
the capital of the French-speaking community, it’s an institutional region of its
own, it’s a metropolitan area, and it’s a city, its nineteen towns and six policing
zones. And depending of the subject at hand, it plays the role it wants to play.
Take the noise standards for example. As an institutional region, Brussels is
competent to create its own noise standards. But buy setting the bar so high, it
prohibits air plane flights at night over the Brussels territory. That means that
all flights from the airport of Zaventem, which is located on Flemish territory,
have to be redirected over Flanders. But when it comes to controlling the
airport, Zaventem is suddenly Brussels National Airport, and thus a part of the
metropolitan area. Brussels is like chameleon, it takes the form of the entity
from which it benefits the most.
But at the end of the day, someone has to pay for Brussels. It’s not financially
viable on its own. And thus Flanders, being the economical strongest region,
pays the bill of Brussels. And that causes frustration in Flanders. Brussels wants
Flemish money, but if the Flemings in return want political participation in
Brussels – no taxation without representation, remember – the Brussels
answer is: shut up and be a Belgian. This is becoming more and more
untenable.
The situation of Brussels is peculiar, and therefore the position of Brussels
within the Belgian framework will also be peculiar. But Brussels must also
understand that it will have to make some choices about its own future. You
can’t have your cake and eat it”.

Asked about Wallonia and its future political and administrative destiny,
Bart de Wever thinks that this is a problem that “is for the Walloons to decide.
But most of all, I want them to know that Flanders will never accept the
impoverishment of Wallonia. They are our neighbors, our fellow men. Solidarity
will be assured”.
Regarding the issue of migration and labor mobility, the position of NVA is more nuanced, at least for a discourse level and at a long distance to what
the ideology of Vlaams Belang is known to be (an anti-immigrations discourse).
“Migration is not a negative thing. Human history has been forged by migration
flows. And our labor market is in dire need of skilled workers. Everyone who
wants to play a constructive role in society, and anyone who seeks shelter form
repression, is welcome. But we cannot carry the burden of the world on our
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shoulders. Migration must be regulated and controlled. Our social system is not
build to nurture every poor soul on the planet. We must be strict, otherwise we
create a whole new class of have-not’s who are condemned to live in appalling
conditions in the margins of society. Therefore I am in favor of a strict, reasonable
and humane migration policy.”

Although not declared an anti-Islamic party, N-VA is to promote traditional
values, such as Flemish language and culture, so the question is how they see the
increase of the Islamic population related to the natives?
Bart de Wever: “One cannot deny that there are social problems related to
migration. But I believe that integration is possible if we can contain the flow of
global migration and if we can create a sense of community. A sense that we’re all
part of a bigger entity, a community that encompasses us all. But for that to
happen, we must be able to communicate with one another. We must speak the
same language. In a literally sense, we must speak Dutch. But also in a more
figurative sense. We must all accept and cherish the liberty and fundamental rights
of democracy: the freedom of speech, of worship, of assembly, … and the equality
of all human beings, regardless of sex, sexual preference and skin color.”

Finally we emphasized that Bart de Wever do appreciate the concept of
“glocalization”, which will favor the secession objectives and he supports the
slogan “Denken, Durven, Doen!” (Eng.: “Think, Dare, Do!”), confessing the
admiration for Edmund Burke's philosophy. So we proposed a short comment of
the philosopher’s thought: "Our patience Will Achieve More Than our force," from
the works of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke.
Bart de Wever: “As often, I believe Edmund Burke is right. Evolution, not
revolution. But in these hard times, I find myself reflecting on those others words of
wisdom in the ‘Reflections on the revolution in France’: A state without the means
of some change is without the means of its conservation”.
A very interesting thing in the reform that aims N-VA is the concept of a
"confederal Belgium”. There are a lot of discussions about competencies, and
federal government power that Flemish and Waloons have to handle jointly or not:
safety and defense, military defense, police force and fire services, social security
and pensions, railway network, questioning monarchy and replacing the king by an
elected president, the role and place of Brussels and not in the end income taxes.
The conservative-nationalist position of N-VA must be nuanced and
problems solved or even find an alternative solution to please everyone.
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Conclusion
Anno 2013, one year before the national election of 2014, and the election
battle already started in both sides of the country.
Belgium is still in a ban of the far-right wing party who is aiming for an
independent Flanders.
It is however not clear enough how the NV-A is going to achieve their goals,
whilst all other Flemish parties are stating that the NV-A has no clear view aim
would not be to how to achieve this independence one of the leading members of
the NV-A tries to obtain public acceptance in stating that independence is a
definition of the 18th century and the aim is not to create chaos but to solve all
Belgium problems in a confederal state.
Bart de Wever on the race to become mayor of Antwerp in 2012 and N-VA
managed to win elections and tore a large part of the party's vote’s extreme right,
anti-immigration Vlaams Belang. Yet, without the help and support of the other
Flemish party, the 7th state reform cannot be started, as the N-VA and Vlaams
Belang didn’t reach the absolute majority in the Chamber of Representatives and
Senate.
In the long run the Flemish thinking is to work on a more responsibility’s for
their own regions, even a resolution in the Flemish Parliament was voted, called
the Copernicus revolutions. The main problem today at Flemish side is the time
frame, all parties in the long run have very equal opinion on the future of the
Flemish region or state, depends on who you are asking. The French part of the
country slowly-slowly seems to accept the idea that the future of the Belgian state
will be completely different then in the past, and idea’s wishes are growing
between these party’s looking for a common goal in order to face the upcoming
force form the NV-A.
All parties, Flemish, French are in full agreement that the capital of the
country is a difficult problem to solve, all parties claiming for territory and people,
to be theirs. The Flemish proclaims them as economic victims considering the fact
that Flemish are the major financing source for the entire country. And in all the
time in these discussions the German speaking region (oostkantons) are forgotten,
it is unclear where or what the representative of this regions are position is.
One can say easily that the understanding from leading people of what
population is thinking is very minimal, the people of Belgium is interested in there
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income, jobs and overcoming the crises rather than political issues.
But these discussions are not really relevant in this very actual moment as
the budget problems and the execution of the 6 the state reform which should be
the major concern.
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Electoral Systems and Democracy: a Comparative Analysis of
Macedonia and Albania
Etem AZIRI, Oreta SALIAJ

Abstract. Elections and electoral systems are a factor of great importance for the
functioning of political systems and their democratization. The end of the last century
brought fundamental changes in the socialist countries of Europe. One party regime’s were
replaced with pluralism. Dictatorship of the proletariat was replaced with democracies;
centralized economies were replaced with the market economy. Although, elections and
the electoral systems were not considered important during the communist period of the
development of Albania and Macedonia, things changed rapidly with the acceptance of the
democratic way of living. For two decades, the Republic of Albania and the Republic of
Macedonia are thriving towards functional pluralisms, and elections have played a major
role in the process. Although elections do not necessarily mean that democracy is becoming
more democratic, at least they make democracy possible. Although democracy includes
free elections based on internationally acceptable standards, the fact remains that in many
countries elections are not a guarantee for democracy. The Republic of Albanian and the
Republic of Macedonia, when it comes to elections and electoral systems have a lot in
common, but also much specificity, which make their electoral systems different from each
other. The common aspects include the fact that both countries have accepted
parliamentarism and a tendency of respecting the will of citizens expressed in fair and free
elections. On the other hand, the level of socio-economic development, the historical past,
the overall type of political culture, cause many differences in the electoral systems and
level of democracy between these two neighboring countries.
Keywords: democracy, elections, electoral systems, Republic of Macedonia, Republic of
Albania

Introduction
Elections and the electoral system play a significant role for the functioning
of contemporary political systems. Without a doubt, elections are the most
important and widely accepted form of citizen’s participation in political life.
Several opinions regarding elections exist among theoreticians. According to the
instrumentalists elections are a means to get the right to govern, while according
to the functionalist point of view elections are a mean for the creation of e balance
between state and society. Elections are one way to determine who the leaders will
be. This method is more peaceful than fighting it out, more credible in modern
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times than claims of divine favor, and more systematic than estimating the
loudness of noise made by various factions at an open-air meeting. Only transfer of
power from parent to offspring can compete with elections in orderliness of
procedure; and in the modern world, elections have become a more widespread
practice. The supposed goal is to have the “people” express their will.1
According to Duvergere elections are very important for democracy. In fact
he considers democracy a form of government which is realized through direct and
free elections. On the other hand according to Sartori the function of elections is
not to make democracy more democratic, their function is to choose political
leadership and not the maximization of democracy.
Election can be classified in many ways. They can be democratic and nondemocratic, competitive and non-competitive, fair and unfair, direct and indirect,
majority, proportional and mixed, presidential and parliamentary, local and general
etc.
By electoral system, we mean the set of rules that specify how voters can
express their preferences (ballot structure) and how the votes are translated into
seats. The system must specify at least the number of areas where this translation
takes place (electoral districts), the number of seats allocated in each of these areas
(district magnitude), and the seat allocation formula.2
Table 1 Categories of electoral systems
Broad Category
Specific types
Country Examples
Single-member
Single member plurality
Australia,
Canada,
constituency systems
Alternative Vote
France, India, UK, USA
Two-round system
Mixed Systems
Mixed Compensatory
Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Mixed Parallel
Japan, New Zealand,
Russia
Closed list systems
Israel, South Africa, Spain
Preferential list systems
Open list
Austria, Belgium, Chile,
Flexible list
Denmark,
Finland,
Netherlands
Source: Michael Gallagher, Paul Mitchell: The Politics of Electoral Systems, Oxford University Press,
New York, 2005

Rein Taagepera: Predicting Party Sizes: The Logic of Simple Electoral Systems, Oxford
University Press, New York, 2007, 2
2 Rein Taagepera: Predicting Party Sizes: The Logic of Simple Electoral Systems, Oxford
University Press, New York, 2007, 2
1
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Gallagher and Mitchell determine several categories of electoral systems,
as presented in table 1.
In general, we can differentiate several election systems:
 The proportional system,
 The majority system and
 Mixed electoral systems.
Worldwide, in total, 91 out of 191 countries use majoritarian formulae in
national election to the lower house of parliament. The aim of majoritarian
electoral systems is to create a “natural” or a “manufactured” majority, that is, to
produce an effective one-party government with a working parliamentary majority
while simultaneously penalizing minor parties, especially those with spatially
dispersed support. In “winner-takes-all” elections, the leading party boosts its
legislative base, while the trailing parties get meager rewards. The design aims to
concentrate legislative power in the hands of a single-party government, not to
generate parliamentary representation of all minority views.3
Two types of majority systems can be differentiated: relative majority and
absolute majority. According to the relative majority approach, the electoral body
is grouped in electoral units (constituencies) and each unit chooses one
representative for the legislative organ. The candidate that gets more votes
compared to all other candidates is considered to be the winner. According to
these systems, the theoretical chance of the political party to win most seats does
not mean that the political party have the most votes on the state level exists.
Similarly, according to the system of absolute majority the country is
divided in a certain number of electoral constituencies. The candidate who
manages to win an absolute majority that is one half of the votes plus one, is
considered as elected during the first election row. If none of the candidates
manages to get an absolute majority during the first electoral row, in that case a
second electoral row is organized. Candidates that have managed to get a certain
number of votes during the first row, continue to be candidates during the second
row. The candidate that wind a relative majority during the second electoral row is
considered elected.
Proportional representation systems (PR) on the other hand, are focused
Pippa Norris: Electoral engineering: Voting Rules and Political Behavior, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 2004, 42
3
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on parties and primarily designed to transform a party’s share of the vote into a
corresponding share of parliamentary seats. Hence, party proportionality is central
in PR systems. Candidates in PR systems are in most cases elected in multimember
districts where voters choose between party lists, not between individual
candidates.4
According to the proportional electoral system, the voters vote for a party
list rather than for an individual candidate. Now days some of the variants of the
proportional system are implemented in all Western European Countries with the
exception of the United Kingdom and France. The fact that according to this system
voters choose among party lists, limits the possibility for one party to have the
necessary majority to create a government by itself. Coalitions are sometimes
created prior to elections but usually they are created after the elections finish. The
formula for calculation of parliamentary seats is of great importance when it comes
to the proportional electoral system.
Systems based on proportionality are seen as fairer: proportional
representation systems are widely held to be more “egalitarian’ than majoritarian
systems in the value they accord to the vote. In a proportional system, every
voter’s vote counts in the final allocation of seats to the different parties and
consequently in the choice of governmental winner(s). In a majoritarian or plurality
system, however, the influence of individual votes is perceived to be much less.
Firstly, all votes cast for a losing candidate are effectively lost or valueless: only
those voting for a winning candidate influence the outcome.5
Mixes systems combine the characteristics of the majority system and the
proportional system. A good example for this system is Germany in which the
electoral system has made it possible for the Green Party to ensure some
parliamentary representation.
Many newly adopted electoral systems, including those in long established
democracies such as Israel, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, and Venezuela, have entailed
various hybrids of the competing majoritarian/plurality and proportional principles.
In the prototype of a mixed-member system, half of the seats in a legislative
chamber are elected in single-seat districts while the other half are elected from
party lists allocated by proportional representation (PR). Yet, as we shall see, there
Hans-Dieter Klingemann, Ian McAllister: The Comparative Study of Electoral Systems,
Oxford University Press, New York, 2009, 160
5 Jocelyn A.J. Evans: Voters and Voting: An Introduction, SAGE Publications, London,
2004,157
4
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are numerous variations within the general class of mixed-member systems. The
universe of such systems has included the following examples: (1) a system with
only one seat elected by the majoritarian principle (Israel); (2) one in which the
share of seats elected by PR is only a quarter (Italy); (3) one in which the
majoritarian tier is elected partly in multi-seat districts (Venezuela); and (4) one in
which some significant share of seats is elected by lists, but not with a PR formula
(Mexico, formerly). Establishing a generic definition of a mixed-member electoral
system is therefore not as simple as it might at first seem.6
The electoral system of the Republic of Macedonia
After the acceptance of pluralism in the Republic of Macedonia in 1990, the
need to change the electoral system surfaced. The county needed a new electoral
regulation that would be proper for the multi-party reality, an electoral regulation
that would create necessary preconditions for correct, fair and direct elections.
Although it was obvious that due to the domination of the Communist Party the
existing regulation was obsolete, still it remained very difficult to undertake more
“radical” changes of the electoral code and electoral system.
The Communist Party of Macedonia was quite comfortable with the
existing electoral system which in practice served only as a means to conform its
domination, an electoral system that treated voting more as a duty towards the
party than as a basic human right. On the other hand, the new political reality at
least theoretically, required proper elections that would provide adequate relations
of responsibility between the citizens and the government.
The choosing of type of an electoral system was not a technical issue. It
was the source of serious polemics among scientists and politicians. The
Communist Party of Macedonia which had a well established structure in all parts
of the country insisted that the first plural elections should be organized according
the majority system, while the alternative political parties required a proportional
system due to the fact that they believed that the proportional system would
create improved possibilities for them to provide seats in the parliament.
Even besides the many polemics and issues, the legislation decided to
implement the system of absolute majority with two election rows. According to
Matthew Soberg Shugart and Martin P. Wattenberg:” Mixed-Member Electoral Systems: A Defnition
and Typology”, Mixed Member Electoral Systems, Oxford University Press, New York, 2001
6
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the electoral code of 1990, in order to get elected during the first electoral row, the
candidate needed to get majority of casted votes or his constituency, provided that
the number of his votes is not smaller than 1/3 of the total number of registered
voters for that constituency. If none of the candidates manages to ensure the
proper number of votes, in that case the second election row would be held no
later than 14 days. Only candidates that would have at least 7% of the casted votes
during the first row had the right to candidate in the second electoral row. If none
of the candidates had managed to get 7% during the first row, in that case the
whole process had to be repeated once more. In such cases, elected is the
candidate that gats the most votes compared to his opponents. Although such
situations were difficult to occur in practice, the theoretical chance was present. In
fact such cases could occur and the Albanian population would decide to boycott
the election process.
This system was expected to result in many advantages for the country
such as: the creation of preconditions for a stable parliament and stable
government, elimination of differences based on nationality and religious beliefs,
creation of possibilities for independent candidates to get elected as members of
parliament etc.
During the first parliamentary elections the whole territory of country was
divided in 120 constituencies with every constituency electing one candidate for
the parliament. Although according to article 18 of the electoral code all
constituencies were supposed to have an equal number of registered voters, in
practice many constituencies in the Western part of the country, inhabited mainly
by Albanian population were twice larger that constituencies in the eastern parts of
the country inhabited mainly by Macedonian population. This was one of the main
reasons for the permanent insisting of the Albanian political parties to change the
electoral code of the country.
The electoral code of 1990 in fact was a source of many disagreements
between the Macedonian and Albanian political parties. The Albanian parties
considered the code to be discriminatory for the Albanian population. According to
the calculations, due to the code, during the first plural elections for each Albanian
Member of Parliament had voted approximately 8.000 voters, while for each
Macedonia Member of Parliament had voted only 4000 voters.
Due to the above mentioned reasons, the Albanian political parties
required that the electoral system of the country should change and that either a
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proportional or a mixed system should be implemented. In 1993 the Government
proposed a new electoral code that was not accepted by the parliament. One year
later the parliament accepted the changes of the electoral code. The new electoral
system was one of majority combined with elements of the proportional system. In
fact the country remained divided in 120 constituencies but 20 members of
parliament would be elected according to the proportional approach. Besides this
according to the new code only the two highest ranking candidates during the first
electoral row, would get the right to take part in the second electoral raw.
The biggest opposition party of that time VMRO-DPMNE as well as the
Party for Democratic Prosperity and the Peoples Democratic Party opposed the
new electoral system, but not for the same motives. VMRO-DPMNE as the largest
Macedonian opposition party feared a homogenization of voters based on ethnic
basis as well as government instability. The Albanian political parties on the other
hand were more focused on the size of the electoral constituencies. They insisted
that all constituencies must have an equal number of voters.
The second parliamentary elections in the country were done according to
the old electoral code and system. The biggest opposition party VMRO-DPMNE
expressed serious doubts regarding the fairness and boycotted the second electoral
raw.
By the end of 1998 the new version of the electoral code was presented to
the parliament. According to the proposed changes 80 members of parliament
were supposed to be elected according to the majority system and the other 40
according to the proportional system. In the proportional lists, the mandates were
supposed to be divided proportionally in 12-15 regional constituencies. After many
debates, it was decided that 85 members of parliament should be elected
according to the majority system and 35 according to the proportional system.
In order to get elected during the first electoral row, the candidate needed
to get majority of casted votes or his constituency, provided that the number of his
votes is not smaller than 1/3 of the total number of registered voters for that
constituency. If none of the candidates manages to ensure the proper number of
votes, in that case the second election row would be held no later than 14 days.
Only the two highest ranked candidates from the first election row had the right to
take part in the second electoral row.
The other 35 members of parliament were elected according to the
proportional system. The whole territory of the country represented only one
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constituency. The voters voted for the lists of the political parties, and had no
authority in influencing the way how the candidates would be ranked. In order to
get parliamentary seats from this list the parties had to provide at least 5% of
casted votes.
Although the new electoral system was implemented during the third
parliamentary elections, right after the elections many criticisms for the system
occurred. In fact the electoral system was not sufficient enough to fulfill the
ambitions and needs of the plural practices of the Republic of Macedonia.
In 2001 the Government proposed a new electoral code and system
according to which to possible alternatives could be implemented. According to
both alternatives the total number of members of parliament would remain
unchanged (120). The first alternative stipulated that all members of parliament
should be elected according to the proportional system with the whole country
representing only one constituency. According to the second proposed alternative
half of members would be elected according to the majority system and the other
half according to the proportional system. Besides this, it was stipulated that
constituencies should not have more than 7% more or less voters compared to the
state average.
The Parliament decided to implement a third version for the electoral
system. In fact the new system was a proportional electoral system in which the
whole territory of the country was divided in six electoral constituencies. Each
constituency delegates 20 members of parliament. The constituencies can have up
to 3% difference in voters compared to the state average.
The Electoral System of the Republic of Albania
The Election system in Albania in recent pluralism years has undergone
numerous obstacles which have left traces in the history of democracy building in
Albania.
Election manipulations, disputes, boycotts, pre-mature elections,
statements and counterstatements have accompanied the plural-party system
during the past 20 years. The elections held in 1992 were the only ones not to be
disputed; rather, they were labeled internationally as free elections. Since then, all
of the following electoral processes have been associated with nerve strains on the
part of the political camps, which gradually created a culture where the party which
lose does not accept the failing result. Such practice continues to the present.
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The first pluralistic elections in the country were to be held on 31 March
1991. Under a pure majority system, the Parliament of Albania consisted of 250
members. Albanians came from over 45 years of isolations which is why there was
no shadow of doubt towards the Democratic Party becoming the election winner7.
The least expected occurred: at the conclusion of the elections it resulted that The
Labor Party of Albania (PPSH), which 3 months later became the Socialist Party of
Albania (PSSH), had received 67% which was “equivalent” to 169 seats in the
Parliament of Albania, compared to 33% received by the Democratic Party, which
was equivalent to 75 seats in the Parliament. The majority formula applied did not
reflect accurately the votes expressed in the electoral process in accordance with
the number of mandates won. With "a proportional majority system", the Labor
Party would have won 141 seats in the Parliament and the Democratic Party would
have won 97”.
In the 1992 elections in order to correct this distortion, the electoral
system was changed. In this framework, the law aimed at uniting justice and equity
of votes, related to the proportional system, in order to create a stable majority
delivered by the majority8. As a result, the law was settled that 40 parliament
members be elected from the multi-name lists of parties, in order to correct the
election result of the majority. The law established a high threshold, 4% of votes
nationally, disfavoring small parties. At the end of the elections of 22 March, of
year 1992 it was confirmed that the electoral system and the determined formula
for allocating mandates were closer to the election outcomes. The Democratic
Party received 62.09% of votes, while the Socialist Party successor of PPSH received
only 25.73% of votes. The Social Democratic Party came in 3thd place with 4.38%
of votes.9 The Elections were classified as satisfactory and were not contested
internationally.
In the elections of 26 May 1996 would have applied the same electoral
system. According to election results, the Democratic Party won 122 seats in
Parliament with 140 MPs, while the Socialist Party occupied only 10 seats in
Parliament. This result generated the opposition boycott (Socialist Party) and was

7

Editorial; The elections contest in Albania since 1991 up to the protests of Rama; Daily
Newspaper Metropol; 8 December 2009
8
Berhani Ilir: Constitutional Changes in the Election System in the Republic of Albania; 20
March 2011: p 3
9
Official Gazette 1992 No. 2
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accompanied by violent protests10. There was no discussion to be held in regards to
these elections as deformed. Furthermore, the crisis of this election was to turn
into a powerful motive of the political class to seek justice in other electoral
processes.
The early elections of 29 June 1997 were conducted with a mixed
system, which it meant “correct majority”11 unexpectedly increased the number of
MPs to 155 and the threshold of votes decreased to 2%; by lowering this threshold
by 2 % were favored the small political parties to win mandates in the proportional
system. These elections were contested by the Democratic Party (losers of these
elections), which boycotted the Parliament for months.
The Constitution of the Republic of Albania in 1998, established a mixed
electoral system, namely in Article 64, before the relevant amendment, there was
common that electoral system was not a “pure” proportional system, but rather a
combination of majority and proportional elements. The parliament consisted of
140 MPs;
1) 100 deputies were elected directly from single members
constituencies with approximately equal number of voters, while 40 deputies were
elected from multi-name lists of parties and /or party coalitions according to their
ranking. This number (i.e. 40) was decided for the purpose of correcting the
election results in majority. 2) The total number of MPs of each party and / or
coalition of parties was defined in relation to the closest valid votes received by
them throughout the country in the first round of elections, 3) Parties that received
less than 2.5% and party coalitions that received less than 4% of the valid votes
throughout the country in the first round of elections did not benefit from the
respective multi-name lists.12
The Establishment of this "electoral threshold" did not favor the smaller
political parties. According to this article, the electoral system is considered a
mixed one, apparently as a majority, which is being corrected by the proportional
part, approaching closer to the votes received, and being turned virtually into a
nearly proportional system13. It meant that country's territory was divided into 100
electoral constituencies as the effect of majority system, and there is only a single
10

Ibid
Berhani Ilir: Constitutional Changes in the Election System in the Republic of Albania;
20 March 2011: p 4
12
Constitution of the Republic of Albania 1998
13
Prof. Meidani Rexhep; Elections and Election Administration System; Daily Newspaper
"Koha Jone”; Thursday, 28 October 2010
11
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constituency across the country for determining the proportional list. Formula
specified in the Electoral Code of year 2000 was unclear for sharing additional
mandates under the proportional system in Parliament. As a result, the Socialist
Party blocked the election of first round at electoral constituency number 60,
creating in that manner the possibility for its allies smaller parties, to get the votes
needed to arrive 2.5% electoral threshold. So, referring to the point 1 (first) and 2
(second) of Article 64, are created potential mandates for being used by political
parties for distorting the election result and getting electoral bonus benefit.
Amendments in the Electoral Code of 2003 affected the main issue,
transferring to a majority system with one round, abolishing the provision provided
by the Article 63 of Election Code of year 2000, which provided two rounds
of elections. In the elections of 2005, with the removal of the second round, the
Albanian electoral system resembled in the majority part to the
traditional British system of
elections type
"first-past-the-post"
in single14
member constituencies , where the place of MP was taken by the candidate who
obtained the highest number of votes in comparison with other competitors,
but not necessarily an absolute majority in that constituency.
Although, the elections were developed with one round but the voters had
the right of two votes; 1) one vote for single-member constituencies and 2) the
second vote for proportional part15. As a result, the major political parties did not
claimed the votes in proportional, but guided the voters to vote for smaller
parties by creating what was called the phenomenon of " Megadushk".
A completely legal finding but that deemed immoral, because it produced
mandates that has no real base in the electorate, such as 11 Republican
MPs or 7 Social-Democracy MPs.
The
practice
of
previous elections proved once
again that
to avoid these distortions should be made changes in the current electoral system.
Referring to this, the electoral changes affected the system and as well as the
electoral formula. This was made possible by the change of Article 6416 which
consisted of 1) The Assembly consists of 140 MPs, elected by proportional
electoral system in the multi-name constituencies; 2) The multi-name
constituencies comply with the administrative division of administrative territorial
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organization. So, we did not have a pure proportional system, where Albania is a
single constituency, but in contrary we have a regional proportional system
based on multi-name constituencies.
The correction of the system, in the regional proportional system, aims that
the election results on election subjects to be in proportion to the total number of
votes, in each constituency and to avoid the distortion of results experienced by the
application of electoral systems so far. At the same time the proportional electoral
system allows voters the right to only one vote for a political entity that he prefers.
This system aims at increasing the threshold of votes that an electoral subject should
win in order to be represented in the representative authority, approximating in this
way the parliament’s political map with the political map of the country. The serious
defect of the system was the great difference in the size of the electoral regions that
meant different threshold to be chosen in them17.
One of the main issues in the political frame remains finding a better way to
achieving the conversion of Albanian votes in Parliament mandates in the future. The
obtained result from the first application of the electoral system and electoral code in
the 2009 elections, showed that a significant part of the Albanian votes have failed to
convert into seats in the Parliament. Due to this fact, the structure of the Parliament
is not a real insight and understanding of these wills. Meanwhile, proportional
systems at their core have as a main objective the realization of a better reflection
possible, of what is voted on by what is built, as a result of the formulas used for
translating votes into Parliament seats. In this context, the “National Rectification”
(requested by small political parties) were displayed to the Commission on Electoral
Reform, which resulted in the signing of the agreement between the 26 political
parties, which requires the determination of the quota of votes that belongs to 1
(one) mandate at the national level, where out of the number of seats that each
party wins at the national level, are deducted the seats obtained in the region. The
calculation of seats for each subject will be on a national basis, while the competition
for each subject will be on regional lists. In this case the division of seats would
ensure a high proportionality. According to the initiators, such scheme would not
affect the Constitution and takes into account the political reality and the
development of the political parties in the current phase. The political parties that
cross the 2% threshold and the coalitions that cross the 4% threshold both nationally
will have the right to benefit from the calculation of seats. As an essential part of the
17
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electoral reform, is the improvement of the electoral system by introducing the
national correction without eliminations and distortions and that enables each party
within the coalition to obtain the seats it deserves.
In the political parties’ suggestions for possible changes in the electoral code
is the electoral voting, the creation of pilot areas for the application for the first time
of this voting despite the difficulties this field presents, lowing the threshold for small
political parties.
In conclusion, we can say that after more than 20 years of pluralism, the
conditions are part for knowing exactly what system adjusts to the Albanian
democracy. Time has shown that due to the capital role in the determining of the
governance, the electoral system is definitely the most influential of the political
institutions.
Conclusions
Elections in the Republic of Macedonia and the Republic of Albania have
been characterized by continuous irregularities.
While in both countries electoral irregularities can be addresses to the lack of
political culture and the inefficiency of electoral laws, the inter-ethnic relations have
played a very important role in all electoral cycles in the Republic of Macedonia.
The democratization of these countries combined with the continuous
pressure from the international community have slowly but surely have led to fair
and correct democratic elections in both countries.
Even besides the evident improvement it is obvious that none of the
analyzed countries have managed to find the proper formula that would guarantee
fair and correct elections.
Both countries strive towards a continuous improvement in their election
system in order to comply with the standards for EU integrations.
According to our analysis, both political parties and state institutions in the
Republic of Albania and the Republic of Macedonia, must act multidimensional in
order to create proper pre-conditions for fair and fully democratic elections. They
should create proper mechanisms in order to assure the full implementation of
electoral codes; make proper changes to the electoral codes by providing consensus
between the political parties in government and opposition; motivate citizens to vote
and contribute to an increased level of participatory political culture.
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RESEARCH ARTICLES
Fear of Violent Victimization among the Foreign-Born
Viviana ANDREESCU

Abstract. In general, most studies that examined the relationship immigrants – criminal
behavior focused on the immigrants’ involvement in criminal activities as offenders and/or
the effects of immigration on crime rates. Only limited research looked at the levels of
victimization and perceived safety experienced by immigrants in their receiving countries.
Using the most recent available data from the European Social Survey (Round 5/2010), the
present quantitative analysis conducted on a representative sample of residents in United
Kingdom (N=2422) tries to determine the levels of criminal victimization and fear of violent
crime associated with foreign nationals living in a European country, where immigration is
generally unpopular. Although foreign-born persons living in United Kingdom appear to
have a higher degree of victimization (vicarious and direct) than natives, the inter-group
difference is not sufficiently large to be significant at p< .05.Nevertheless, compared to
natives, first-generation immigrants manifest a significantly higher level of fear of violent
victimization. Results also show that in addition to inter-group differences in the levels of
perceived unsafety and experiences with victimization, the effects of fear-of-crime
correlates vary in intensity among respondents differentiated by their country of birth. In
addition, one’s level of acculturation contributes to differences in fear of crime among
immigrants.
Keywords: fear of crime, fear of crime correlates, immigrants, victimization, United
Kingdom.

Introduction
On December 26, 2011, in the early hours of Boxing Day, (a public holiday
in UK), Anuj Bidve, a 23-year old international postgraduate student from India,
was shot in the head at point-blank range as he walked with friends near their hotel
in Salford, Greater Manchester. Initially, the detectives treated the crime as a hate
crime, suspecting it may have been racially motivated. According to a Facebook
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page set up in Mr. Bidve's memory, he "was killed for not answering a simple
question - What's the time?” (Press Association 2011). In July 2012, the 21-year old,
Kiaran Stapleton, a local factory worker, was found guilty of murder and sentenced
to life in prison. No clear motives for the crime were provided at the trial, though it
could have been part of a gang initiation ritual (see BBC News, 2012), a hate crime,
or just a random act of violence.
In the past decade several incidents that involved immigrants as victims of
crime have been exemplified in research reports (see OSCE/ODIHR 2007, 2012) and
portrayed by the media. Nevertheless, due to recording practices and immigrants’
general unwillingness to report to the police that they have been victims of crime,
especially if they are undocumented immigrants, it is difficult to determine with
exactitude what proportion of the foreign-born people have been victimized in
recent years in United Kingdom or in other countries. Yet, based on recent
information it could be concluded that a relatively large number of immigrants
(particularly non-white residents) have been victims of hate crime. For instance,
the British Government’s Home Office statistics indicate that during the period
2011-2012, there were 43,748 hate crimes recorded by the police in England and
Wales. Approximately 82% of these crimes were racially motivated and 4% were
religion-motivated hate crimes (Home Office 2012). In sum, in 2011, there were
50,688 hate crimes reported to the police in England, Wales, Northern Ireland and
Scotland. Approximately 20,000 of them have been prosecuted in England, Wales,
and Scotland, and 12,651 cases were sentenced in England and Wales
(OSCE/ODIHR 2012, 135). Although official records do not indicate how many of
these crimes involved foreign nationals, it is reasonable to assume that immigrants,
especially those who are part of visible minority groups, have been among the
victims.
It should be noted that more than other countries in the region, United
Kingdom has seen the benefit of major initiatives by law enforcement and
prosecution services to introduce training and procedures making the
implementation of hate crime legislation a major priority. Based on the most recent
report of the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) it can be
noticed that even if most member states of the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) now collect information on hate crimes, in many
cases data are missing, are not updated, or are reported in an extremely limited
manner. Even when hate crime legislation is on the books, most countries fall short
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on implementation. France, Greece, Hungary, Netherlands, Portugal, or United
States, for example, have hate crime legislation, but almost nothing to show with
regard to reporting or prosecutions for hate crime incidents to be included in the
most recent ODIHR annual report. Because most countries underreport or do not
report at all data on hate crimes, out of the 57 OSCE member states, United
Kingdom appears to have the largest number of hate crimes reported to the police
in 2011. Nonetheless, the authors of the ODIHR report noted that currently, hate
crimes continue to represent a serious problem across the region, forming a
spectrum of violence ranging from intimidation, threats, vandalism and assault to
arson and murder (OSCE/ODIHR 2012).
Over the past two decades, among the studies that examined the effects
of immigration on different socioeconomic and cultural aspects of life there is an
increasing body of research that focused on immigrants’ involvement in criminal
activities or the effect of immigration on variations in crime levels (see Butcher &
Piehl 1998; Davies & Fagan 2012; Desmond & Kubrin 2009; Herzog 2009; Kubrin &
Ishizawa 2012; Martinez 2000; Martinez & Stowell, 2012; Ousey & Kubrin 2009;
Reid, Weiss, Adelmann & Jarrett 2005; Tonry 1997; Wortley & Tanner 2006). Some
of these studies (mostly conducted in United States) concluded that immigration
does not contribute significantly to increases in levels of crime, while other studies
even found a significant negative relationship between immigration and crime
levels, suggesting that “immigration generally serves a protective function,
reducing crime (see Zatz & Smith 2012, 141).”
In United Kingdom, for instance, arrest data indicate that a black native is
4.2% more likely to have been arrested than a white native, while a black
immigrant is 2.8% less likely to have been arrested than a white native, all else
equal. In addition, 2007 OECD data showed that compared to other Western
European countries, such as Switzerland, France, Germany, Finland, Denmark,
Austria, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, or Norway, foreigners were only slightly
overrepresented in UK prisons. In Switzerland, for example, foreign inmates
represented in 2007 approximately 71% of the prison population, while only 23% of
the country population were foreign-born. Comparatively, in United Kingdom,
about 9% of the residents were immigrants, while foreign inmates represented
about 11% of the prison population (Bell & Machin 2011, 83).
Nevertheless, public perceptions are more likely to be influenced by media
depictions of crime than by the results of scholarly research studies. Referring to
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Great Britain, Bowling and Phillips (2002, 79) noted that the media and political
reactions to the public disorders registered in UK in the late 1970s and 1980s
contributed significantly to a lasting popular perception of “black people as
disorderly and criminal.” Moreover, the authors acknowledged the media
'loudness' about the criminality of immigrant minorities and the media relative
'deafness' about the victimology of the same immigrant minorities (Bowling and
Phillips 2002).
Although there is extensive international literature on the criminalization
of immigrant minorities in many western countries (Hawkins, 1995; Schissel and
Brooks, 2002; Tonry, 1997), especially in relation to black immigrants in countries
such as Australia (Collins, 2005, 2007), Canada (James, 2002; Chan and
Mirchandani, 2002; Wortley, S. and Tanner, J. 2006) and United Kingdom (Bowling
and Phillips 2002; Cathcart, 2000; Cook and Hudson, 1993; Gilroy, 1987), systematic
research on all immigrants as victims of crime and the effects of victimization on
the immigrants’ sense of safety is relatively limited. The present analysis intends to
contribute to the literature on fear of crime by discussing these issues. In
particular, this study will compare natives and foreign-born people in terms of
victimization (vicarious and direct) and fear of violent crimes, when controlling for
individual-level variables, such as institutional and interpersonal trust,
socioeconomic status, subjective health, perceived discrimination, age, ethnicity,
gender, and place of residence.
Based on Census data there were 7,505,010 foreign-born people in England
and Wales in 2011, representing approximately 13.4% of the total population (56.1
mil. people) in these two countries of the United Kingdom (Migration Observatory,
2012). In 2011, there were around 3 million more foreign-born people in England
and Wales than in 2001. Taking into account this significant increase in immigrant
population levels, the fact that recent surveys show strong public support for the
governing Coalition’s policy meant to reduce immigration dramatically (Mulley
2012, 3), and considering that a significant percentage of native Britons are less
likely to favor multiculturalism or to see immigration as beneficial to the country
(see Andreescu 2011), it is important to determine if hostile attitudes toward the
foreign-born (ethnic minorities in particular), may be expected to translate into
anti-immigrant crime in the near future in United Kingdom. In addition, the extent
of fear of violent victimization experienced by immigrants should be known
because feelings of insecurity may not only negatively affect a person’s general
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well-being, but they may undermine the community cohesion and social stability
making the immigrants’ integration in the receiving country more difficult.
Explaining fear of crime
Since the 1960s, when the fear of crime concept entered the
criminological literature, an impressive number of scientific research studies
examined the propensity of fear of victimization and the factors that influence
variations in people’s perceived unsafety, as well as the effects of fear of crime
on one’s quality of life. Fear of crime has become a significant social and political
issue and attracted so much social scientific research because it is widely
perceived as a significant social problem (Gray, Jackson & Farrall 2008, 375). At
the individual level, fear of crime may limit social interaction and may negatively
affect one’s general well-being, physical and mental health included. Adams &
Serpe (2000) contend that fear of crime may act as a chronic stressor and Collins
(2007, 65) considers fear of crime a form of vicarious victimization. At the
community level, fear of crime may have detrimental effects as well. When
residents are afraid they might be victimized, the sense of community is reduced
and the capacity of the community to act as an effective source of informal social
control is diminished. As a result, fear of crime may indirectly contribute to
increases in criminal activity at the local level (Maxfield 1984).
Although a positive correlation should exist between crime levels and fear
of crime, research demonstrated that this was not always the case (Wyant 2008).
In fact, a recent study that used data from 21 European countries found that the
proportion of respondents who are fearful decreases as the country crime rate
increases (Reese 2009). “Given the weak relationship between crime and fear,
scholars have unsurprisingly looked elsewhere for explanations (Jackson 2009,
366).” According to Halle (1996), the three theoretical approaches identified in
the studies of fear of crime are the vulnerability perspective, the experience with
victimization perspective, and the ecological perspective, which mostly focuses
on the effect of contextual factors on fear of crime or perceived risk of
victimization.
The vulnerability framework considers that persons who lack effective
defense mechanisms and have a lower ability to control successfully potential
victimization events will manifest a higher level of fear of crime than individuals
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who perceive themselves as being better equipped to deal with threatening
circumstances. From this perspective it is expected that women, the elderly,
social minority groups (e.g., racial and ethnic minorities, sexual minorities, or
persons with disabilities), and those who are economically disadvantaged will
have a higher perceived risk of victimization. Research showed frequently that
women and the elderly, two groups that are less likely to be victimized in most
societies, paradoxically, have higher levels of fear than men or younger persons,
respectively (see Chiricos, Hogan and Gertz 1997; De Donder, Verte and Messelis
2005; Garofalo 1979; Lagrange & Ferraro 1989; Lane & Meeker 2000; Reese 2009;
Scott 2003; Taylor, Eitle, and Russell 2009; Ziegler & Mitchell 2003). A few
exceptions, however, exist. For instance, Dammert & Malone (2003) did not find
a significant linear relationship between age and fear of crime, while other
researchers (e.g., Chadee & Ditton 2003; Jackson 2009; Kanan & Pruitt 2002; Liu,
Messner, Zhang, & Zhuo 2009; Taylor, Eitle, and Russell 2009; Yun, Kercher &
Swindell 2010) found that younger people and not the elderly have higher levels
of fear of victimization.
Mixed results were also obtained when the relationship minority status –
fear of crime was examined. Some studies concluded that persons belonging to
racial/ethnic minority groups have higher levels of fear (Hough 1995; Jordan &
Gabbidon 2010; Salisbury and Upson 2004; Skogan & Maxfield 1981; Walker,
1994), while other studies did not find inter-group differences in perceived safety
when the race or ethnicity of the respondent was considered (e.g., Wyant 2008).
In general, research examining the effect of individual-level factors on fear of
crime found that a higher socioeconomic status was associated with lower levels
of fear of crime and a diminished perceived risk of victimization (Jordan &
Gabbidon 2010; Lane & Meeker 2000; Lee & Ulmer 2000; Scott 2003; Taylor,
Gottfredson & Brower 1984 ). Yet, other studies did not find that variations in
fear of crime were significantly influenced by one’s income and/or education
(Clemente & Kleiman 1977; Toseland 1982; Wyant 2008).
Studies focusing on fear-of-crime correlates also examined the effect of
contextual factors. From this ecological perspective, it was found that certain
characteristics of the place influence variations in residents’ level of fear of crime.
For instance, fear of victimization was higher in larger urban areas than in smaller
cities or in rural areas (Bankston et al. 1987; Keane 1992; Scott 2003; Yin 1980)
and a positive relationship between the population size of the residential
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community and the level of perceived unsafety was identified as well (Clemente
& Kleinman 1977; Toseland 1982). In addition, researchers found that persons
living in neighborhoods characterized by higher levels of collective efficacy,
where people trust and help each other, were less afraid of being victimized than
individuals living in communities with a lower level of social integration (Gibson
et al. 2002). In sum, as Jackson (2009, 366) noted, research provided strong
evidence regarding the importance of public concerns about neighborhood
disorder, social cohesion and collective efficacy when explaining variations in fear
of crime (Ferraro, 1995; Wyant, 2008).
The victimization perspective examines the effects of direct and indirect
experiences with victimization on fear of crime. Research findings are not
universal in this case as well. While some researchers found that persons who
have been victims of crime tend to have higher levels of fear of crime (Ferraro
1995; Kanan & Pruitt 2002; Lee & Ulmer 2000; Reese 2009; Skogan & Maxfield
1981; Taylor, Eitle & Russell 2009; Yun et al. 2010), other scholars (Clemente &
Kleiman 1977; Liska, Lawrence & Sanchirico 1982) did not identify a significant
relationship between one’s experience with crime and fear of victimization.
Victimization and fear of crime among immigrants
“Crimes motivated by racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, extremism and
intolerance of the other remain a daily reality across the European Union (EU), as
evidence collected by the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA) consistently shows (FRA
2012a, 13).” Results of the European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey (EUMIDIS), the first EU-wide survey related to victimization and based on random samples of
members of immigrant and ethnic minority groups in the 27 EU Member States (N =
23,500) shows that sizeable proportions of members of minority and immigrant groups in
the EU perceive themselves to be the victims of ‘racially motivated’ criminal victimization.
Specifically, the EU-MIDIS report on minorities as victims of crime shows that the average
rate of criminal victimization for all groups surveyed was 24%. On average, based on
comparisons with data from the European Crime and Safety Survey, minorities are
victims of personal theft, assault, or threat more often than the majority population. The
study also shows that people belonging to visible minority groups report higher levels of
victimization than immigrant or minority groups who look similar to the majority
population. For instance, Roma (10 %), Sub-Saharan Africans (9 %) and North Africans (9
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%) were, on average, most likely to have been assaulted or threatened with violence at
least once during the 12 months period that preceded the data collection. The groups
with the highest perceived rates of racially motivated in-person criminal victimization
were the Roma in the Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia; Somalis in
Finland and Denmark; and Africans in Ireland, Italy and Malta. It should be noted that
respondents indicated that most incidents of assault or threat were not committed by
members of right-wing extremist groups (FRA 2012b, 3).
Since 1982, the British Crime Survey (BCS) included questions asking
respondents in England and Wales about their experience with victimization and if they
worry about crime. The 2000 BCS indicated that in 1999, on average, 4.2% of adults in
England and Wales were the victim of one or more violent crimes. Blacks were listed
among the adults most at risk of violence with a 5.4% victimization rate. However, that
figure was equal to the percentage of men age 25-44, who were victims of violent crimes
and was significantly lower than the proportion of young men age 16-24 who have been
victimized (20.1%). In terms of fear of crime, results showed that 37% of Black
respondents (i.e., persons who classified themselves as Black-African, Black-Caribbean or
Black-Other) and 41% of Asian respondents (i.e., those who classified themselves as
Indian, Pakistani or Bangladeshi) were very worried about their home being burgled,
compared to 18% of white respondents (Kernshaw et al. 2000, 37- 47).
Based on 2003 data from the Offending, Crime and Justice Survey (OCJS), a
nationally representative self-report offending survey of around 12,000 people in
England and Wales, 45.8% of natives and 46.4% of immigrants have been victims of crime
and 11.5% of natives and 10.5% of immigrants have been victims of violent crimes. A
review of the British Crime Surveys from 2005/2006 to 2009/2010 (N = 165,169;
sampling ages 16-65) indicated that the proportion of immigrants who have been
victimized (27.1%) was slightly lower than the percentage of victimized natives (30.7%).
Similarly, 3.1% of immigrants declared being a victim of a violent crime vs. 4% of natives
(Bell & Machin 2011, 73-74). These results indicate that, at least in England and Wales,
the victimization rates (including violent victimization) were not significantly different
when immigrants and natives were compared. However, the fear of crime was higher
among immigrants, especially when they belonged to visible minority groups (e.g. Blacks
and South-Asians).
The 2008 Garda Public Attitudes Survey, the tenth in a series of national surveys
commissioned by the police force in Ireland ((An Garda Síochána) and conducted on a
representative sample of adults (N=10,032) showed that 9.2% of the respondents have
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been themselves or a member of their household victims of crime in 2007.
Approximately 1.5% of the respondents in the overall sample declared they had been
subjected to a racist incident. The sample included 8% non-Irish nationals. In this
subsample 9% of non-European Union immigrants and 7% of immigrants from countries
belonging to the European Union experienced some racist incident. In another section of
the survey, the majority of the respondents (57%) agreed with the statement “people
who are different are likely to experience ridicule or personal attack on our streets.” In
the overall sample, 37% of respondents declared they worry about becoming a victim of
crime and 44% declared they worry about a member of their family becoming a victim of
crime. The large majority of the sample (89%) declared that crime is increasing in Ireland.
Fear of crime was higher in urban areas (except the capital city, Dublin) than in rural areas
(Browne 2008, 32-53). In addition, non-Irish nationals (apart from British nationals) were
also found to be less likely to be ‘concerned about crime’ than Irish nationals, once their
prior history of victimization was controlled for (Browne 2008). It is difficult to determine
if ethnic minorities or immigrants belonging to visible minority groups had higher levels of
victimization or fear of crime than the majority because the 2008 Irish survey did not
record the respondents’ ethnicity.
Using survey data from Sweden, Martens found that immigrants had a higher
fear of victimization than natives. In addition, immigrants were found to have a higher
level of victimization than native Swedes when three aspects of crime against the person
(i.e., violence causing death, serious violence, and threats of violence) were considered.
Regarding property crimes, the reviewed surveys did not indicate significant inter-group
differences in terms of victimization rates. The factors associated with increased
victimization rates among both immigrant and indigenous groups were: youth, being
single, living in public housing and living in an urbanized environment (Martens 2001).
An analysis based on data from the 2004 General Social Survey on Victimization
conducted in Canada on a representative sample that included approximately 24,000
households showed that immigrants had a rate of violent victimization (i.e., sexual
assault, robbery and assault) that was considerably lower than that of the Canadian-born
population (e.g., 68 violent incidents against immigrants per 1,000 population, compared
to 116 incidents per 1,000 for non-immigrants). However, even if immigrants were less
likely to be victims of violent crime, and despite being more likely to feel that there was
no social disorder in their neighborhood, they expressed slightly higher levels of fear than
the Canadian-born population. For example, immigrants felt less safe than Canadian-born
individuals when walking alone in their area after dark, when using public transportation
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alone after dark, and when alone in their home in the evening or at night (Perreault
2008).
Using data from the 2004 International Crime Victimization Survey conducted on
a probability sample (N=7000) in Australia, Johnson (2005, 4) concluded that immigrant
minorities were not more likely to be victims of crime than natives. However, the author
acknowledged that immigrants from Middle East were underrepresented in the sample
and that the survey did not collect information about racially motivated hate crimes.
Additional analyses showed that when looking at fear of crime, those who spoke at home
a language other than English reported higher levels of fear (Johnson 2005, 34). Another
research study conducted in Sydney, Australia on a sample (N=825) that included mostly
immigrants (i.e., 80% of the respondents had a non-English speaking background)
revealed that immigrants were both perpetrators of crime and victims of crime, and that
the fear of crime was strongly present in the immigrant community (i.e., about 63% of
the immigrant adults surveyed were very concerned about crime) (Collins 2007, 63).
In United States data regarding crimes that involve immigrants as victims are not
specially collected and it is difficult to determine if victimization rates are different when
immigrants are compared to natives. Yet, it seems that in recent years there was
registered an increase in racially motivated hate crimes against all Latinos, regardless of
their immigration status. According to FBI hate crime statistics, in 2007 anti-Latino hate
crimes (N=595) were almost 40% higher than in 2003 (N=426) (Mock 2007). A recent
analysis that made use of FBI, Census, and Department of Homeland Security data found
that hate crimes against Hispanics, which are the largest ethnic minority group in United
States, tend to follow immigration trends. On average, from 2000 to 2004, US states
reported an average of 10 anti-Hispanic crimes per year, with a higher incidence in the
West and Northeast, even if immigration appears evenly distributed across US regions.
While 44% of anti-Hispanic hate crimes were property crimes, more than half of them
(56%) were crimes against the person, intimidation representing the majority of offenses.
The authors of the study also noted that hate crimes against Hispanics are less frequent
in areas where Hispanics are more numerous. Drawing on traditional theories of
intergroup conflict and in particular on minority threat theory, the authors found support
for the hypothesis that recent changes in Hispanic legal immigration are positively related
to hate crimes targeting Latinos. However, the measure of economic threat, the overall
state economic conditions, or the white-to-Hispanic unemployment rate had no
significant impact on anti-Hispanic hate crime (Stacey, Carbone-López, and Rosenfeld
2011). According to the most recently published FBI report there were 6,222 hate crimes
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reported in United States in 2011. These crimes involved 7,713 victims and 60% of the
incidents (including offenses like vandalism, intimidation, assault, rape, or murder) were
crimes against persons. Racial bias and ethnicity/national origin bias motivated the
majority (58.5%) of the reported hate crimes (FBI 2012).
Although not too many studies examined the level of fear of crime among
immigrants in United States, research results indicate that in general, immigrants tend to
worry more about crime than natives do. A comparative study conducted among highschool students from Brownsville, Texas determined that Hispanic immigrant juveniles
were more fearful of weapon associated victimization than nonimmigrant juveniles. In
addition to age, gender, seeing other students carry weapons, and involvement with
student clubs/organizations, another significant predictor of fear of crime was a low level
of acculturation (i.e., the language spoken at home was not English) (Brown & Benedict
2004). A study that examined the correlates of fear of crime among Korean immigrants in
Chicago found that foreign-born Koreans have significantly higher levels of fear of crime
than US-born Koreans. Results showed that measures of acculturation explained
variations in fear of crime among immigrants. For example, English proficiency and length
of residence were negatively related to fear of crime, while exposure to media and
attachment to ethnic friends and the Korean culture were positively related to fear of
victimization (Lee & Ulmer 2000). Although the authors do not indicate the extent of
victimization experienced by immigrants, a more recent study conducted among Chinese
immigrants in Houston, Texas shows that immigrants who have been victims of violent or
property crimes had significantly higher levels of fear than immigrants without criminal
victimization experience. Results also showed that age, acculturation, and socioeconomic
status were negatively related to fear of crime, while perceptions of neighborhood crime
as being problematic had a positive relationship with fear of crime (Yun et al. 2010). In a
qualitative study based on 61 interviews conducted in Phoenix, Arizona with Latino
immigrants from Cuba, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico, Menjívar and Bejarano
(2004) concluded that immigrants’ perceptions of crime and safety in the United States
are also shaped by the immigrants’ experiences with crime and victimization in their
homelands, which serve as a point of reference. For instance, Cuban respondents, who
experienced low crime levels in Cuba, acknowledged a high level of fear of crime, even if
they were living in relatively safe communities. On the other hand, Salvadoran
respondents, who were living in more crime-prone neighborhoods in the United States,
but were used to witness violence and higher crime rates in their homeland, perceived
their community in the host country as being safe.
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Methodology
The present analysis is conducted on data from a representative sample
of residents in United Kingdom, who in 2010 participated at the European Social
Survey (ESS Round 5, 2010, 2012). The main objectives of the analysis are: to
determine if there are variations in victimization rates when natives and
immigrants are compared; to compare the inter-group levels of fear of violent
victimization; to examine the effects of the fear-of-crime correlates on perceived
fear of violent victimization, and to determine if the same individual-level factors
are more likely to influence perceptions of safety when foreign-born people are
compared to native Britons.
In order to answer the research questions, bivariate and multivariate
analyses have been conducted. The dependent variable, fear of violent
victimization is a composite variable that includes responses at two questions: (1)
“How safe do you – or would you - feel walking alone in your neighborhood after
dark?” (2) “How often, if at all, do you worry about becoming a victim of violent
crime?” The variables are significantly and positively correlated (Pearson r = .26;
p < .001).The obtained summative index has been recoded into a dummy variable
(i.e., code 1, if respondent is afraid all or most of the time, and zero otherwise).
The selected predictors of fear of violent victimization and the control variables
used in this analysis are presented below.
Experience with victimization is a dummy variable. Respondents who
answered ‘yes’ at the question “Have you or a member of your household been
the victim of a burglary or physical assault in the last 5 years?” were coded one,
and zero otherwise. Police distrust – the variable takes values from zero
(complete trust) to 10 (complete distrust). Contact with police – a dummy
variable coded 1 for persons who had contact with police and zero for those who
did not have any contact with police. Interpersonal distrust – this composite
measure includes three questions (i.e., Most people can be trusted or you can’t
be too careful; Most people try to be fair or try take advantage of you; Most of
the time people are helpful or mostly looking for themselves), each with scores
that varied from 0 (complete trust) to 10 (complete distrust). A factor of
interpersonal distrust has been computed through principal component analysis.
Only one factor has been extracted (Eigenvalue = 1.920; variance explained =
64%). The factor loadings varied from .786 to .815. The Cronbach’s Alpha
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reliability coefficient for this index was .72. Subjective general health is an
ordinal-level variable that takes values from 1 (very good health) to 5 (very poor
health). Perceived discrimination – is a dummy variable. Respondents who
declared they belong to a discriminated group were coded 1 and the others were
coded zero. The indicator referred to perceived discrimination based on ethnicity,
age, gender, sexual orientation, language, or religion. Financial difficulties – a
dummy variable, coded 1 if a person stated that it is difficult and very difficult to
live on present income and zero otherwise. Immigrant status – is a dummy
variable, coded one if a person was born abroad, and zero if the respondent was
born in United Kingdom. Residency – persons living in large urban areas (including
suburban areas) were coded one and zero otherwise. Gender, a dummy variable,
was coded one for females and zero otherwise. Age – two dummy variables were
created and used in this analysis. Age 20-24, was coded one for people in this age
group and zero otherwise. Age 65 and over was coded 1 for persons in this age
group and zero otherwise. Preliminary analyses (not included) showed that
persons belonging to these two particular age groups had the highest levels of
fear of violent crime. Ethnic minority – coded 1 if the respondent is part of an
ethnic minority group and zero otherwise.
Prior research (Brown & Benedict 2004; Lee & Ulmer 2000; Yun et al.
2010) found that the level of acculturation associated with the foreign-born has a
significant impact on immigrants’ perceptions of safety and their perceived risk of
victimization. Acculturation can be defined as a multi-dimensional process that
involves language (i.e., usage of the official language of the dominant culture),
sharing the cultural beliefs and values of the dominant majority, and a structural
assimilation that refers to the integration of a minority group (e.g., immigrants)
into the social structure of the majority group (Hazuda, Stern and Haffner 1988).
The two immigrant-specific variables used in this analysis as measures of
acculturation are the language most often spoken at home (a dummy variable
coded 1 if the respondent speaks at home a language other than English and zero
if the respondent mostly speaks English at home) and the length of time in United
Kingdom (a continuous variable that measures the number of years spent by the
respondent in the host country).
It is hypothesized that persons having a higher level of perceived
vulnerability (i.e., females, older residents, ethnic minorities, persons who
perceive themselves as being discriminated and those who are economically
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marginalized, persons with poor health, and people who are foreign-born) as well
as those who directly or indirectly experienced victimization will have a higher
level of fear of violent crimes. In addition, it is anticipated that persons who tend
to distrust the police and people in general will feel less safe than, respectively,
individuals who express confidence toward the police and tend to perceive their
fellow citizens as trustworthy. Taking into account the fact that most violent
crimes are recorded in large urban areas and that young males are
overrepresented among the victims and the offenders involved in violent crimes
(see Bell & Machin, 2011), young age and residency in large cities are expected to
be positively related to fear of violent victimization. It is anticipated that foreignborn persons characterized by a low level of acculturation (i.e., non-English
language spoken at home; short time since arrival in UK) will have higher levels of
fear of crime than persons better integrated in the British society.
Results
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics (means and standard
deviations) for the overall sample and separately for two subsamples –
immigrants and natives. In addition, bivariate analyses have been conducted to
observe if there are inter-group differences in terms of the variables used in
this analysis. It can be noticed that the foreign-born population in this sample
represents approximately 11%. It can also be observed that foreign-born
persons appear to express a significantly higher level of fear of crime than
native Britons (t=1.97; p<.05). While 35% of the natives are afraid they might be
violently victimized, 41% of the immigrants share a similar fearful attitude. The
two subsamples do not appear to differ significantly (at p < .05) in terms of
levels of interpersonal trust and socioeconomic vulnerabilities such as financial
difficulties and perceived discrimination, or gender structure, which are
variables usually considered relevant predictors of fear of crime. Although the
difference is not significant at p< .05, it should be noted that the proportion of
foreign-born people who directly or vicariously experienced victimization (23%)
is higher than the proportion of native Britons (19%) who had a similar
experience. In addition, immigrants have a significantly lower number of
contacts with police and seem to have more positive perceptions of police than
natives do. The proportion of senior citizens among the foreign-born is also
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significantly lower than the proportion of the natives who are 65 years old and
over. It can be observed that immigrants perceive their general health in more
positive terms than natives do. This is not surprising taking into account the fact
that the average age for the subsample of immigrants is 44 (std.dev. = 18.44),
while the average age for the subsample of natives is 51 (std. dev. = 18.91). It
can be also noticed that foreign-born people are more likely than natives to live
in large urban areas, where crime levels and the risk of victimization tend to be
higher. Additionally, almost half of the respondents (43%) in the subsample of
immigrants belong to a minority ethnic group, while in the subsample of
natives, ethnic minority respondents represent only 3%. Although, on average,
the immigrants in this sample lived in United Kingdom for 23 years, it should be
noted that approximately four out of ten immigrants (39%) speak at home a
language other than English.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics and independent-samples t-tests
Variable

Fear of violent crime
Interpersonal distrust
Police distrust
Contact with police
Victimization
Foreign-born
Ethnic minority
Financial difficulties
Subjective health
Perceived discrimination
Age 20-24
Age 65 and over
Residency (big city)
Gender (female)
Language spoken at home

Length of stay in UK

All
(N= 2422)
Me SD
an
.480
.36
.00
1.00
0
3.8
2.44
3
.37
.482

Immigrants
(N = 271)
Mean SD

Natives
(N = 2151)
Me SD
an

.41
.10

.493
1.02

3.51

2.63

.31

.463

.35
.01
3.8
8
.38

.19
.11
.08
.19
2.1
1
.12
.06
.25
.31
.56
-

.392
.315
.273
.394
.965

.23

.420

.19

.389

.43
.22
1.89

.496
.416
.912

.189
.391
.97

.319
.232
.435
.463
.496
-

.15
.08
.18
.49
.54
.39
22.9

.355
.273
.385
.501
.499
.488
20.3

.03
.19
2.1
5
.11
.05
.26
.29
.56
-

t-test

p

.478
.996

1.970
1.710

.049
.087

2.41

2.370
2.113
1.691

.018

12.97
1.302
4.178
1.774
1.787

.000
.193
.000

.484

.315
.226
.440
.454
.495
-

-2.938

6.759
-.745

.035
.091

.076
.074
.003
.000
.457
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Further analyses examined the simultaneous effect on variation in fear
of violent victimization of a selected number of fear-of-crime determinants. The
results of the multivariate analyses conducted on the entire sample and
separately on each subsample are presented in Table 2. The first model, which
includes all respondents, shows that when controlling for all the variables
included in this analysis, foreign-born persons have a significantly higher level
of fear of violent victimization than natives do. In addition, as anticipated,
females, senior citizens, persons in poor health, residents of large cities,
persons who tend to distrust their fellow citizens, and persons who experienced
victimization are more likely to feel unsafe and are more afraid of becoming a
victim of a violent crime than, respectively, males, very young and middle-age
adults, persons in good health, residents of towns and rural areas, persons who
trust people in general, and those who were not victims of crime. Due to the
fact that a relatively large proportion of the immigrants included in this sample
belonged to ethnic minority groups, in order to avoid multicollinearity, the
variable ethnic minority was used only in the comparative analyses presented in
Table 2 as well.
The second model includes the subsample of foreign born individuals,
while the third model includes the subsample of natives. Results indicate that
while there are some similarities between foreigners and natives who are afraid
of being victimized, inter-group differences exist as well. For instance, both
natives and foreign-born people who experienced victimization directly or
indirectly are more likely to be afraid of becoming a victim of a violent crime.
Also, in both subsamples women and those who consider their health as being
poor tend to have significantly higher levels of fear of violent crime. The odds of
being afraid of violent victimization are however increased by a factor of 2.7
(OR = 2.718) for native women and by a factor of 2.3 (OR = 2.292) for foreignborn women, suggesting that gender has a stronger effect on structuring
feelings of perceived unsafety among UK-born residents than is does among
foreign-nationals. On the other hand, direct or vicarious experience with
victimization, seems to have a stronger impact on immigrants’ level of fear of
crime (OR = 2.201) than it does on natives’ fear of violent victimization (OR =
1.291). Foreign-born people who have been victimized are twice more likely to
be afraid of being victims of crime than their counterparts without victimization
experience. On the other hand, natives who have experienced victimization are
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only 30% more likely to be afraid of violent crime than natives without
victimization experience. Even if the inter-group difference in odds ratios (OR)
is not very large, the effect of perceived health is stronger among immigrant
people (OR = 1.533) than among natives (OR = 1.432).
Table 2: Logit estimates for fear of violent victimization
Variable

Interpersonal
distrust
Police distrust
Contact
with
police
Victimization
Foreign-born
Financial
difficulties
Subjective
health (poor)
Perceived
discrimination
Age 20-24 years
Age 65 years
and over
Residency (big
city)
Gender
(female)
Ethnic minority

B
(SE)
.305
(.050)
.007
(.020)
.135
(.100)
.307
(.119)
.358
(.148)
.201
(.119)
.361
(.049)
.114
(.144)
.305
(.197)
.578
(.111)
.472
(.099)
.955
(.096)

All
(N=2422)
Exp(B)

p

1.356

.000

1.007

.713

1.145

.178

1.359

.010

1.430

.016

1.222

.090

1.435

.000

1.121

.428

1.357

.122

1.782

.000

1.603

.000

2.598

.000

Nagelkerke R

-2.501

.082

.000

Chi-sq.
14.204

.159
df
8

p
.077

Chi-sq
6.873

2

Goodness of fit

B
(SE)
.144
(.156)
-.051
(.065)
.311
(.317)
.789
(.346)

.918
(.364)
.428
(.169)
-.492
(.427)
.342
(.531)
-.258
(.484)
.484
(.295)
.829
(.303)
.313
(.311)
.631
(.315)
.020
(.010)
-2.89

Language (nonEnglish)
Length of stay
Constant

Immigrants
(N=271)
Exp(B) p
1.155

.357

.951

.436

1.365

.327

2.201

.023

2.504

.012

1.533

.012

.611

.249

1.408

.519

.772

.593

1.622

.101

2.292

.006

1.367

.314

1.880

.045

1.021

.036

.056
.205
df
8

B
(SE)
.331
(.053)
.013
(.021)
.121
(.107)
.255
(.128)

Natives
(N=2151)
Exp(B)

p

1.393

.000

1.013

.546

1.129

.256

1.291

.047

.120
(.128)
.359
(.052)
.145
(.157)
.387
(.216)
.623
(.117)
.465
(.107)
1.000
(.103)
.311
(.265)

1.128

.346

1.432

.000

1.156

.354

1.473

.073

1.864

.000

1.592

.000

2.718

.000

1.365

.241

.000

-2.545

.078

.000

p
.551

Chi-sq.
12.379

.164
df
8

p
.135
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Interpersonal distrust increases significantly one’s level of fear of violent
crime only in the subsample of natives. Only in the subsample of UK-born people,
persons age 20-24, senior citizens, and residents of large urban areas tend to be afraid
more often than others of violent crimes. Whereas having financial difficulties
increases the level of fear of victimization in both subsamples, the variable has a
significant positive association with the dependent variable only in the subsample that
includes foreign-born persons. Economically disadvantaged persons are 2.5 more
likely to be afraid of violent victimization than immigrants who live comfortably. While
gender has the strongest influence on variation in fear of violent crime in the natives’
subsample, having financial difficulties has the stronger impact on immigrants’
feelings of insecurity. Although the other predictors (e.g., police distrust, police
contact, perceived discrimination, and minority status) included in the models
presented in Table 2 preserved almost in all instances the direction of the anticipated
effects, their impact on fear of violent crime was not sufficiently strong to be
significant.
Results also show that immigrant persons characterized by a lower level of
acculturation (i.e., those who speak at home most often a language other than
English) are almost twice (OR = 1.880) more likely to be afraid of violent
victimization than immigrants who speak English at home. Although as indicated by
additional analyses the likelihood of a foreign-born speaking at home a language
other than English decreases significantly with the number of years an immigrant
spent in the host country (r = -.295; p< .001), in the multivariate model the variable
length of time in the host country did not have the anticipated negative relationship
with the dependent variable. It should be noted that immigrants who lived for
more years in UK are more likely to be persons 65 years old and older (r = .60; p<
.001) who are also more likely to perceive their health as being poor (r = .31; p<.
001), factors shown to be associated with higher fear of victimization.
To summarize, compared to native Britons who are not afraid of violent
victimization, natives who worry about their safety are more likely to be persons
who experienced victimization, females, senior citizens, persons in poor health,
residents of large urban areas, and individuals with low interpersonal trust. Among
the foreign-born, those who fear violent victimization have been exposed to crime,
are more likely to be females, persons with health problems, individuals with low
socioeconomic status, and persons who are not well integrated in the host society,
despite the fact that some migrated to United Kingdom many years ago.
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Discussion and conclusion
This study finds partial support for the social vulnerability hypothesis.
Consistent with prior research (Brown & Benedict 2004; Lee & Ulmer 2000;
Kernshaw et al. 2000; Martens 2001; Perreault 2008) foreign nationals in this
sample have a significantly higher fear of violent crime than native Britons,
even if the immigrants’ experience with victimization was not significantly
higher than the natives’ exposure to crime. Also, as found in most studies that
examined the fear of crime correlates, both native and immigrant females had
significantly higher levels of fear of violent victimization than their male
counterparts. In both subsamples, as hypothesized and consistent with prior
research (Taylor et al. 2009) persons with physical limitations and in poor
health expressed higher levels of fear than individuals in good health. However,
perceived discrimination and being part of a racial/ethnic minority group did
not influence significantly variations in fear of violent crime in any of the
subsamples examined here. In addition, age seemed to explained variations in
perceived safety only in the subsample of natives, where senior citizens, and at
some extent, younger persons (age 20-24) seemed to express higher levels of
fear than the reference category (i.e., persons age 25-64 or younger than 20
years old). On the other hand, one’s socioeconomic status appears to influence
significantly only the immigrants’ perceptions of safety.
Although this analysis recognizes the merit of the vulnerability
perspective, it offers a stronger support for the crime experience perspective.
As found in other studies (Ferraro 1995; Kanan & Pruitt 2002; Lee & Ulmer
2000; Reese 2009; Skogan & Maxfield 1981; Taylor, Eitle & Russell 2009; Yun et
al. 2010), results showed that when controlling for a set of selected predictors,
experience with victimization was positively and significantly related to fear of
violent crime in both groups. Nonetheless, it should be noted that victimization
(direct and/or vicarious) had a much stronger effect on immigrants’ perceptions
of safety than it did on natives.
Regarding the effect of contextual factors, residency in large urban
areas was associated significantly with higher levels of fear of crime only for the
subsample of native Britons. Similarly, support for the integrative model is
found only within the subsample of natives. While native Britons who live in
areas where people are fair, trustworthy, and help each other tend to have
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significantly lower levels of fear of crime, differences in interpersonal trust do
not seem to affect significantly the immigrants’ perceptions of safety, even if
the direction of the effect is the same in both subsamples. Despite the fact that
in both samples individuals who had more frequent contacts with the police are
more likely to worry about their safety, the effect is not strong enough to be
significant. In addition, the level of confidence toward the police does not
appear to influence significantly personal feelings of safety, at least when
people refer to fear of violent victimization. This finding differs from other
studies (e.g., Bennett 1994; Jackson et al. 2009; Reynolds et al. 2008) that
identified a significant negative relationship between fear of crime and trust in
the police. However, these studies examined the level of fear in general,
including fear of property crime, while the present analysis focused only on
people’s concerns regarding personal crime.
Even if the measures used here to determine the level of acculturation
associated with foreign-born individuals are limited and the English language
proficiency (an important component of the acculturation process) was only
indirectly estimated, consistent with prior research (Brown & Benedict 2004;
Johnson 2005; Lee & Ulmer 2000; Yun et al. 2010), this analysis also found that
individuals who speak more often at home a language other than the official
language (which could be considered an indicator of a lower integration in the
host society), appear to worry more often about being victimized. In addition, it
was anticipated that more years an immigrant spends in the host country,
better integrated he/she would be and as a result, perceptions of safety would
be similar to those expressed by natives. Yet, the results indicate that the
immigrants’ feelings of unsafety tend to increase with their length of stay in the
host country. Additional analyses showed that the foreign-born individuals who
lived in United Kingdom for more than 23 years (N = 101), which is the average
length of stay for the sample, have certain characteristics that could explain the
positive relationship between length of stay and fear of crime. For instance,
55% of the immigrants in this group are females, 42% are over 65 years old, and
25% of them are less likely to speak English at home. In addition, they have, on
average, more health problems than natives do. These findings suggest that
physical vulnerability or a low level of acculturation, or a combination of these
two factors could explain an increase in fear of violent victimization among the
first generation of immigrants who relocated to UK more than two decades ago.
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In conclusion, this study indicates that individual-level variables that
account for variations in fear of crime in general, also work relatively well in
explaining variations in perceived risk of violent victimization. Yet, although this
research shows that certain factors, such as gender, physical vulnerability, and
experience with victimization are significantly related to fear of personal crime
in both populations (natives and foreign-born), inter-group differences exist
regarding the strength of these effects. In addition, certain predictors of fear of
crime influence perceptions of safety in one group, but not in the other,
suggesting that individual dissimilarities in culture and nationality may account
for variations in perceptions and emotions, including worries about crime.
Similar to prior research, the current study found that compared to
natives, immigrants worry more often about becoming victims of violent crime.
While inter-group differences in experience with victimization and a relatively
low level of acculturation associated with almost 40% of the foreign-born
sample might partially explain discrepancies in the level of fear when
immigrants and natives are compared, it is possible that current perceptions of
(un)safety may be relative to the immigrants’ experiences with crime and
victimization in their homelands (see Menjívar and Bejarano 2004). For
example, in 2002, according to the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees, the United Kingdom received more refugees than any other country
(i.e., 15.2% of the worldwide total of 555,310 asylum applications). As a
reflection of major conflicts and persecution, the main origin countries of
asylum applicants were at the time, Iraq (4,375), Zimbabwe (2,750), Somalia
(1,835), Afghanistan (1,350), and China (905) (Somerville, Sriskandarajah and
Latorre 2009). It is reasonable to assume that refugees, who were fleeing war
zones and extreme violence, would perceive crime levels in United Kingdom as
being relatively low compared to crime rates in their homelands. Considering
that most asylum seekers belong to ethnic/racial minority groups, it is not
surprising that ethnic minority status (43% in the subsample of immigrants) was
not significantly related to fear of violent crime in this study. Conversely,
economic migrants, such as those relocating for work from other European
countries, especially after the European Union enlargement, might have
different expectations that could negatively affect their perceptions of crime
and safety in the host country.
As a secondary analysis, the present research was limited by the existing
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data and detailed background information about immigrants, frequency and
specifics of victimization, the rationality of people’s feelings of insecurity, as
well as other potentially important predictors of fear of crime could not be
included in the statistical models. Although in an attempt to determine the
collective efficacy that characterizes the community where people live a proxy
indicator (i.e., interpersonal trust) was created, other ecological variables that
would have offered specific information about the neighborhood conditions
(e.g., crime and delinquency levels; physical incivilities; characteristics of the
housing stock; ethnic, cultural, and socio-demographic composition of the
community; community segregation level, etc) have been omitted because data
were not available.
Despite its limitations, this study suggests that not only demographic
and socioeconomic differences shape perceptions of crime and safety. In
addition to environmental factors, life experiences and cultural factors play an
important role and they should be considered when strategies meant to create
more cohesive and safer communities are formulated. Nonetheless, future
research, policy makers, and the police, as the main institution responsible for
ensuring community safety and protection, would benefit if the residents,
natives and immigrants alike, would be asked to clearly identify the specific
causes of their worries and fear of victimization. In order to generate targeted
responses to fear of crime at the community level, the objective sources of fear
should be addressed first.
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Abstract. We compared immigrant workers with native workers on several factors related
to their perception of their work identity anchored in their psychosocial work environment,
and the result of these factors on work stress and subjective health. The data for this study
came from a survey among migrant laborers in the construction and cleaning business
(N=125) and was compared to a native sample (N=654) we used in an earlier study. The
present study showed that the migrant workers perceived more over-commitment and
higher job stress than native workers. This finding was similar to the first study in relation to
these two factors. In this study, however, the construction workers and cleaners did not
have significant higher levels of mental health problems than native workers. The personal
ambitions of the immigrants, measured as a higher level of over-commitment was seen as a
driving force behind the patterns we found. In this new study, the construction workers and
cleaners showed significantly lower commitment than the natives, but still a path from
over-commitment to commitment was found and may function as a barrier from
developing even more stress and mental health reactions over time.

Keywords: Mental health, over-commitment, human capital, immigrant workers, work
identity, organizational learning.

Introduction
In a recent study, we found that immigrant workers settled in Norway
perceived more over-commitment, more mental health problems and higher job
stress than native Norwegian workers (Saksvik, Dahl-Jørgensen, Tvedt, and Eiken,
2010). The personal ambitions of the immigrants, measured as a higher level of
over-commitment was seen as a driving force behind the pattern we found. In a
follow-up study with a new sample of migrant workers from Poland to Norway we
wanted to see if the findings from the first study could be replicated. Immigrant
workers are in a situation where they have to rely on their own resources more
than the collective resources, and thus, are at greater risk of experiencing negative
stress and bad health if they perceive little support and respect in their work
environment from their employer, boss, or colleagues. This in turn may have
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consequences for the firm they work in both related to organizational commitment
and to values. Becker (1993) discusses this in relation to human capital and says
that employees cannot be separated from their knowledge, skills, health, or values
in the way they can be separated from their financial and physical assets. Migrant
workers bring new assets into our understanding of the work environment that
may release the need for organizational (re)learning and knowledge transformation
(Williams, 2007).
Work migration is a phenomenon that has increased significantly both in
intensity and diversity over recent decades (Morawska, 2001; Okólski, in Wallace
and Stola, 2002, p. 105). In the European context the expansion of 10 new EU
member states in May 2004 actualized this topic when large numbers of migrants
from Eastern and Central European Countries started migrating to the Western
part of Europe. One of the most significant groups of migrant labourers moving to
Norway after 2004 came from Poland. Poland has many factors that contributes to
labour migration such as a long history of emigration that is connected to its geopolitical situation and history of being vulnerable to invasion and domination
(Magala, 2008); a very large population that is comprised of both highly educated
and less skilled sectors, and a differential in wages and economic status between
itself and the West (Kicinger and Weinar, 2007).
Migrant workers such as the Poles represent a low-cost labour supply, not
just because their salaries are normally lower than those of native workers, but also
because social and reproduction costs before they arrive in their new country are
carried by the sending society. The present pattern of work migration adds
dimensions to the field of study, for example, when it comes to ideas of identity,
belonging and commitment. The concept of identity is one approach towards
understanding the individual experience with work migration. Identity is defined as
the ideas we have about who we are and what groups we belong to (Jenkins,
2008). Identity and a sense of belonging, then, are fundamental for shaping and
mediating immigrant workers’ experiences in the receiving society. Giddens defines
identity as the ongoing sense the self has of who it is, as conditioned through its
on-going interaction with others (in Matthews, 2000). While identity conditions the
individual experiences of migration, these experiences in turn impact on identity.
According to Zeytinoglu (2002) the uncertainty of flexible work lives, as
those experienced by immigrant workers, commonly causes problems such as low
commitment, low autonomy, low opportunities for developing skills, and fewer
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career opportunities. It seems that many employees with a short-term job
perspective develop a more personal kind of work commitment than the more
well-known organizational commitment. This more personal commitment seems to
be directed towards the employees’ own career or profession, not their present
employer and the future of the company (Hecksher, 1995). However, as we found
in the former study, the migrants use organizational commitment as a form of
coping strategy. They have to rely on organizational commitment to compensate
for strain and symptoms of health problems (Saksvik et al., 2010).
The term over-commitment is most often associated with, and studied
within, the theoretical framework of the Effort–Reward Imbalance model (ERImodel) (Siegrist, 1996). An individual’s tendency to over-commit to work results
from a behavioural pattern, called Type A-behaviour, where one exaggerates the
intrinsic effort one mobilizes to solve a problem. For a migrant worker the
possibility of a large income for a period also has to be taken into consideration.
Thus, migrant workers tend to accept long and hard work days and unsociable work
hours, and in many cases keep silent about unacceptable work conditions. We
therefore believe that migrant workers in general will obtain higher scores on overcommitment than native workers. Their precarious position in the labour market
forces them to invest more of themselves to secure their possibilities for the
future. We also find it likely that many migrant workers will experience fewer
rewards than native workers, because they have less interaction with other
colleagues and superiors.
The following hypotheses were stated:
HI: Immigrant workers perceive higher levels of over-commitment and lower levels
of reward and report more work stress and mental health problems.
HII: Immigrant workers perceive organizational commitment on the same level as
native workers.
HIII: The immigrant sample will show the same path from over-commitment to
stress and mental health through commitment as was found in the 2010-study.
Methods
Participants and procedures
The immigrant sample consists of 125 Polish workers in the construction
and cleaning business. Questionnaires were distributed and collected in a city in
Norway by a Polish student who contacted the migrant workers attending the
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Catholic Church and three different locations where Norwegian classes were taught
to the workers. The respondents worked for different companies, however, 22% of
them were unemployed at the time of the survey, but had former employment in
Norway. The response rate was rather low, 31%, but we attribute this to the fear of
disclosure that many experience since some of them worked in the illegal market.
38% of the sample was women and they dominate in the cleaning sector while the
men were in the construction sector. Their mean age was 35. The majority of them
worked full-time (80%) and the average working hours were 38, including overtime.
A larger percentage of the males had a high school degree (80% males) compared
to 49% among the females. A larger number of women compared to men had
completed some years in college (47% women and 18% men).
The Polish sample was compared to the native workers from our former
study in the food and beverage industry (N=654), representing 45 different firms.
Participation in the study was voluntary. The firms were selected as being
representative of the industry’s population, covered all geographical parts of the
country, with production areas representative of the industry as a whole. The
average response rate over the different firms was 59.4 %. The primary work task
of 85.5% of the sample was production, 389 (42.1%) were women and 533 (57.7%)
were men. The average age of the respondents was 40.6 years (SD = 11.58). Ninetyfour per cent worked full-time, the rest were employed on a part-time or
temporary basis. The participants worked on average 34.5 hours per week (SD =
13.2). Their work consisted mainly of tasks related to production, such as packing
food or managing machines. Regarding the level of education, 27% had completed
seven to nine years of education, and 63.7% had a high school degree. A small
percentage of respondents, 8.7%, had completed one to six years in college.
Table 1: The two employment groups: number of employees, gender distribution,
mean age, and seniority (mean).
Employment
group
Native
Employees
Immigrant
Employees

98

N

Male
(%)

Female
(%)

654

56

44

125

62

38

Age
Mean (SD)

Seniority
Mean (SD)

40.5 (11.8)

10.1 (8.7)

(9.4)

1.5 (17.8)
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Measures
The questionnaire used in this study consisted of a mixture of already
validated scales and items developed for the purpose of this study.
Over-commitment: This index consisted of four items from the intrinsic
effort dimension of Siegrist’s (1996) ERI questionnaire. The index consisted of items
that assessed the amount of intrinsic effort or commitment being invested at work.
An example of an item from this index is: I only feel successful when I perform
better than I expected. The Cronbach’s alpha of this index was .80. The response
categories were given on a four-point scale ranging from “false” to “true.”
Reward: This index consisted of 11 items developed by Siegrist (1996) in his
ERI questionnaire. The items reflect the perceived rewards received. An example of
an item from this index is: I receive the respect I deserve from my colleagues. The
Cronbach’s alpha of this scale was .78. The measures had a five-point scale ranging
from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.”
The following indexes were collected from Karasek et al. (1998) and were
used in this study as control variables. The Karasek model (Karasek and Theorell,
1990) still is the most common model to assess the quality of the work
environment.
Job specific demands: This index consisted of three items that assessed
how often the participants work with short deadlines, work quickly and under time
pressure. One of the items was: How often do you work with constant time
pressure due to heavy workloads? The response categories were given on a fivepoint scale ranging from “very seldom” to “very often.” The Cronbach’s alpha for
this scale was .84.
Job specific control: Job specific control was measured with four items, one
of them was: How often can you influence decisions about your own work? Scale
reliability was .85 and the response alternatives ranged from “very seldom” to
“very often”.
Job specific support: This index consisted of four items and one of them
was: How often do you receive help and support from your co-workers? Cronbach’s
alpha was .79 and the response categories were given on a five-point scale ranging
from “very seldom” to “very often.”
Organizational commitment was measured by the short form of the
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) (Mowday, Steers and Porter,
1979). The OCQ is a nine-item scale subsuming (1) a desire to maintain
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membership in the organization, (2) belief in and acceptance of the values and
goals of the organization, and (3) a willingness to exert extra effort on behalf of the
organization. Cronbach’s alpha was .92.
Perceived job stress reactions were measured with two different scales.
One of them is Cooper’s Job Stress Scale (1981). We used 22 questions from this
scale with six response categories ranging on a scale from “no stress at all” to a
“great deal of stress.” The overall scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .92.
Mental health reactions were measured with five items based on items
used by the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions. Using a four-point scale the questions measure if their work has
caused: stress, headaches, general fatigue, and sleeping problems, ( =.72).
Responses were given on a four-point scale ranging from “seriously afflicted “to
“not afflicted”.
Statistical analysis: The analyses were conducted using SPSS (PASW
Statistics 18). A t-test was conducted to compare the means of each variable used
in the SEM analysis. Using AMOS software (Arbuckle and Wothke, 1999), SEM
(structural equation modelling) analysis was performed for Hypothesis III. Prior to
the SEM analysis, the sample was screened for missing data. Cases with missing
data after index computation were deleted.
Fit indices: As model evaluation continues to be an unsettled issue in SEM
analysis (Arbuckle and Wothke 1999), a mixture of fit indices was used to evaluate
the models in the present paper: The traditional χ2, the normed χ2 (χ2/df), AGFI
(adjusted-goodness-of-fit index), TLI (Tucker-Lewis coefficient), (CFI) (comparativefit-index), and RMSEA (root-mean-square error of approximation). According to
Browne and Cudeck (1993), values of .05 or less indicate a close fit, and values of
about .08 indicate a reasonable error of approximation.
Results
Table 2 shows the mean scores and correlations on the study’s variables
for each employment group. The table shows that there exist significant
differences in levels of over-commitment, commitment, reward, demands, and
stress between the groups. Immigrant workers perceived more overcommitment, higher job stress, less reward, but lower demands and lower
commitment than native workers. Hypothesis I was partially confirmed;
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immigrant workers perceived more over-commitment, higher job stress and less
reward, but did not perceive more mental health problems. Hypothesis II was
not supported, but the result was in line with the original hypothesis from the
first study; immigrants had significantly lower commitment than native
workers.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the employment groups and correlation matrix for
the study variables
a

1. Demands
2. Control
3. Support
4. Reward
5.
Overcommitment
6. Commitment
7. Mental
health
reactions

Mean (SD)
IE: 2.96 (1.24)**
NE: 3.43 (.87)
IE: 3.11 (.99)
NE: 3.43 (.94)
IE: 3.45 (.90)
NE: 3.48 (.89)
IE: 3.07 (.60)**
NE: 2.95 (.49)
IE: 2.76 (.51)**
NE: 1.99 (.54)

1
-

2
-.28**

3
-.13

4
-.34**

5
.00

6
-.41**

7
-.44**

8
.44**

-.05

-

.44**

.46*

.28**

.33**

.11

-.11

.01

.45**

-

.49**

.02

.14

.10

-.28**

-.16**

.33**

.42**

-

.06

.49**

.42**

-.50**

.22**

.12**

-.03

-.21**

-

.19*

-.38**

.32**

IE: 2.75 (1.23)**
NE: 3.09 (.67)
IE: 3.26 (.55)
NE: 3.40 (.51)

-.08

.30**

.34**

.46**

.03

-

.31**

-.15

-.26**

.20**

.19**

.37**

-.20**

.21**

-

-.51**

IE: 2.49 (.92)**
.31**
-.11** -.28
-56**
.40**
-.30** -.50** NE: 2.11 (.78)
Note: NE = Native Employees, IE = Immigrant Employees. Correlations for the immigrant group are
a
shown above the diagonal, for the natives below the diagonal. * = p < .05, **=p<.001, : differences
between means were calculated by 2-tailed t-test

8. Stress

The correlation matrix shows that reward and over-commitment
correlate highly with all three dependent variables for both employee groups.
In general the correlations were modest and in the predicted direction.
Structural equation modelling (SEM) analysis was performed to test
Hypothesis III. One important assumption associated with SEM analysis that is
often ignored in the research literature, is the assumption of multivariate
normal distribution (Byrne, 2001). Thus, the first step of any SEM analysis
should be an assessment of multivariate normality. Accordingly, an assessment
of the immigrant sample indicated moderate non-normality, and a
bootstrapping procedure was employed because this sample was only of
medium size. Bootstrapping works by basing inferential procedures on a
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concrete sampling distribution from the sample at hand, rather than the
traditional sampling distribution created by a hypothetical infinite number of
samples from the population of interest (Efron, 1982). The concrete sampling
distribution thus reflects the distribution of the sample, rendering the
assumption of normality superfluous. A bootstrap sample of 1000 was drawn
(with replacement) and used for the analysis of Hypothesis III.
Figure 1: Model for the prediction of mental health in immigrant workers by ERI,
DCS, stress and commitment, (HIII)

The original model specified by III, yielded a poor fit (df = 15, χ2 = 96.648,
χ2/df = 6.443, AGFI = .646, TLI = .487, CFI = .725, RMSEA = .213). Furthermore,
several of the hypothesized paths were not significant with 90% confidence
intervals using bias corrected bootstrap estimation, and were deleted in the
interests of parsimony. Following the advised procedure of Byrne (2001),
modification indexes were inspected. This suggested that a new negative path be
specified from Demands to Commitment and from Over-commitment to Stress. In
addition, new paths were suggested such that both Over-commitment and Reward
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show paths to all dimensions of the Karasek model (Karasek and Theorell, 1990). All
new suggested paths are reasonable in a theoretical sense according to the work
environment models used here (see discussion for details). The model was then respecified to include the estimation of these new regression paths, pictured in
Figure 2. A model with reasonable fit was then achieved (df = 11, χ2 =16.182, χ2/df
= 1.471, AGFI = .896, TLI = .956, CFI = .983, RMSEA = .063).
Figure 2: Standardized coefficients for Model 3, HIII

Note: Observed variables are shown in rectangles. All values are based on bias corrected bootstrap
estimation. Only significant values are reported using bias-corrected percentile method with 90%
confidence intervals.

In the first study, we found that the native sample showed a traditional
pathway also found in other studies from over-commitment through demands
and job stress to mental health, and from over-commitment through stress to
mental health (Saksvik et al., 2010). As hypothesized in HIII, and in accordance
with the first study, the immigrant sample showed alternative paths of reward
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and over-commitment on mental health through commitment as well as a
direct effect of over-commitment on mental health. Still, only partly in
accordance with HIII, both reward and over-commitment had significant direct
effects on stress, which mediated the effects to mental health. Contrary to the
hypothesized model where over-commitment only predicted demands and
reward only predicted support, additional paths were included such that both
over-commitment and reward show paths to the demands, control, and support
dimensions. On the other hand, none of the effects from these dimensions
were significant; instead, there was an effect of demands on commitment,
which is not in accordance with the hypothesized model, but is nevertheless
compatible with hypothesis III in that it follows the alternative commitment
route to mental health.
Discussion
The t-tests showed much of the same picture for the Polish sample as for
the immigrant sample of the study we used as comparison (Saksvik et al., 2010).
The significantly lower commitment, seen in connection with high levels of overcommitment and stress, may be considered a threat to the future health situation
of the Polish sample. So far, however, we found no indication of impairment on
their mental health, which can be explained by the findings of the path analyses.
The SEM analyses demonstrate that apart from the common strong and
general effect of reward, the Polish samples incorporate very different explanatory
routes for mental health in accordance with the immigrant sample from the 2010study and contrary to the native sample, which illustrated a traditional demandsstress route for mental health. The Polish sample showed an interesting additional
route via commitment towards mental health, as well as a direct effect of overcommitment reducing mental health problems. The reward to commitment route
in the immigrant sample and the direct effect of over-commitment on mental
health sheds new light on the immigrant situation. It points to immigrants’ mental
health as more dependent on internal drive than external performance demands
and stress experience. And further, that the Polish immigrants have a beneficial
indirect effect of reward via increased commitment that increases their mental
health. I.e. their mental health benefits from commitment in a way not found in
native employees.
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These results are easily understood by viewing immigrants as not wholly
integrated in the native culture. It is fair to assume that these results are the
product of cultural interpretational frames more strongly determining individual
ratings of actual working environments than is usually assumed in most studies of
predominately homogenous worker samples. Also, not being wholly integrated in
the native culture, the affective commitment to the workplace becomes more
crucial for the immigrants’ mental health; they are more vulnerable to experiences
of lacking inclusion and belongingness. This was also reported in the former study
with another immigrant sample (Saksvik et al., 2010), but the paths were slightly
different probably because the Polish sample had stayed a shorter time in Norway
and have practiced a form of ‘circular migration’ much more than the other sample
and thus, had not been so integrated in the work culture.
Implications on the organizational level
The implication of our findings for organizations employing labour migrants
is that their managers have to be aware of the differences between the staff they
have, and those coming from other cultures. The organizational learning of the
firms may involve both better insight in how commitment develops and functions
among this group, and also how they are motivated in the form of salary and
status. This change is so fundamental that double loop learning, i.e. challenging the
established norms of the firm, has to be on the agenda (Argyris and Schön 1996). If
managers are unaware of the different identity-building functions of overcommitment and commitment for immigrants, then they will likely not have the
necessary social competence to understand and communicate in a type II
congruent manner. Not being sensitized to the different interpretational frames,
the managers will likely both misinterpret immigrant behavior as well as fail to
address immigrants in a way conducive to them responding in a type II manner.
Any language problems are likely to amplify this problem. If managers are able to
balance addressing cultural differences and maintaining an inclusive and open
cultural stance, different identity-building functions of over-commitment and
commitment might be exploited to address general discussions about internal
norms and values; treating both native and immigrant cultural stances with the
"strange tribe" perspective often taken in anthropological studies of western work
cultures (Hirsch and Gellner, 2001).
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It has been found that employing workers with temporary contracts, who
are committed to the company to a lesser degree, may be a threat to the internal
systematic occupational health and safety work (Eiken & Saksvik, 2009). The lack of
interest in the company itself to the expense of personal ambitions and
commitment should therefore be a signal the organization has to take precautions
towards. It seems that many temporary employees develop a more personal kind
of work commitment than the more well-known organizational commitment. This
more personal commitment seems to be directed towards their own career or
profession, not their present employer and the future situation for the company
(Heckscher, 1995). Measuring different kinds of commitment, personal career
commitment versus organizational emotional commitment among the employees
on a regular basis, may prevent a negative development.
High over-commitment is a threat to the immigrant worker’s health and
work environment, but strengthening the commitment of the firm may
compensate the problem. The strategies of the firm to achieve this can be to:
- Integrate the immigrants better in the work environment, e.g. strengthen
their coherence as units or work groups with both natives and immigrants
based on mutual trust (see e.g. Bijlsma-Frankema, 2001)
- To have internal discussions about internal norms, values and identity in
order to include the perspectives of the migrant workers, i.e. also change
the attitudes and behaviors of the natives (see e.g. Cox Jr., 1991)
- To investigate how a supportive climate in general can be strengthened
without necessarily building on the emotional driven commitment to the
firm. Building on positive psychological capital has been found to mediate
the effects of a supportive climate (Luthans, Norman, Avolio and Avey,
2008).
An opposite strategy may of course be to accept the higher overcommitment among the immigrants, i.e. treat them unlike native workers, but
watch their stress level close and even consider stress reduction interventions on
group or individual level (Nytrø, Saksvik, Mikkelsen, Quinlan, & Bohle, 2000). This
calls for very different organizational learning strategies and it is probably not
possible to combine with inclusion strategies.
The importance of over-commitment and reward had the most solid and
dominating explanation of effects found also in the native sample. Hence, these
two factors may be of more significance towards understanding how work can best
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be organized in a modern work life. This can be seen in connection to findings
related to how justice is perceived (Hammer, Bayazit & Wazeter, 2009). Justice is
important for how loyalty develops and when the imbalance between what you
invest, in the form of hard work, and what you get back, in the form of salary and
status, is high, the possibility of lower loyalty exists. This seems to be of equal
importance for native and immigrant workers, but may be of special importance for
migrants since they cannot rely so much on alternative paths.
It has been shown that the way migrants often are employed, through
precarious employment, is associated with several subjective health problems
(Benavides, Benach, Diez-Roux, and Román, 2000). On a higher level the firm can
develop a policy on how to use the human capital of migrant workers; what their
long term strategy is. If they, for example, want to hire only contract workers for
shorter periods of time, they may treat them as subgroups and treat them
individually. If they want to have them for longer periods of time, they should
develop a policy for integration starting with the recruitment process, how to
socialize them, how to develop good teams or work groups where variation is
accepted (Brett, Behfar, and Kern, 2009), and to have a system for wages not
creating distance between migrants and others (Hammer et al., 2009).
Methodological considerations
The variables in this study were measured using the same method (i.e.,
self-reports) and the same source (i.e., employees). The dependence on selfreports through questionnaires causes various problems (e.g., Frese, 1985; Frese
and Zapf, 1988; Kasl, 1998; Spector, 1992). Mono-method and common-source
biases may account for parts of the relationships we found in this study, but we
argue that the relative intensity of relationships would still hold although the
absolute strength of relationships may have an upward bias.
The relatively small sample size of immigrants created some problems
because the observed differences between the groups were not very large
although they turned out to be significant for some of the variables. Further studies
with larger samples from more sectors have to be conducted to confirm the
findings of this study, but our replication with a Polish sample indicated that the
differences observed in the first study, might be found in general.
A word of caution is necessary here in relation to the limitations of SEM
analyses. They cannot test the causality of the modeled structures, so the
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directions of relationships given in the models cannot be taken for granted. Here
the present study suffers from being limited to cross-sectional data.
Conclusion
The personal ambitions of the immigrants, measured as a higher level of
over-commitment, plays an important role in explaining the work identity of
immigrant employees. This could have been a possible threat to an increased level
of stress leading to mental health problems, but commitment to the firm they work
in has a compensating effect. We found, however, that the path from overcommitment to commitment was not exactly alike in the two immigrant samples,
what we interpreted as having something to do with differences in length of stay in
Norway between the two samples. For those with the shortest stay commitment to
the firm had no compensating effect and this increases the risk for health
problems. For both natives and immigrants, reward was an influential factor and
may have something to do with the feeling of (in-) justice in the modern work life
for all employees. To fully understand work identity and commitment and the
association with stress and health, other models may have been considered, but it
is important to take into consideration the interesting difference between the
samples shown here when interventions to strengthen the work identity and
prevent health problems are discussed. Migrant workers represent a different
human capital to modern working organizations and the best organizational
learning strategy should be decided; whether it is best that the migrants should be
fully integrated, treated as a subgroup and given stress coping interventions or be
hired as contractors’, either as self-employed or from an employment business. If
no learning occurs in the firm they work in, the migrants may represent a burden
for the society in the long run due to their lack of work identity and the health
problems they develop and even from the society they came from if they return.
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WORK IN PROGRESS
Young People’s Trends in Political Trust and Views of their Declining
Sense of Duty

Simona FER

Abstract. At European level, the society is facing one of the most serious concerns, namely
the young people voter turnout and their non-involvement in politics. They also have poor
opinions of politicians and parliamentary behaviour. Low trust suggests that something in
the political system, politicians, institutions or both is thought to be poorly functioning.
Studies show that Romanian young voters as well as the British ones have little
expectations from the political system commitment, being pessimistic about the slogan:
“Your today’s vote can be your tomorrow's chance!” This article is meant to investigate the
reasons why this is so, and to further debate young people’s political views and behaviour,
by suggesting solutions to help strengthen their bond to their local politicians and policy
makers. Our research should also be viewed within the context of the evolution of political
and citizenship education in schools, promoting initiatives and attitude change and focusing
on answering a series of key research questions.
Keywords: political trust, young voter turnout, lack of political awareness, sense of duty

When speaking about political trust it is important to specify what we
mean, because there are certain opinions surrounding the use of the term trust.
Political trust is an ambivalent concept. Because of its inherent relationship to the
performance of political institutions, it is difficult to separate it from evaluations of
government1. Trust in parliament may be a good measure because confidence in
institutions is about something deeper and more fundamental than trust in
politicians or in particular governments. Parliament is the main representative

1

Martin, Aaron J., Young People and Politics-Political engagement in the anglo-american
democracies, Routledge Research in Comparative Politics, New York, 2012, p.40
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institution of democratic governments, and sudden or consistent decline in
confidence in it is a serious matter.
Young people are often singled out as being the least trustful, levels of
trust among the young and how these differ from those of older people, not being
very well established in the literature. It is known that young people have
depressingly low levels of political interest and knowledge. They also have poor
opinions of politicians and parliamentary behaviour. This article set out to
investigate the reasons why this is so, and to further explore young people’s
political views and behaviour.
At European level, the society is facing one of the most serious concerns,
namely the young people voter turnout and their non-involvement in politics.
Nowadays most young people do not believe in their vote importance and value
and seem to have lost hope for a better life. They do not believe in demagogic
speeches of politicians or in the fact that they have the power to change anything.
Although young people should have a positive thinking, energy and many
aspirations towards a better future, it has lately appeared that most of them are
pessimistic about the slogan: Your today’s vote can be your tomorrow's chance!
We are wondering why young adults do not vote. That’s a vexing question
political campaigns have been asking for decades. The most likely answer is that
young adults do not vote because many are still, in a sense, children, without adult
commitments or responsibilities. The data suggest that three factors consistently
make a difference in voting rates: money, marriage, and homeownership. Those
are the adult commitments that give people a stake in society; to protect and
expand their stake, they vote.
Studies show that those who graduate from college into a bad economy
experience long-term wage losses, particularly after being underemployed, with
lower earnings even six years after recovery. Those wage losses will likely continue
to have an effect on marriage and homeownership rates, which will in turn have an
effect on voter turnout2.
Georg Simmel, a German sociologist and philosopher stated that “trust is
one of the most important synthetic forces within society”. Political trust and social
trust are similar in some ways, but different in others. Social or interpersonal trust

2

Russell, Cheryl, The Surprising Trends That Suggest Young People Won’t Vote in 2012,
in New Republic, 5 February, 2012
(http://www.newrepublic.com/article/politics/100774/young-voters-election-2012#)
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can be based upon immediate, first-hand experiences of others, whereas political
trust is more generally learned indirectly and at a distance. John Scholz and Mark
Lubell, professors of political science, extended their influential works by analyzing
the development and maintenance of the cooperative solutions to collective action
problems, and, in one of their studies they emphasized the idea that: “trust
improves the practical possibilities of social co-operation, while at the same time
reducing the risks of free-riding citizens and exploitive elites”3.
Low trust suggests that something in the political system (politicians or
institutions or both) is thought to be functioning poorly. It may be that
performance is poor, or that expectations are too high, but either way low trust
tells us that something is wrong. Political trust is important because democracies
are based on institutional mechanisms that are supposed to ensure that politicians
behave in a trustworthy manner, or pay the political price. Confidence in the
institutions that are supposed to maintain trustworthy politicians is a crucial
element in this mixture4.
A research team from the Qualitative Research Unit at the National Centre
for Social Research carried out a study, which demonstrates that young people
cannot be treated as a uniform group where politics is concerned. They vary in
their levels of interest in politics and display their interest in a variety of ways. But
the evidence provides further understanding of how young people assess their
interest in politics. It also shows how the interaction between the personal and
financial circumstances of an individual, their beliefs and values, and a range of
external factors, will determine how a young person conceptualises politics, which
in turn influences the level of connection they make with it5.
The involvement of young people in the democratic process is incredibly
important. In these unprecedented times of financial challenges that we as people
face, it is vital to ensure that young people feel involved in their community and
society as a whole. Involving young people in the political process helps strengthen
their bond to their local community. This is a great investment as it will also help
them remain involved in the political process as they reach adulthood.
3

Scholz, John T. and Lubell, Mark, Trust and Taxpaying: Testing the Heuristic Approach to
Collective Action, in American Journal of Political Science, 1998, p. 42
4
Locke, John, Two Treaties on Government, (electronic edition) edited with an introduction,
by C.B. McPherson, Hackett Publishing Company, Indianapolis and Cambridge, 1980
5
White, Clarissa, Bruce, Sara and Ritchie, Jane, Young people’s politics-Political interest
and engagement among young people, York Publishing Services Ltd, York, 2000, p. 6
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But there exists a certain disinterest in politics including political parties. A
study (Nestle UK Ltd) of young people aged 18 showed that young people generally
reported negative views towards the political parties in Great Britain. In particular,
all main parties were seen as parties that ‘will do anything to win votes’. Another
study (Park et al) found that around half of the18 year old young people who were
surveyed said it was ‘unimportant to them who won the next general election’.
Similarly, Park et al found that over three quarters of those teen-agers neither
supported nor felt close to a particular political party. While young people feel
motivated by issues, it appears that they are less engaged by the way that the
current political system deals with these issues and the politicians who run the
system at local and national level.
An important issue is that of elected young people, that is members of
youth councils, youth parliament and young mayors all of them being by definition
young people. It is therefore unsurprising that young people can easily relate to
these candidates.
Russel A., in his work Voter Engagement and Young People speaks about a
research carried out by the Electoral Commission identifying that young people
generally found it harder to relate to councilors and Members of Parliament. Young
people found them to be unrepresentative of the wider population in Britain in
terms of age, gender, ethnicity and social class6.
By not feeling that elected members relate to them it could be argued that
young people do not feel their views are being heard or represented. For example,
in a survey of 12 to 15 year olds, 41 per cent agreed with the statement ‘none of
our politicians are bothered about the problems facing young people today’.
Further research (Hansard Society) suggests that young people believe politicians
have a negative view towards young people, blaming them for things going wrong
in society and not making the effort to understand and meet with young people7.
Some of the lack of interest in politics and political parties may be
explained by a lack of awareness and knowledge in the 18 to 24 year old age group
of the electoral and political systems. Evidence from the Electoral Commission in
Great Britain showed that young people aged 18 to 24 were more likely than all
other age groups to complain that they had not received enough information about
6

http://www.local.gov.uk/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=c85f23f6-7824-4eb7-b5f3
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7
Park, A, Phillips, M. and Johnson, M., Young People in Britain: the Attitudes and
Experiences of 12 to 19 Year Olds , DfES Research Report 564, London: DfES, 2003
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candidates, parties and the parties’ campaigns8. A consistent finding of the
Citizenship Education Longitudinal Study Seventh Annual Report (Keating et al.,
2009) has been that the ‘political literacy’ strand of the new citizenship curriculum
in schools is the one that is least well taught. Teachers lack knowledge and young
people say that it is dull and boring and not relevant to their interests and lives9.
Referring to Romanian young people case, social and political changes
occurred in recent decades have generated various problems the younger
generation faced. And despite chances and opportunities arising in the
development of democracy in Romania, the level of youth participation in public
and political life is very low. The causes may be diverse: they are not informed, they
are not motivated or fail, although there exist some efforts. The percentage of
young people dissatisfied with the way politics works in Romania is somewhat
understandable, given that most are less interested in politics, often do not present
interest in media(either print or audio-visual) and have only limited contact with
the state institutions where they might otherwise get media information.
However, most of the Romanian young people are not prepared to meet
the new demands of a democratic society and the development of a civil society
and the democratization process still faces the problem of apathetic young people
not being aware of the advantages of their involvement in rebuilding civil society10.
The majority of young people show little inclination either to join formal political
organizations, such as political parties, or to get involved in local politics or to
contact political figures, such as MPs and local councilors, in the future and the
general trend is downward, though some attitudes and intentions have risen while
some have remained largely unchanged.
There has been a general policy shift in support of young people’s right to
engage, participate and have an opinion in matters that affect them in society. This
shift has been supplemented by policy initiatives in education, particularly the
introduction in all European countries, of citizenship education and of Citizenship
as a statutory National Curriculum subject, with an emphasis on political literacy.
Citizenship education is a clear and direct mechanism for political socialization
8

Benton, Thomas, Cleaver Elizabeth, Young People’s Civic Participation In and Beyond
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which has the potential to impact on young people’s trust, engagement and civic
and political participation. There is strong evidence of a democratic deficit among
young people in modern, post-industrial societies. The highlight of the introduction
of citizenship education is that one of its keys aims the development of young
people’s trust, engagement, participation through building their knowledge and
skills along with the development of positive attitudes towards democracy and
democratic participation11.
While there is consensus about declining youth participation in political
activities, there is little agreement about the causes of such decline. Some common
explanations include: alienation and disengagement, negative media discourses
and lack of trust, indifference or disinterest through lack of trust. The general lack
of trust in young people in society is in most cases perpetuated and reinforced by
media stereotypes, phenomenon which may act to undermine such trust and
influence the likelihood and type of participation with which young people engage.
The news media are often implicated in the reasons why people choose not to vote
in elections.
The political analysts reveal that young people who take an interest in
news and current affairs have more positive attitudes and stronger intentions to
participate in the political process than students with less exposure to news.
Students are not politically apathetic but they are increasingly aware of politics and
of its influence, in part through increased exposure to news and current affairs.
Maybe we should think about how far are school factors impacting on the
attitudes and intentions of students regarding political participation. We may not
say that schools are having no impact but rather than that, the impact is likely to be
more subtle and diffuse. Levels of personal efficacy among politicians are not fixed
by year 18, but are open to influence and change as they move through to year 24.
These influences may come from both in-school and out-of-school experiences. At
the age of 18 young people currently have a narrow conception of civic
engagement and participation, limiting themselves mainly to activities such as
voting and collecting money and student voice, that require low levels of time,
effort and commitment.
Though the analysts present no great shift in the scope and forms of young
political participation, there are some signs that the focus for such participation
could be shifting. Student attitudes and intentions to civic and political
11

Benton, Thomas, Op. cit, p. 30
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participation appear to be more connected to their experiences in near
environments, such as family, peers, school and neighbourhood, than to what is
going on in communities at national and European level. This creates the potential
for the political socialization12 of young people to take place in newer spaces or
sites of citizenship, which are broader and more accessible.
The deficit model of youth participation is critiqued by those who state
that young people are not apathetic or disinterested in politics but rather are
redefining and refocusing their civic and political participation in line with
significant shifts in political and social culture. As we previously mentioned young
people nowadays are more likely to be involved in informal types of political
engagement such as local community actions, local consumerism and single issues
concerning politics and protests.
We should speak about general policy developments, which reflect and
support young people’s opportunities to engage, participate and have a say in
matters that affect them, and which have been paralleled by different European
policies concerning youth participation and information within education. The
purpose of these policies is to promote active and responsible European citizenship
on the part of young people, whose interest in public affairs is declining, with the
attendant risk of a citizenship and political participation deficit.
Youth policies serve to facilitate young people's transition into working life
and develop their active citizenship at European level. The White Paper13 “A new
impetus for European Youth” led to the adoption of a framework of European
cooperation in the youth field, within which the Member States agreed to focus on
four specific priorities to promote young people's active citizenship and political
socialization: -information; -participation; -voluntary activities; -a better knowledge
of youth.
According to the Member States the two European priorities of
participation and information have encouraged national youth policies and remain
important for the development of young people's active citizenship. But they
recognise that they must continue to cooperate with each other and with their
12

By political socialization we mean that the processes by which individuals acquire their
knowledge and understanding about politics and how they gain and build political values and
attitudes that lead to participation in civic and political society.
13
A white paper is an authoritative report or guide helping readers to understand an issue,
solve a problem, or make a decision. White papers are used in two main spheres: government
and business to business marketing.
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regional and local authorities if the process is to bear fruit. The common
objectives on information for young people are based on three points: access for
young people to information, quality information, and participation by young
people in information production. Information tools are available to young
people in all Member States. However, only 12 countries have opted for an
information strategy which addresses all questions likely to interest young people
and which encompasses all levels, from local to European.
Youth information websites are the most important information means of
communication information. The European youth portal, created in 2003,
establishes links with the national youth portals in 19 Member States. The
Member States recognise that this portal has enhanced inter-ministerial
cooperation and exchanges in the field of youth information. Action is above all
based on issues such as free time, youth organisations and voluntary activities,
while information on participation, education, employment and travelling in
Europe is sometimes neglected. England has a national online service
(Connexions Direct) which offers young people information by telephone, text
message, online or by e-mail. In Slovenia, youth information and counselling
centres pay specific attention to the young Romany population. In Cyprus and
Spain, young people in rural areas are provided with information by mobile units.
Forums for dialogue between young people and decision-makers have
been organised more frequently, including regular consultations, meetings and
hearings. Some countries have nominated individuals to take responsibility for
youth affairs. Finland has appointed a mediator, the United Kingdom a national
youth correspondent, while Lithuania has opted for municipal youth
coordinators14.
The findings for each question we might address need to be viewed
within the context of a number of attitudes and experiences that, viewed
collectively, influence young people, mainly students attitudes to political
participation. When we say attitudes we refer to laws and rules, community
attachment, trust, efficacy, empowerment, participation, and exposure to news,
in order to avoid moderately positive attitudes toward political participation and
to promote strong initiatives as a main aspect of young people education and
sense of duty.
14

http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/education_training_youth/youth/c11200_ro.htm
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Social Protection Policies in Romania and their Electoral Aspects

Dan APĂTEANU

Abstract: In this paper, I have analyzed the theme through the historical paradigm of social
exclusion perspective, attempting to evaluate how far the electoral context has influenced
the formulation of social protection policies. Next I have defined the key concepts, poverty,
social exclusion and social protection policies. Further, I have presented the social policies
in Romania after 1990 in their electoral context. Lastly, I have put forward the main
conclusions of the study.
Keywords: social policies, electoral years, Romania

Introduction
The study of social protection policies is important because it aims to
reduce poverty and social exclusion, negative phenomena that increased
considerably in all modern states; as a result, the governments gave special
attention to research programs that are focused on these social issues.
Balsa, Barreto and Caeiro (1999) conducted a meta-study that classifies
dynamic approach to poverty and exclusion in three categories: historical,
structural / institutional and socio-anthropological. The first approach identified as
causes the different contexts - social, economic, political – where an individual can
be positioned, the second one, structural characteristics of the population or the
social system, and the third, important events in the life of the individual.
In the first model, the causes of poverty and exclusion are not particularly
the individual actions, but this is explained by the inability of the community to
improve the socio-economic living; the poverty is the result of a structural contexts
defined by economic, social and political factors (for example, migration, urban
development, labor market, social policy, education) and poverty is seen as a
reproductive process. Two of the most important reasons in the reproduction of
poverty are the economic development of community and the parenting skills. In
the subsequent part, I am presenting the main concepts of the study.
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1. Theoretical framework – poverty, social exclusion and social policies
Preoteasa (2009) asserts that in the literature there are two main
categories of definitions that explain the concept of social policies, either
through their political orientation or through their social character. Social
policies have certain goals and propose solutions to social problems and protect
social rights that have been politically established; they also have as a general
aim the society development. We classify social policy based on two cr iteria:
their function in providing welfare and practical ways to achieve its distribution.
The main sources of individual and collective welfare are: the labor
market - employment income; private/individual income - their savings,
revenues from property; volunteering - social networking / fundamental social
institutions, NGOs; the state - through social policies. The study of social policy
involves: setting limits that define the necessity of state intervention in the
economy; establishing the extent to which should be involved; selecting specific
social objectives; knowledge of specific tools to redistribute wealth to achieve
these objectives; analysis of actors involved in implementing social programs to
achieve these objectives; analysis of effectiveness, efficiency and feasibility in
financial, legal, political and administrative terms. Forms of state intervention in
social policies include: benefits and social transfers, social services, gratuities,
subsidies and exemptions from taxes (Pop, 2005).
Since the 1990s appears the concept of evidence-based policy, hence
increasing the role of public policy research, by conducting empirical analysis.
The envisaged measures are such as: policy must take account of goals rather
than existing structures, policies should be inclusive, avoid unnecessary burden,
involve others in policy decisions, improving risk management, developing an
approach toward the future and learning from experience.
Zamfir (2000) sets out the principles that should underpin poverty
reduction policies: the principle of universal right to support people in need,
the principle of complementarity of responsibilities - responsibility to the
community members must be designed to be complementary to the
responsibility of the person receiving community support, the principle of
prevention and combating poverty, the principle of complementarity between
general programs and customized programs, programs aimed primarily not at
ensuring the survival but the development, the principle of social benefits
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contribution to the collective welfare, the principle higher contributions involve
greater benefits, the principle of partnership, the principle of differentiation on
levels of social support, nationally and locally, the principle of support for the
local community self-development.
The concept of social exclusion, unlike poverty, is comprehensive and
has a dynamic character. The author treats poverty as a static concept, which is
the result of a dynamic process, that of impoverishment; deprivation is also a
static concept, being the result of social exclusion. (Berghman, in Room 1995).
Social exclusion is defined as the failure of one or more of four systems:
legal and democratic system that promotes civic integration; labor market,
promoting economic integration; welfare state system that promotes social
inclusion and community and family system that promotes interpersonal
integration. (Commins, 1993; Bruto da Costa, nd, cited Berghman, 1997).
Important support given to the concept study comes from EU
institutions. ”The terms poverty and social exclusion refers to a situation where
people are prevented from participating fully in the economic, social and civic
life, when their access to income and other resources (personal, family, social
and cultural) is so inadequate that it excludes them from the benefit to a
standard of living and quality of life that is acceptable to the society in which
they live. In such situations people often are unable to fully access their
fundamental rights.” National action plans contained in the joint report includes
several key challenges: developing an inclusive labor market and promoting
employment as a right and as an opportunity for all, guaranteeing an adequate
income and resources to live in dignity, preserving family solidarity and
protecting children's rights, providing better housing conditions for all
(European Council, 2001).
The social benefits system can be structured by their eligibility criteria
and by their objective: contributory/noncontributory benefits and
active/passive benefits. Contributory benefits are granted to persons who have
contributed financially to the system, have a specific need and the benefit is
proportional to the contribution to the system. Noncontributory benefits are
offered to people in need, even if they have not contributed to the system and
the size of the benefit is proportional to that need. Passive benefits are those
transfers of resources from the community to the person in need to satisfy their
needs. Active benefits do not necessarily provide consumer sources, but
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capacity to support self-sustaining; these benefits are of two types: creating
capabilities and furthering opportunities (Zamfir, 2000).
2. Social policies in Romania – general description
The social protection system can be conceived as consisting of social
security, social assistance and universal benefits, the first being contributory awarded to those who have contributed to the social system, and the last ones
being noncontributory. The first category includes, for example, retirement
pensions, unemployment benefits, unemployment benefits, health insurance.
The second category includes people who are considered poor, receiving
benefits as guaranteed minimum income / social assistance, complementary
family allowance and support allowance for single parents, help for home
heating. The last category is formed from people who are in a specific social
situation, regardless of other considerations, which have benefits such as child
allowance, allowance for newborn children, child allowance, financial aid for
newlyweds, and trousseau for newborns.
Romanian social protection system is reduced in financial size, social
spending being only 12 to 13% of GDP - half of the average EU-27; only in
recent years (2009-2010) has increased, but the percentage is relatively higher
not only due to increased allocations, but also due to GDP decline during the
economic crisis. However, it is developed in terms of the types of social
programs; a large number of households received at least one form of social
protection - that is 6049 thousand households, representing 81.7% of all
households nationally (MLFSP, Report 2010).
Regarding the structure of social spending, Romania is similar to
European countries, most of the benefits being addressed to the elderly, with
the prevalence of contributory benefits; pensions and health insurance
represent 78% of total social spending, because of their universalistic character.
Spending for the elderly and health are financed mainly by employers and
employees; because of their small number, the share of social contributions is
one of the highest in Europe (Preda, 2009).
On the other hand, Romania differs significantly from the European
countries by the increased share of expenditure on family and health, and a
lower one with unemployment, housing and social exclusion. Family expenses
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are represented mainly by children allowance, because of its universalistic
character and therefore the high number of beneficiaries, and child allowance.
Social assistance programs have a large number of beneficiaries, but reduced
total cost of only 0.7% of GDP in 2006. The number of households where at
least one person has received social assistance benefits was 3,702 thousand
including 13,549 thousand people (MLFSP, Report 2010).
In Romania, the coverage of social protection is high - over 83% of
individuals are covered by at least one monetary benefit, directly or indirectly
(as members of the household by sharing income). Regarding the type of
transfer, it appears that almost half of the individuals in the household have at
least one source of income from contributory social protection benefits, of
which the most common is seniority pensions, those for loss of employment
capacity and the farmer pensions. In the case of non-contributory benefits,
child benefit has the largest coverage, followed by the guaranteed minimum
income and the special aid for people with disabilities (Grigoraş, 2009).
3. The social policies and their electoral facets
In 1992, social protection expenditure did not increase as expected, but
rather decreased, as it can be seen from the first graph. A possible explanation
is that the post-communist period did not have serious social problems, so they
did not receive special attention.
However, we can see a massive increase in post-election social
spending, so we can assume that this is due to the election year promises. In
election year 1996, no major changes can be observed by comparing with the
pre-election year as well as with the post-election, and this may be one of the
reasons that the government lost the elections, and this is repeated in the
election year 2000, accentuated by the decline in the share of social spending in
GDP, and also in the election year 2004.
In 2008 is an increase in social security spending compared with 2007,
while the government retains power, moreover, in post electoral year social
spending increase again in a significant proportion.
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Figure 1: Percentage of social protection expenses in GDP (Romania 1990-2000)
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Figure 2: Percentage of social protection expenses in GDP (Romania 2001-2010)
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The pension system
The pension system is controlled politically, the National House of Pensions
and Other Social Insurance Rights (CNPAS) has no real independence in managing
the fund, being controlled by the relevant ministry. Successive early retirements
artificially increased the number of beneficiaries, taking over many of those who
were to be sent in unemployment. The inclusion for a long period of agricultural
pensioners, who have not paid pension contributions and other categories of
beneficiaries, reduced the level of pension benefits.
The number of pensioners in social security system is on a parity level with
the number of employees, so the dependency ratio is very high. Its main source is
the retirement increase between 1990 and 2002 (partly influenced by lowering
retirement age and the full contribution period, provided for in Decree 60/1990)
with approximately 70%, and especially with 430% for disability ones, which
questions the correctness of these retirements. The dynamics of number of
employees was negative between 1990 and 2007 decreasing by approximately
40%. Early retirements and disability retirements led to a real retirement age of
around 52-53 years in 2001-2003.
From January 1st , 1999, the amounts for average monthly pension
calculation include, in addition to rights of retirement decisions, the ones for
supplementary pension (Government Emergency Ordinance 31/1998) and for
health insurance contribution (Law 145/1997, supplemented by Government
Emergency Ordinance 30/1998).
From July 1st 2000, the amounts for calculating the average monthly
pension include the value of tax for exceeding the ceiling set by law (Government
Emergency Ordinance 87/2000). Since January 1, 2003, the amounts representing
pensions do not include social health insurance contribution (Government
Emergency Ordinance 47/2002).
The pension level evolved increasingly during the economic growth and
after the law 19/2000 on public pension system and other social insurance rights.
The index of real average pension of state social insurance pensioners has
increased significantly, reaching 180% in 2007 compared to 2000, but the
replacement rate relative to net average earnings fell from 43% in 2002 to 38% in
2007 (meaning that the wages has increased more than the pensions). Following
increases in 2008 and the introduction of social pensions in 2009, the replacement
rate returned to 43% of average salary income.
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In Romania, pension expenditures are greater than revenues collected, and
there is a deficit of the state social insurance budget. Contribution collection rate
was only 80% several years ago because of political favors made to the indebted
state companies whose debt have been cancelled. Although successive
privatizations reduced debt levels, these still remained high. (Preda, 2009)
Introduction of privately managed pensions became operational only in
2008 but for 20 years they will take some contributions without providing benefits.
Optional pensions are insignificant regarding the population coverage. Mărginean
(2007) recommends that in a society to function several pension systems well
organized and efficient, in relation to their objective, forming a multi level structure
of public and private systems.
An unpopular law was introduced in a year with no elections. Since 2011,
the public pension system is governed by the law 263/2010 and its main reform
areas are: increasing the standard retirement age for women and some categories
of civil servants, pension systems integration, regulation establishing a procedure
for point value pension recalculation of pensions established by special laws,
increasing the number of contributors to the public pension system unit with some
categories of taxpayers, discouraging the number of partial early retirements,
implementation of more stringent criteria for access to disability pension and
discouraging abusive disability retirements.
Social assistance
Supplementary allowance and support allowance for single-parent families
are the largest programs selected for financial support for families with children,
targeting families with precarious financial situation, introduced by Government
Emergency Ordinance 105/2003 with effect from 1 January 2004. However, taking
into account economic growth and a low income limit, the number of beneficiaries
was decreasing. From the complementary family allowance was benefiting families
of husband, wife and children up to age 18, dependent on them, who live together
and generate net income per family member up to the minimum net wage
economy. Single-person families with children up to 18 years dependent and living
with them, receive support allowance for single parent families, if their net monthly
income per family member is up to the minimum net wage per economy. (MLFSP,
2012).
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Family support allowance, according to the law 277/2010 has as potential
beneficiaries, families whose members are Romanian citizens living in Romania and
families and single persons not having Romanian citizenship, but belonging to
certain categories of people. Allowance is granted based on income and number of
children in the family. Maximum income to be granted the allowance was 370 lei /
person.
State allowance and child allowance is allocated since 1990 under Decree
410/1985. State allowance for children has as beneficiaries all children up to the
age of 18 years (Law no. 61/1993). The allowance is transferred into personal
accounts opened for them by legal representatives.
Social care of older people, according to law 17/2000, addressed to people
who have reached the statutory retirement age and are granted based on social
surveys. According to the law, social services are established provided for older
people at home, in residential institutions, day care centers, senior clubs,
apartments and social housing.
Support for house heating, introduced by Government Emergency
Ordinance 5/2003 and updated according to Government Ordinance 1286/2008,
sets the support to families and single people on low incomes, increasing it
according to net average monthly income per family member.
Means-tested social assistance was introduced in 1995, but was paid
intermittently or not at all, because there seemed to be no pressure group or
political will to seek its proper functioning (Zamfir, 1999). Subsequently was
transformed into the guaranteed minimum income (regulated by Law 416/2001),
which supports individuals who have very low income. Conditions required for it,
such as community service, a part of the population having income growth and the
low level of benefits, led to a small number of recipients. (Pescaru-Urse, 2009)
The unemployment
Unemployment help, support allowance and professional integration
allowance represented the amounts that were granted at the request of persons
entitled by law no. 1/1991, republished in 1994 and amended by Ordinance
nr.47/1997, for a period not exceeding 270 days. Unemployment help was
dependent on previous earnings and the length of contribution to unemployment
fund being given monthly for a period of 270 days, representing between 50% and
60% of final salary. Support allowance is the amount granted to persons who have
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received unemployment benefits or employability allowance and that could not be
employed and represent 60% of the minimum wage. Support allowance is granted
for a maximum period of 18 months (according to Law no. 1/1991 and amended by
Ordinance no. 47/1997). Professional integration allowance granted to graduates of
high school or university, was introduced in 1994, and represent up to 70% of the
minimum wage, given on a period of 270 days (Zamfir, 1995).
Table 1: Indicators related to unemployment
Unemployment rate
Monthly
average
unemployment help as %
from minimum wage
Monthly average support
allowance as % from
minimum wage
Monthly
average
professional integration
allowance as % from
minimum wage
% from expenses with
active measures from
total
unemployment
expenses

1991
3

1992
8,2

1993
10,4

1994
10,9

1995
9,5

1996
6,6

1997
8,9

1998
10,4

1999
11,8

2000
10,5

63,6

64,8

71,3

102,7

97,4

112,9

135,8

103,8

119,9

96,6

-

43,8

41,1

41,2

60

60

53,2

47,1

53,3

40

-

-

-

70,7

65

65

65

57,5

66,4

54,2

2,8

1,5

1,1

1,4

0,8

1

0,7

1,2

1,1

1,3

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Romania - National Institute of Statistics.

From the table it can be seen an increase in unemployment spending in
1996 compared to 1995 - though these were low and a decrease of them in 2000,
compared with 1999.
Unemployment benefits (according to Law no. 76/2002 regarding the
unemployment insurance system and employment stimulation) is a partial
compensation income granted to unemployed persons due to loss of job or
graduates of educational institutions and soldiers who have completed their
military service and who did not gain employment and income. This benefit was
not related to previous earnings, representing 75% of the minimum wage, the
granting period being up to 12 months, depending on length of contribution to the
unemployment fund.
Training expenses represents expenses incurred for training, retraining,
improvement and specialization of people looking for a job. The payment of the
graduates represents the payment to employers who have hired, for an indefinite
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period, graduates of educational institutions. Monthly amount payment is
equivalent to the national minimum wage for a period of 12 months, according to
law 76/2002.
Compensation payments made under restructuring programs, privatization
and liquidation represented the amounts which have been given to persons whose
contracts of employment have been terminated as a result of actual layoffs Government Ordinance 7/1998 and G.O. 98/1999.
Although the unemployment rate in Romania is lower than in other
developed European countries, poverty indicators reveal a substantial segment of
the unemployed that are poor, in 2007 about 38% of the unemployed were under
the relative poverty line. In most European countries the amount of unemployment
benefits is dependent on previous income unemployed.
In Romania, the unemployment insurance system was tightened over time,
giving shorter periods and lower benefits. Along with Law 76/2002 is introduced
the benefit with a single amount. These changes were short term benefits for lowincome unemployed but in the long run have been disadvantaged by diminishing
the granting period. Subsequent legislative changes, despite the changes, have
maintained a low amount of these benefits.
Coverage of unemployment benefits decreased substantially between 1995
and 2004. Although the unemployment rate was similar, 61% of families with an
unemployed receiving unemployment benefits in 1995, while in 2004 only 25% of
them still received these benefits (Pescaru-Urse, 2009).
Conclusions
Two general conclusions have emerged from the analyzed data. Firstly,
according to the social policy legislation on pensions, social assistance and
unemployment, it can be concluded that, generally, election years influenced the
legislative framework because the unpopular measures were taken in nonelectoral
years, thus trying to avoid political sanctions at elections. Secondly, the levels of
social spending in the electoral years have influenced the outcome of elections; if it
decreased or if it was stagnant it was more likely that the political power would
have lost the elections.
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